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When the Additive Manufacturing world left Euromold behind and Formnext rose from the ashes, the metals side of AM consisted almost entirely of Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB). The imposing exhibition pavilions of EOS, SLM Solutions, Concept Laser, Trumpf, Renishaw, 3D Systems and the like at the inaugural Formnext made a strong statement: PBF-LB technology is here, to be explored and to be developed. Few understood where the applications would be coming from nearly a decade later, but the very fact that there was a strong field of machine providers instilled a confidence that simply would not have existed had there just been one player.

These companies formed metal AM’s first wave, and around it was built an ecosystem of software, materials and post-processing innovations. Core applications emerged, from conformally cooled tooling to motorsport, aviation and space applications.

At Formnext 2022 it very much felt that metal AM’s second wave was rising: Binder Jetting. The same fundamental necessity exists today – a field of players that together can make the clear statement that BJT technology is here and ready. Whilst ExOne, Desktop Metal and Digital Metal have been on the scene for some time - and should be credited with whetting the appetite of industry for BJT - the opening of sales for HP’s and GE Additive’s machines changes the perception of the technology significantly.

So, the question is how quickly will this wave rise? BJT benefits from materials developments from both Metal Injection Moulding (MIM) and PBF-LB. There are also MIM producers worldwide with the sintering expertise and customer bases to fast track the commercialisation of new applications. I’ve never been much of a gambler, but I think we might see some big surprises from BJT over the next two years.

Nick Williams
Managing Director
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A 2319 aluminium wind tunnel model featuring a nose cone produced by WAAM3D for the UK’s Aircraft Research Association (Courtesy WAAM3D)
Seurat Technologies is transforming manufacturing for people and our planet. Will you join us?

Discover more at seurat.com

The Promised Land is here.

- **10X faster** than today's LPBF | **100X faster** by 2025
- **Pay lower prices** than traditional manufacturing
- **Buy your metal parts locally**
- **Higher part quality** than today's LPBF process
- **Displacing up to 0.15 GT of CO2** with our Gen 1 system

Seurat Technologies is transforming manufacturing for people and our planet.
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What happens when you take the powder out of AM? Charting the rise of wire-based DED with WAAM3D

While most people associate the advantages of AM with small- to medium-sized, complex parts, wire-based Directed Energy Deposition (DED) makes it possible to achieve geometric complexity on a huge scale.

Although the adoption rate for wire-based DED does not come close to that of the more widely known metal AM processes, this unique technology has advanced dramatically over recent years, and promises major advantages in a volatile global manufacturing landscape. Dr Filomeno Martina, CEO and co-founder of WAAM3D, explains more. >>>

Smart sensor-integrated parts by AM: A look at a novel possibility with industrial applications

Additive Manufacturing processes offer a high degree of design freedom. The Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion of metals (PBF-LB/M), in particular, has established itself for series applications of complex-shaped parts in numerous industries.

In this article, Prof Dr-Ing Christian Seidel considers the next major step in PBF-LB, which could offer designers unknown potential: the production of sensor-integrated AM parts. Methods and solutions for the manufacturing of sensor-integrated AM parts are presented and industry-relevant case studies showcased, illustrating the potential offered by sensor-integrated 'smart parts.' >>>
Make the existing better. Make the new possible.

Repeatable, Reliable, and Scalable Additive Manufacturing Solutions
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- Function-Led Design for better optimized fluid flow and heat transfer
- Speed to Market and Supply Chain Integration for a drastic reduction in lead time
- Additive Manufacturing Expertise and Capability to rapidly progress from concept to successful production
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Tailored materials for AM: How a ‘powder kit’ can achieve greater material diversity with fewer resources in PBF-LB

The use of metal AM is ramping up, and so, as a result, is the demand for metal powders. However, the variety of materials available remains relatively small. This is due, among other things, to the exacting requirements for the powders used, and the method of production. In addition, the production of smaller quantities of powder can be uneconomical.

In a project funded by the AiF, the IWM at Germany’s RWTH Aachen University and Fraunhofer IFAM have developed a sustainable ‘powder kit’ for the individual and robust production of metal powder mixtures with subsequent alloying during PBF-LB processing. The partners share their progress. >>>

QuesTek’s ICMD: Faster, cheaper, and better alloy development for Additive Manufacturing

Alloy development has evolved dramatically throughout history, from what was a game of ‘trial and error’ to a systematic approach driven by Design of Experiments and specialist software.

Now, the adoption of Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) is once again changing the way new materials are developed and deployed in today’s advanced manufacturing technologies.

QuesTek’s Keith Fritz, Director of Solutions Architecture, details how the company’s ICMD® platform is enabling faster, cheaper and more successful development of new alloys for metal Additive Manufacturing, as well as the build parameters to process them. >>>

NanoAL: Alloy development on an open parameter PBF-LB machine, from installation through to Rapid Alloy Screening

When NanoAL, LLC, a company with a decade of aluminium alloy development experience, decided to speed up its development of alloys for AM, it turned to SLM Solutions’ SLM®125 PBF-LB machine. As NanoAL’s Matthew Simmers explains, the company needed a workhorse machine that fulfilled a number of requirements, from open parameters and material flexibility to specifications and build quality that closely mirrored larger, production-focused machines.

This article explores machine choice, installation, and operation in supporting NanoAL’s Rapid Alloy Screening (RAS) process. >>>

Using the Six Sigma method to optimise metal powder spreading in PBF-LB

In Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB), powder is applied to the build platform by a recoater unit performing a horizontal movement. Though not often the focus of research, the quality of powder layers has a significant influence on the quality of the final part, making the powder application process highly relevant to PBF-LB’s productivity and reliability.

A collaborative project between the Chair of Hybrid Additive Manufacturing (HAM) at the Ruhr University Bochum and the consulting firm MTS Consulting Partner has shown how the Six Sigma method can be used to improve the process of metal powder application in the PBF-LB process. >>>
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Insights from R&D to part production: How CT analysis can advance metal Binder Jetting

In the race to optimise AM technologies for the creation of both breakthrough designs and direct part replacements, it is more necessary than ever that companies have access to the deep insights and data needed to advance part designs and processing at every phase of product development. Thanks to its ability to provide these insights non-destructively and in great detail, CT analysis provides an invaluable tool for the advancement of AM processes and their adoption.

Philip Sperling, Product Manager AM at Volume Graphics, explains how CT analysis can advance the development and adoption of metal Binder Jetting (BJT).

Corrosion and wear resistance of materials processed by beam-based AM technologies

A technical session at the World PM2022 Congress & Exhibition, organised by the European Powder Metallurgy Association (EPMA) and held in Lyon, France, October 9-13, 2022, focused on the corrosion and wear resistance of materials processed using beam-based Additive Manufacturing. This session comprised three papers which looked at ways to improve these properties – both particular pain points for AM’s wider adoption – by way of chemical-mechanical surface polishing, adjusted laser power, and the development of new, wear-resistant alloys for AM. Dr David Whittaker reviews the presented papers.
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The future has arrived

The DMP/PRO is here: a fast, accurate and versatile 3D printer that uses binder jetting technology, enabling volume production of everything from industrial components to medical and consumer products.

- **Groundbreaking 3D printhead**
  70,400 print nozzles ejecting 2 pL droplets, delivering speed and precision.

- **Repeatable and reliable**
  Linear motors, air bearings stable, and robust diabase platform for high accuracy and tight tolerances.

- **High productivity**
  Capable of printing 1,000 cm$^3$ per hour and managed via a custom-built software platform, the DMP/PRO is designed for unbeatable productivity.

Check out all the benefits at [digitalmetal.tech/dmpro]
ALD announces large-format industrial PBF-EB machine

ALD Vacuum Technologies, GmbH, Hanau, Germany, has introduced a new large-format Electron Beam Powder Bed Fusion [PBF-EB] Additive Manufacturing machine, EBuild® 850. Said to be the largest PBF-EB system in the world, in its basic configuration the EBuild 850 is designed to produce metal parts with dimensions up to 850 x 850 x 1,000 mm.

The system includes a retractable build chamber and a process chamber connected to an advanced powder application system, as well as mobile withdrawal and extraction units. A second build chamber may be added to this setup in order to perform the melt and cool down processes in one chamber while extracting the parts and powder from the second one and prepare it for the next build. The machine is designed to be completely vacuum-tight, enabling metal parts to be additively manufactured in vacuum or a controlled inert gas atmosphere.

“In order to overcome the limitations in component size, we have deliberately worked to expand the chamber design to many times the usual dimensions without sacrificing process quality,” stated Dr Fuad Osmanlic, VP – Additive Manufacturing at ALD. “Therefore, the high-precision withdrawal unit can position a powder bed weighing up to 15 t with an accuracy of approx. 0.01 mm and a total build height of approx. 1,000 mm.”

In order to apply the base material, the powder application system – which can also handle powders with low flowability – fills the build area ensuring a uniform powder distribution. The feeder platform is raised exactly by the height defined by the operator, ensuring that the powder fed to the rake remains constant. To prevent the high process temperatures during melting from affecting the powder distribution, the application system is water-cooled.

“It was important to us that our powder application system can also handle powders with low flowability to increase the powder yield, which both saves resources and lowers the price per kilogram,” Dr Osmanlic added.

All chamber walls and components exposed to high temperatures are equipped with heat shields to keep energy consumption moderate during melting and avoid heat loss. All valves exposed to powder and metal dust have also been equipped with specific protection devices to ensure reliable functionality.

In order to meet the demands of industrial series production, the system has a high level of automation, as well as in-depth process monitoring, closed loop control, data logging, status indication, fault and alarm annunciation, along with safety interlocks to enable safe and efficient operation. A key feature is said to be the back-scattered electron imaging, as this offers the possibility to enable automatic fault detection through high contrast layer imaging as well as constructing a digital twin as a 3D model. The entire process preparation, control and monitoring can be carried out via a PC or the built-in interface. This means that all relevant functions are visualised, in an effort to make the learning curve for the machine less steep. In addition, several local control panels installed in the operating area allow specific system functions to be executed locally. “Even with a high amount of automation we value operational flexibility and control where needed,” Dr Osmanlic explains.

Working with the buyer, the EBuild system can be tailored to equip the user with a turn-key system including process and production support.

“Switching to new technologies in one’s production can be daunting and overwhelming without exploiting the full potential. Therefore, the EBuild® 850 is not an off-the-shelf plant, but specifically tailored to fully access the greater design freedom as well as enabling to produce what is needed, when it is needed,” he concluded.

An EBuild Pilot System is now available for customer process developments and trials.

www.ald-vt.com
Quality, Experience and Customer Relationships

We are driven by these values.

Elnik’s innovations and experiences in all areas of temperature and atmosphere management have led us to become the leaders for the Batch-based Debind and Sinter equipment industry. We have applied these core competencies across a wide variety of industries through our 50 year history and look forward to the emergence of new technologies that will continue to drive demand for new innovative products.

We offer:
First Stage Debind Equipment (Catalytic, Solvent, Water)
Debind & Sinter Furnaces (All Metal or Graphite)

Elnik’s experienced team is driven to be the only partner you need for all your MIM and Metal AM equipment for 2022 and beyond.
HP showcases Metal Jet S100 at Formnext

HP Inc, Palo Alto, California, USA, showcased its new Metal Jet Additive Manufacturing solution, post-processing capabilities, expanded Digital Manufacturing Network (DMN), new materials & recycling programme, and a variety of industrial production applications at this year’s Formnext exhibition.

Launched in September, HP’s Metal Jet S100 is reported to be enabling industrial customers, such as Domin Digital Motion, Lumenium, and Schneider Electric, achieve better productivity, low part cost, and high-quality components.

To demonstrate this, HP displayed a number of parts, including those built for John Deere, the global manufacturing leader of agricultural and construction equipment. John Deere is using binder jetted valves, developed with GKN Additive, in its agricultural machinery. In addition to reported productivity gains and environmental benefits, the part is functional in extreme weather conditions. John Deere is also leveraging HP’s Multi Jet Fusion technology to optimise its production process, using AM prototypes to test and fine-tune components and parts such as windshield holders, reducing pre-assembly from thirty days to ten, delivery times by up to ten weeks, and overall production costs by between 20-25%.

“Our focus on innovation and sustainability is at the core of everything we do for our customers,” stated Dr Jochen Müller, Manager Global Digital Engineering at John Deere. “We are proud to be among the first in the agricultural industry to leverage the benefits of 3D printing for both prototyping and final parts production. Leveraging industrial 3D printing platforms for polymers and metals, we are discovering opportunities to deliver more efficient, reliable, and sustainable equipment.”

Aubert & Duval announces new metal powder brand and relocation of Irun production site

Aubert & Duval, a subsidiary of the High Performance Alloys Division of the Eramet Group, based in Paris, France, has launched Stellar®, a new metal powder brand dedicated to Additive Manufacturing and announced plans for the relocation of its Irun, Spain, production site.

“These two announcements reflect our belief in the growth potential of the metal Additive Manufacturing market,” stated Eric Caridroit, president of Aubert & Duval Irun.

The Stellar brand is intended to embody all of Aubert & Duval’s ambitions in the AM field, boosting its offer in a fast-growing market, with the rise of space applications and challenges of decarbonisation. The new range of high-temperature alloys Stellar ABD®-900AM, Stellar MHA3300®, Stellar AD730® are intended to represent a solution to enable the space, aeronautics and energy industries to develop new generations of turbines offering better energy and environmental performance.

Aubert & Duval is also moving to a new stage of its growth with a relocation project of its metal powder production factory, scheduled for summer 2023. The new industrial site, with a planned 50% capacity increase, will be located in Oiartzun, Spain, 6 km away from its Irun factory. With this new industrial base, Aubert & Duval plans to increase its metal powder production to develop and produce customised AM alloys.

Adeline Riou, Global Sales Manager for metal powders at Aubert & Duval, concluded, “Through the combination of freedom of design and innovative materials, this technology offers great opportunities for weight reduction and high temperature performance. This value proposition is at the heart of our new Stellar brand.”

www.aubertduval.com
GE Additive introduces its highly anticipated Binder Jetting solution

GE Additive has announced more details of its much-anticipated Binder Jet Line and Series 3 Additive Manufacturing machine. With production deliveries expected to begin in the second half of 2023, the release of the system follows a four-year phase of customer collaboration and testing in an effort to ensure that the technology is ready for high-volume, serial production environments.

"In addition to a tangible business model, customers in fast-paced, high-volume manufacturing environments who are considering industrial-scale additive deployments also need to demonstrate positive financial and productivity impact, as quickly as possible. Customers shouldn’t have to reconfigure and tweak machines once they have been installed on their shop floor," stated Josh Mook, chief engineer and innovation leader at GE Additive.

"We remain focused on only bringing technology solutions to market when they are ready, and can help our customers demonstrate return on investment and total cost of ownership. That is certainly the case with our new Binder Jet Line and the Series 3, which is reliable, safe, and meets their needs today and tomorrow," he added.

According to the company, the Binder Jet Line Series 3 is capable of producing small or large complex parts repeatedly and reliably using Binder Jetting (BJT), with material properties that exceed casting equivalents. The Series 3 has a build envelope of 500 x 500 x 500 mm and a print speed of up to 9,000 cm³/hr at 100 μm layers. It will process a wide range of metals, including stainless steels 316L, 304L, 17-4 PH & 441, copper and tungsten carbide.

Using GE’s proprietary binder systems, the Binder Jet Line is said to enable the user to depowder intricate parts without damaging fine features. Parts are also sintered within desired tolerances, thanks in part to GE Additive’s Amp™ software which can predict distortion.

During the Binder Jet Line’s four-year development period, a group of strategic customer partners have contributed to the advancement of GE Additive’s BJT technology. Based on this input, a focus of the design has been to enable the eventual deployment of installations comprising fleets of forty to fifty to 100+ machines. This scalability will drive repeatable process quality, while minimising operator contact with equipment and materials.

The Binder Jet Line will be UL-listed and CE-certified, has a 100% inert and sealed environment, a fully closed-loop powder-free exposure, and is designed for compatibility with reactive and flammable powder and binders. Other safety benefits include a fully independent and real-time safety system on board, constantly monitoring machine conditions, and real-time OPC UA data streaming for integration into factory MES and safety systems.

"During the Series 3 and Binder Jet Line’s development phase, we sought out customers who could give us honest, real-world insights from their high-volume manufacturing environments. We have taken their insights to complement our hands-on knowledge and experience of scaling additive production," added Brian Birkmeyer, product line leader for Binder Jet at GE Additive. "The result is a modern, modular industrialised additive system – developed by additive users, for additive users – that delivers quality parts, at cost, at scale, and safely."
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**Examples in our copper portfolio:**

- **CU-OF:** > 99.9% pure Cu
- **CuNi2SiCr:** age-hardenable
- **CuCr1Zr:** strength combined with thermal/electrical conductivity
- **GRCop-42:** mechanically stable up to 700°C
- **CuAg7Zr:** 1200MPa/70% IACS targeted development

**High quality spherical, pore free metal powder with outstanding flowability**

**Argon atomization with narrow and reproducible PSD of 5-20, 15-45, 20-63 and 45-106µm**

**Inquiries at sales@hq.metalpine.at**
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**Sandvik to offer online metal powder ordering from Q1 2023**

Sweden’s Sandvik has pre-launched a new online ordering ‘webshop’ for its range of Additive Manufacturing metal powders. Announced at Formnext 2022, Osprey® Online is expected to be fully launched in Q1 2023, and plans to offer a forty-eight-hour turnaround service as well as 24/7 technical support.

With more than 160 years of materials expertise and forty-five years of experience in powder atomisation, Sandvik is a leading provider of gas atomised metal powders for Additive Manufacturing and other metal powder-based processes. The company offers a wide range of alloys.

By registering interest via the Osprey site, customers can receive a 5% discount on their first order.

[www.additive.sandvik.com](http://www.additive.sandvik.com)

---

**Tritone Technologies establishes North American base**

Tritone Technologies, Rosh Ha’ayin, Israel, has announced that it will be opening a US-based subsidiary to meet the needs of North American customers. Tritone Technologies North America is said to be a key step for Tritone’s global expansion, building on North American interest generated from the company’s participation in Rapid + TCT 2022, and comes following the APG’s installation of a Tritone Dominant machine.

The company has appointed Gal Barak as General Manager, Tritone Americas, who will join Ben Arnold, VP Business Development, NA. In his role, Barak will lead Tritone Technologies North America’s operation, addressing the company’s expanding global presence and helping to ensure superior service for customers in the NA region. Based in Florida, Barak has experience in sales and business development from global companies including Scitex, HP, and Stratasys. Tritone Technologies North America will be fully supported by Tritone Technologies, headquartered in Israel.

“At Tritone we see a growing demand for our products in NA,” stated Ofer Ben-Zur, CEO, Tritone Technologies. “Tritone made the decision to expand its global reach to address market needs. Tritone Technologies North America Inc will help to achieve our goals and reach our objectives. I wish Gal tremendous success in his mission to make Tritone a household name when seeking Additive Manufacturing solutions in the North America region.”

[www.tritoneam.com](http://www.tritoneam.com)
Equispheres introduces NExP-1 non-explosible aluminium feedstock

Equispheres, Inc, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada, has announced its development of a non-explosible aluminium alloy feedstock for Additive Manufacturing that reduces the hazards associated with the day-to-day handling of metal powders. Known as NExP-1, the material is designed for the production of additively manufactured aluminium parts.

The company explains that NExP-1 maintains the ability to produce high-quality builds at high throughput rates, but, unlike other metal powders for Additive Manufacturing, it is dust-free and characterised as non-explosible as per ASTM E1226, Standard Test Method for Explosibility of Dust Clouds. The material is also non-combustible as per the UN Manual of Tests and Criteria, Part 3, Subsection 33.2.1. for flammable solids.

“We have achieved these key safety properties without altering the quality of our material nor the chemical composition. In printing, this material performs just as well as our other aluminium powders, but it has the added benefit of being non-explosible and non-combustible,” stated Evan Butler-Jones, vice president – Product & Strategy for Equispheres. “It would almost be inaccurate to even call this a powder. It is almost totally free of dust; it flows like water and it is easy to clean off of equipment surfaces. It is a completely unique printing media for production Additive Manufacturing.”

The NExP-1 material is currently available in AlSi10Mg and the company has developed recommended parameters for additively manufacturing the new material, targeting several end-use applications.

Kevin Nicholds, CEO of Equispheres, commented, “We are applying our technology to empower innovation in Additive Manufacturing. We anticipate this new safer aluminium material will be embraced by companies using AM in a production setting. This new breakthrough is a result of our ongoing efforts to make 3D printing more accessible and competitive with other manufacturing methods.”

Equispheres has a core team of metallurgists actively engaged in R&D and continues to develop processes and products to advance the technology of AM. The company’s Performance and Precision lines of aluminium powder demonstrate marked improvement in build speed and part quality, resulting in lower per-part costs. NExP-1, an addition to Equispheres’ Production product line relies on a technological breakthrough to address the handling properties of AM powders.

www.equispheres.com
WHAT THE FUTURE IS MADE OF

Non-explosible, non-combustible aluminum alloy feedstock for additive manufacturing.

Equispheres’ NExP-1 print media for AM represents a leap forward in safety and performance.

Aluminum has long been prized in manufacturing for its light weight, strength and ease of processing, but in powder form, its reactive nature and the need for cautionary measures in handling and storage have reduced its appeal for 3D printing, especially in large-scale operations. NExP-1 solves this challenge. This new, purpose-built, innovative material reduces the risk associated with day-to-day handling and makes additive manufacturing of aluminum readily available to mass production applications.

Learn more and connect with the Equispheres Applications Engineering team at Equispheres.com.
MELD unveils 3PO hybrid additive and subtractive machine

MELD Manufacturing Corporation, Christiansburg, Virginia, USA, announced its newest machine, 3PO, at Formnext 2022. The machine features a MELD Additive Manufacturing system with an integrated subtractive head. It has a large build capacity of 4 m x 2.7 m x 1 m (10.8 m³) and eliminates the need for a separate subtractive machine.

3PO, named after Star Wars droids like the other MELD AM machines, offers a continuous Additive Manufacturing capability for large-scale parts. The subtractive capabilities include a standard 3-axis head, with an optional 5-axis head at a maximum travel speed of 12 m/minute.

MELD uses a patented Additive Manufacturing technology based on a process similar to friction welding, and can be used for the building and repair of metal components using off-the-shelf solid-state materials or powder. The process is capable of additively manufacturing large metal parts due to the fact that it is an open-atmosphere process and not sensitive to the operating environment or material surface condition.

The MELD process can utilise various materials, such as aluminium, titanium, steel and nickel-base superalloys, and is reputedly well suited to address several challenges facing the defence sector, along with other industries.

“In response to customer demand, we’ve increased the size of parts possible with MELD, and added subtractive functionality to machine in features throughout the build,” stated Nanci Hardwick, CEO.

While 3PO is MELD’s first commercial off-the-shelf hybrid machine, it’s not the first machine that the company has been involved in that includes subtractive capabilities. The MELD technology is being deployed in a machine incorporating additive and subtractive technology for the US Army’s Jointless Hull Program.

www.meldmanufacturing.com

MolyWorks opens sustainable AM powder production facility in Singapore

MolyWorks Materials Corporation, Los Gatos, California, USA, is expanding its global footprint with the establishment of a new metal foundry in Singapore to support the production of low-carbon metal powders and the development of new alloys, reports Singapore Times.

Founded in 2015, MolyWorks Materials has developed a patented, compact recycling foundry and technology that recycles waste metals into raw materials for high-purity, sustainable powders suitable for Additive Manufacturing. To date, the company has successfully upcycled over twenty-five alloys.

The Singapore-based facility will serve as the company’s Asia-Pacific R&D and production hub, offering a wide range of metal powders, including small batches for custom alloys and R&D, and high-volume production for large-scale industrial applications. The facility is equipped with laboratories to support powder characterisation and testing services.

“MolyWorks is very pleased to have found its own metal upcycled foundry in Singapore to provide a first source of sustainable metal powders for local businesses and the entire region,” stated Phil Ward, CEO of MolyWorks. “With strong interest and support from industry and the Singapore government, this new local capability will help reduce metal waste while reducing carbon and improving the sustainability of the country’s metal parts production over time. We expect it to play an increasingly important role over time.”

Lionel Lim, VP of Technical Hardware and Equipment at the Singapore Economic Development Board, added, “MolyWorks’ move to use Singapore as a location to enhance its sustainable metal powder production for the region shows how a company can combine growth and environmental protection goals. Molyworks is excited about the new foundry’s role in partnering with the local Additive Manufacturing ecosystem to develop raw metal alloys for industrial use. This is timely, as we have a lot of work to do.”

www.molyworks.co
Markforged joins UK consortium at iAero

Markforged Inc, Boston, Massachusetts, USA, and its British reseller Mark3D have joined with aerospace supplier Leonardo UK, Yeovil College and the Somerset County Council to open and fully support a state-of-the-art Additive Manufacturing centre within the iAero Centre in Yeovil, Somerset, UK.

“One of the main aims of iAero is to provide an environment where new products and high-value design and engineering solutions can be developed in collaboration with key industrial partners,” stated Austin Chick, head of iAero. “Engineers from all over the west of England will be able to use this first-class facility to further develop groundbreaking ideas and turn them into reality.”

Located on land owned by Leonardo and situated next to its UK end-to-end helicopter facility, the new iAero Innovation Centre provides a purpose-built research, design and innovation facility to support the growing aerospace sector in the region. As an anchor tenant and collaboration partner, Leonardo is currently utilising the centre with a number of projects already planned for the new capability.

The centre will be equipped with the full portfolio of Additive Manufacturing machines from Markforged, capable of processing an expanding range of engineering metals such as tool steels, copper and Inconel.

“The joint investment we see here today is further proof that the Aerospace and Defence industry in the South West of England is buoyant and ready to develop new products to support the world market,” stated Kevin Murphy, Markforged UK Territory Manager. “Markforged is delighted to be involved with this project and we look forward to helping both today’s engineer and the engineers of the future learn how Additive Manufacturing can turn ideas into reality.”

The iAero project also enables students from Yeovil College to use the facility. Students will be able to work side by side with people from industry, gaining valuable contextual experience in project-related applications. Students can also take advantage of the Markforged University Programme, adding online courses in AM to their list of qualifications and skills. As a partner of Leonardo, the Yeovil College team consider that understanding Additive Manufacturing solutions within practical scenarios is an invaluable experience for today’s young engineers.

Ian Weston, MD at Mark3D, concluded, “We expect this equipment to be utilised fully and it is important that the materials, consumables and spares are immediately available to the team. Our role is to facilitate a smooth running environment, provide advice with manufacturing decisions during the design process and help people in their learning phase. Additive is a really exciting place to be at the moment. This system offers the ability to design and manufacture in ways not possible a few years ago. This will enable companies in the region to upskill and become more competitive in their respective specialisms.”
AM Ecosystem

From part design to finished product.

Comprehensive solutions for 24/7 additive part production
Increase your production capacity and throughput with the industry’s leading turnkey solution for additive manufacturing. Easy to integrate with conventional manufacturing equipment and capable of handling everything from part design to serial production, GF Machining Solutions’ additive ecosystem works together seamlessly for cost-effective additive part production.

Learn more at www.gfms.com
Eplus3D adds EP-M1250 nine-laser metal AM machine

Eplus3D, headquartered in Hanzhou, China, has launched the EP-M1250, a large-format, multi-laser metal Additive Manufacturing machine. Featuring a 1258 x 1258 x 1350 mm build chamber and nine lasers, the new machine is expected to increase the development of multi-metre metal additively manufactured parts, whilst offering high productivity and reliability.

The EP-M1250 can operate with various metal powders, including titanium, aluminium and nickel-base alloys, maraging steel, stainless steel, chrome cobalt alloys and other metals. The build rate for the new machine is reported to be up to 240 cm³/h, producing parts with a density >99.9% and <5% deviation in mechanical properties.

To achieve homogeneous part properties across the build platform, the gas flow has been optimised and redesigned. The integrated process software also offers the ability to divide the build model into different sections, for which process parameters can be individually applied.

Eplus3D has introduced the EP-M1250, its new large format, nine-laser metal AM machine (Courtesy Eplus3D)

SLM Solutions announces its large-scale metal AM machine concept

SLM Solutions, Lübeck, Germany, has announced an Additive Manufacturing machine concept that will enable the production of large, high-quality metal parts up to 3 m in length. The flexible system is reported to solve the problem of current build chamber constraints, allowing the production of either cylindrical parts with a diameter of 1.8 m and a height of 1.6 m or, alternatively, long parts with a dimension of up to 3 x 1.2 x 1.2 m.

The large part machine concept contains a core unit and a build envelope that, being flexible in size, allows the manufacture of components in individual dimensions. Coupled with the advantages of SLM’s Additive Manufacturing technology, the machine will reportedly offer its users the possibility of tailored production without the limits seen in today’s systems. The new AM machine will offer a build rate of up to 330 cm³/h.

“This is yet another piece of game-changing technology that opens up new possibilities to transition applications to AM, by removing previously accepted geometrical restrictions,” explained Sam O’Leary, CEO of SLM Solutions. “Every piece of technology we develop is testament to our incredible team of relentless innovators, who solve our customers’ manufacturing challenges and change the future of manufacturing forever.”

“It is not only a simple addition to SLM Solutions machine portfolio. It is a real revolution of manufacturing. We can’t wait to show the giant and massive metal parts. It’s almost unbelievable, but convince yourself”

Eplus3D states that its new EP-M1250 is suitable for the direct manufacturing of large, high-precision and high-performance parts in the aerospace, aviation, automotive and machinery sectors. To highlight its capability, the nine-laser metal AM machine has been used to produce a number of additively manufactured parts for the aerospace industry. These include a stainless steel rocket engine nozzle expansion section coming in at 1050 x 160 mm and an In718 rocket compartment at the size of 630 x 630 x 1100 mm (pictured above).

www.slm-solutions.com

Eplus3D adds EP-M1250 nine-laser metal AM machine (Courtesy Eplus3D)

Eplus3D has introduced the EP-M1250, its new large format, nine-laser metal AM machine (Courtesy Eplus3D)

SLM Solutions' AM machine concept will enable a build rate of up to 330 cm³/h (Courtesy SLM Solutions)
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Elementum 3D partners with SLM Solutions for aerospace material development

SLM Solutions, Lübeck, Germany, and Elementum 3D, Erie, Colorado, USA, have entered a material development agreement to bring Elementum 3D’s range of high-performance alloys for aerospace and space applications to SLM’s customers. The agreement has also seen Elementum 3D acquire a twelve-laser NXG XII 600 Additive Manufacturing machine from SLM Solutions.

Through this partnership, the companies are collaborating to develop exclusive aluminium alloys 2024 and 6061 or aerospace-grade 7050 and 7075 for SLM technology. In this way, both companies are teaming up to further enhance material offerings on the twelve-laser technology used to build end-use parts travelling to space. Elementum 3D’s RAM technology is said to ensure safe processing and the successful outcome of additively manufactured parts with these difficult-to-use materials, and therefore opens completely new possibilities in terms of component size, processing speeds, and material properties.

“This strong partnership will enable our goal of empowering our customers to achieve theirs,” stated Sam O’Leary, CEO of SLM Solutions. “It will pave a path for an enhanced material portfolio enabling better performing applications and new business cases. We look forward to this partnership achieving new heights in AM and accelerating idea-to-production platform for our customers.”

Jacob Nuechterlein, president and founder of Elementum 3D, added, “We are pleased to announce this working agreement with SLM Solutions. With Elementum 3D’s ground-breaking materials and SLM Solutions leadership in production-sized printers for aluminiums, we can offer a full solution to organisations ready to take their ideas to production.”

www.slm-solutions.com
www.elementum3d.com

Elementum 3D and SLM Solutions intend to rapidly expand material selection for the NXG XII 600 (Courtesy SLM Solutions)
SinterTek launches Sinterjet M60 compact metal Binder Jetting machine

SinterTek, based in Istanbul, Turkey, has launched its latest metal Binder Jetting (BJT) Additive Manufacturing machine: the Sinterjet M60. With a build volume of 160 x 60 x 60 mm, and a print resolution of 1200 x 1200 dpi, the compact machine is said to enable the production of complex metal parts at a fraction of the cost of its competitors.

Measuring 550 x 350 x 450 mm, the Sinterjet M60 is small enough to fit on a table top and requires no dedicated electrical connections or gas supplies to operate. Capable of working with a wide selection of materials, powders and binders, the BJT machine is said to be well suited to small workshops, R&D laboratories and academic institutes.

To enable minimal effort in handling powder, the Sinterjet M60 has a removable build box. This machine reportedly enables a new build – or changing of material at the end of a build – to be completed in seconds, increasing production throughput and reducing time to market.

Once the build process is complete, the additively manufactured parts within the powder will be removed from the machine with the build box and placed inside a curing oven. This will activate the binder and harden the part, readying it to be removed from the powder bed. From there, the cleaned parts are placed inside a sintering furnace to produce fully dense metal parts.

SinterTek has also developed an affordable sintering furnace to partner with the Sinterjet M60. This is expected to be available in 2023.

www.sinterjet.com

GKN Aerospace acquires AM machine supplier Permanova Lasersystem

GKN Aerospace has acquired Permanova Lasersystem AB, Gothenburg, Sweden, a provider of advanced laser technology solutions and Additive Manufacturing machines. The acquisition is reported to be part of GKN Aerospace’s Engines business aim to transform its supply chain and offer more sustainable and advanced material solutions.

Permanova Lasersystem is a supplier of laser welding and Directed Energy Deposition (DED) Additive Manufacturing machines to GKN Aerospace. The company states that the acquisition will strengthen its Additive Manufacturing offering, accelerate large-scale AM industrialisation and enable significant business growth.

GKN Aerospace also notes that this is a major milestone in its sustainability journey, with Additive Manufacturing reducing material and energy usage by up to 80% compared to traditional manufacturing techniques. The widespread adoption of AM will be an important aspect of the aerospace industry’s commitment to achieving net zero emissions by 2050.

“Permanova represents a perfect strategic fit for us. Additive Manufacturing success requires three core capabilities: product know-how, process control and systems design,” stated Joakim Andersson, Engines president. “This acquisition gives us strategic control of the systems design element so that we now have deep expertise in all three areas. That is a game-changer for GKN Aerospace as it will enable us to accelerate the deployment of AM at scale. Ultimately, that will help us grow our share in existing and future Engine platforms and deliver a more sustainable future for aviation. We have an exciting journey ahead and I am delighted to welcome Permanova to the GKN Aerospace family.”

Håkan Grubb, CEO of Permanova Lasersystem, stated, “We are very excited to join the GKN Aerospace family. It is a company we have worked with for many years and have always had a strong partnership with and I am excited to work closely together to bring additive solutions to the market. Permanova Laser system is well recognised for its laser technology and integration expertise and together with GKN Aerospace we look forward to boosting the development of efficient and green fabrication solutions, powering the future of sustainable flight.”

www.gknaerospace.com
www.permanova.se
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Kymera acquires CASL Surface Technologies Corp

Kymera International, a speciality materials company headquartered in Research Triangle Park, North Carolina, USA, has acquired CASL Surface Technologies Corp (CASL), headquartered in Alberta, Canada, a manufacturer of wear-resistant metallic and ceramic alloy coatings.

CASL develops and commercialises metallic coating process, alloy and capital equipment intellectual property purposed towards mitigating the impact of extreme wear on mission-critical industrial components. The company has two manufacturing facilities in Alberta and a production site in Houston, Texas. The acquisition is expected to enhance Kymera’s coatings and surface technologies product offerings.

“CASL’s leadership team has built a tremendous company of talented people with industry-leading knowledge in thermal spray applications. This acquisition will allow us to accelerate our coatings initiatives both organically and through M&A,” stated Barton White, CEO of Kymera. "Combining the unique wear-resistant speciality materials Kymera has organically developed in-house, with the innovative alloys and application expertise of CASL, will give our customers end-to-end performance and value.”

Scott McLaughlan, president & CEO of CASL, commented, "CASL is thrilled to join the Kymera family where we expect the combination of our highly successful materials science-oriented teams, coupled with Kymera’s new product development focus and its global reach, will unlock the potential in CASL IP and generate extraordinary results.”

Adam Shebitz, a partner at Palladium, added, “The acquisition of CASL, Kymera’s sixth under Palladium’s ownership, is aligned with the company’s value creation plan to become a leading speciality materials manufacturer and solutions provider. CASL’s offering complements the investments Kymera has made in its organic new product development capabilities, and unlocks exciting new growth opportunities.”

www.kymerainternational.com
www.caslsurftech.com
Formnext 2022 attendance back to pre-pandemic numbers

Over the course of four days, Formnext 2022 once again brought the global Additive Manufacturing industry to Frankfurt, Germany. With attendees from ninety-six countries, the high proportion of international visitors (51%) and exhibitors (58%) demonstrated its status as the leading international trade fair for industrial Additive Manufacturing and advanced production technologies.

Now in its eighth year, the event included 802 exhibitors, up from 606 in the previous year, and over 51,000 m² of booked exhibition space. With attendance reported to be 29,581, up by 65.6% compared to 2021 (17,859), Formnext 2022 was virtually on par with pre-COVID levels.

“We are proud of the fact that Formnext has returned to its impressive pre-Covid level,” stated Sascha F Wenzler, VP – Formnext event organiser Mesago Messe Frankfurt GmbH. “We have once again demonstrated the importance of Formnext as the world’s premiere AM platform and the vital role of face-to-face interaction at Formnext for the further development of this highly innovative sector.”

The numerous world premieres and developments included novel AM technologies and new and improved AM machines, as well as new materials ranging from wood to ceramics, software solutions, service offerings, post-processing solutions, and much more. The programme of supporting events at Formnext 2022 was broader and more varied than before, leading visitors through the world of innovative startups, additively manufactured houses, and cutting-edge applications in medical technology. Recurring themes included the implementation of decentralised AM, the promotion of sustainable manufacturing solutions, and the growing maturity of industrial AM.

For the eighth time, the international Formnext Start-up Challenge recognised young companies from the world of AM for their business ideas and technical developments. Visitors once again enjoyed the Pitchnext event, where start-ups competed for the attention of investors. The purmundus challenge competition celebrated its tenth anniversary, with a reception and a showcase of winners from the past ten years. The Discover3Dprinting seminars were another popular event during the exhibition, especially for newcomers to AM. The seminars are set to continue at various locations throughout 2023.

On November 14, the day before the start of the exhibition, the ASTM Standards Forum focused on the importance of standards and standardisation for Additive Manufacturing. On the same day, the Wohlers Report LIVE at Formnext 2022 event celebrated its debut.

Next year’s Formnext is scheduled to take place on November 7–10, 2023. www.formnext.com
GKN Aerospace to establish AM centre of excellence in Texas

GKN Aerospace has announced plans for a new North American Additive Manufacturing centre of excellence to be located in the Lone Star Commerce Center in Fort Worth, Texas, USA. The 9,300 m² facility will initially house research and development of AM technology for large-scale titanium aerostructures.

Existing equipment and personnel will be transferred from Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s Manufacturing Demonstration Facility in Tennessee to the new site in Texas. Plans are in place for an additional larger AM cell and, when at full capacity, the centre will house up to 100 personnel.

“We are very excited to bring our additive technology research to Fort Worth. With proximity to many of our major customers in Texas and across the US, this is the right place for GKN Aerospace,” stated Shawn Black, GKN Aerospace’s president of Defense. “Along with a partnership with local government, we look forward to expanding our titanium Additive Manufacturing capabilities and pushing the boundaries of this technology for our customers and the aerospace industry.”

Over the next few years, GKN Aerospace expects to transform the facility into its fourth Global Technology Center to complement existing centres in Sweden, the Netherlands, and the UK.

GKN Aerospace has decades of experience in advanced aero-engine component development and large aerostructure expertise, with AM components currently flying on platforms across the civil, engines and space markets. The company is an expert in the use of Laser Metal Deposition with wire (LMD-w), a Directed Energy Deposition (DED) technology, and recently completed its largest titanium AM demonstration part to date, with the production of a component measuring 2.5 metres and processed from approximately 45 kg of titanium wire.

www.gknaerospace.com

A rendering of the GKN Aerospace facility at Lone Star Commerce Center, Fort Worth, Texas (Courtesy GKN Aerospace)
Titomic launches D623 medium-pressure Cold Spray AM machine

Titomic Limited, Brisbane, Australia, has developed the Titomic D623 medium-pressure Cold Spray Additive Manufacturing machine. The company announced it has already received two orders for these, totaling AU$270,000.

The D623 is capable of depositing harder metals than the company’s D523 low pressure system, building on the earlier machine’s capabilities such as wear-resistant coatings and restoration of high-wear parts, among other updates.

The first sale was made to material science company Neue Materialien Bayreuth GmbH, Germany, which has extensive experience in additive and traditional manufacturing methods. This D623 has been built and delivered to Neue Materialien, with Titomic having recognised this revenue. Neue Materialien intends to use the D623 to restore metal coatings & parts for their client base and for research & development.

The second D623 System has been sold to Universidad Rey Juan Carlos in Madrid, Spain, and is planned for delivery in the near future. The machine is intended to be used to add capabilities to the company’s current AM range, and will also be used extensively for research & development.

“It’s exciting to have received two commercial orders from two innovative and leading organisations. These sales further demonstrate the growing trust and demand for our technology that’s building in key markets, such as Europe,” stated Herbert Koeck, Managing Director, Titomic. “The development of this system adds strength to our product portfolio, and further cements the company as a leading Cold Spray and advanced manufacturing provider. Titomic now has a significantly varied Cold Spray offering, enabling us to add value to a broad range of industries and manufacturers.”

www.titomic.com
SLM Solutions announces NXG XII 600E featuring extended build envelope

SLM Solutions Group AG, Lübeck, Germany, has announced its latest Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) Additive Manufacturing machine: the NXG XII 600E. Based on the NXG XII 600, the NXG XII 600E features an extended 1.5 m build envelope in the Z-axis, reportedly exceeding the size of its nearest competitor’s Z-build envelope by 50%. The company has accepted its first order for the new machine from Concurrent Technologies Corporation (CTC), the prime contractor for a US Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) project.

Customers who already have an NXG XII 600 AM machine installed, or are about to install one, have the option to upgrade their original AM machine to expand the Z-build envelope. Delivery of the NXG XII 600E is expected in 2023.

SLM Solutions states that customers are demanding larger metal AM parts, with serial production of complex geometries completed in hours or days rather than weeks and months. To meet these industry expectations, the NXG XII 600E is said to feature an end-to-end production workflow including external cool down unpacking to maximise machine uptime allowing job-to-job turnover under one hour versus the days reported on competing technology.

In addition, the NXG platform features SLM Open Architecture allowing maximum flexibility to tailor process parameters to optimise application results with maximum productivity using 90 μm layer thickness and beyond in commonly qualified materials that can be processed including IN718, AlSi10Mg, TiAl6V4 & copper alloys. Support-free AM with Free Float capability offers maximum freedom in design, and reduces the need for both support structures and post-processing time by up to 90%. SLM Quality performs efficient and robust quality assurance with documentation, process qualification, and part certification with the ability to generate a quality report in a reported two clicks, and fully document process data & validate part quality.

“We are pleased to continue our long-term partnership with SLM,” stated Edward J Sheehan, Jr, CTC president and CEO. “SLM is clearly a leader in the Additive Manufacturing equipment arena, and we look forward to collaborating and expanding the possibilities of Additive Manufacturing for defence applications in this exciting opportunity in support of critical AFRL mission requirements.”

Sam O’Leary, CEO for SLM Solutions, commented, “These are the partnerships that are a testament to SLM Solutions’ ethos; it is only in close collaboration with them that we can push the limits of innovation. To take a market leader like that of the NXG XII 600 as a blueprint, extend the envelope to 1.5 m, coupled with the precision and reliability of our systems, and our hands-on support allow our customer to develop with agility—almost at the Mach-speed that we are designing this system to build parts for. We are especially pleased to be teamed with CTC, a highly regarded premier research and development organisation with an outstanding record of securing technology transition successes.”

www.slm-solutions.com

Parmatech receives aerospace AS9100 certification

Parmatech, an ATW Company, headquartered in Petaluma, California, USA, has announced the addition of AS9100 certification to its ISO 9001 quality system for the manufacturing of metal components. Included in this certification is metal Additive Manufacturing, Metal Injection Moulding, secondary machining operations and special processes.

AS9100 certification, equivalent to EN 9100 and JIS Q9100, is designed to meet the needs of any supplier, manufacturer or service provider at any level of the supply chain in the aerospace industry.

Parmatech uses Metal Injection Moulding to manufacture components for a wide range of customers in the healthcare, aerospace, telecommunications, defence and industrial markets.

www.atwcompanies.com/parmatech
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6K Additive to increase AM metal powder production capacity; partners with Incodema3D for metal powder and recycling

6K Additive, a division of 6K, North Andover, Massachusetts, USA, has announced its intention to significantly increase metal powder production capacity at its Burgetstown, Pennsylvania, facility. The expansion includes adding four new UniMelt microwave plasma systems for powder production, as well as the addition of a new material feedstock preparation building. 6K also announced a powder supply agreement and recycling partnership with Incodema3D, Freeville, New York.

The capacity increase is in response to a reported growth in demand for the company’s nickel, titanium and refractory powders. The additions are expected to help 6K meet its customers’ needs for the coming twelve to thirty-six months.

“Global unrest has shed a major spotlight on our nation’s supply chain vulnerability for critical materials,” stated Frank Roberts, 6K Additive’s president. ”This, in combination with our consistent product quality, sustainability benefits, and the fact that we are a domestic supplier, have contributed to increased commercial activity with key strategic customers. This expansion will help us meet customer demands in the coming years and ensure efficiencies in current and future operations.”

The addition of the feedstock preparation facility is expected to provide the company with vertical integration of feedstock sizing for nickel and titanium in the same location. This will help to streamline operations and provide faster delivery, and ultimate control and quality of the powder produced. The Burgetstown plant currently produces a full range of powders including nickel 718 & 625, titanium-64, stainless steel and copper, as well as capabilities to produce aluminium alloys. 6K Additive also runs two dedicated UniMelt production systems co-located in the company’s parent headquarters in North Andover producing tungsten, rhenium and niobium-based alloys for hypersonic, defense, and rocket applications.

Eric Martin, Chief Operating Officer for 6K Additive, commented, “The ability to meet the demands of our customers in both quality and delivery is paramount for our organisation. The addition of a feedstock preparation facility and the added UniMelt production capacity will help to create a consistent operational flow to meet this demand. However, I am equally excited to be able to bring on more talent to the organisation with as many as thirty-five additional employees planned. It’s great for our organisation as well as the tri-state area.”

6K Additive’s mission is to provide a solution for global decarbonisation in producing performance materials that are critical to production in markets such as aerospace, defence, medical and industrial applications. The company recently released results from a life cycle assessment conducted by Foresight Management comparing the environmental impact of 6K’s UniMelt microwave plasma technology to current atomisation technologies in the production of metal powders. The results showed upwards of a 91% reduction in energy use and a 91.5% reduction in carbon emissions when using the 6K UniMelt process.

Partners with Incodema3D for metal powder and recycling

A strategic AM powder supply agreement and recycling partnership with Incodema3D has also been announced. Following increased demand and larger volume orders, predominantly from aerospace and defence customers, Incodema3D sought to secure a domestic metal powder supply that met strict quality standards, as well as a solution for recycling its used powder and parts. 6K Additive, through its UniMelt plasma microwave powder production system, is able to provide high volumes of domestically manufactured powder and a route to sustainably recycle Incodema3D’s used metals through its Powder Buy Back programme.

“We are talking to clients now about projects for 2023 that will require ten tons of metal powder per month,” stated Kevin Engel, Incodema3D director of Additive Manufacturing and metrology operations. “When you’re going through that volume of powder, recycling becomes imperative, and sustainability is key to our business. By recycling our used powder with 6K Additive we have been able to drive down our contribution costs for material by 15% already.”

www.6kinc.com/6k-additive/ www.incodema3d.com
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Rapidia showcases its two-step metal AM process to European market

Exhibiting at this year’s Formnext for the first time was Canada’s Rapidia, bringing its two-step metal extrusion Additive Manufacturing technology to the European market and launching its Advanced Vacuum Sintering Furnace.

Established in 2016, Rapidia has developed what it claims is a simple, fast, and accessible method of Additive Manufacturing metal, centred on a water-based feedstock. In 2020, the company partnered with ExOne to establish the Metal Designlab, complementing ExOne’s Binder Jetting product line. Following ExOne’s acquisition by Desktop Metal in late 2021, that partnership ended and Rapidia has returned to independent distribution of their hardware and feedstock.

Rapidia’s two-step AM technology, first revealed in 2019 and since refined, sees water-bound metal and ceramic parts go directly from the build stage into a furnace, without a debinding stage. The process is made possible by HydroFuse, a water-based paste containing metal or ceramic powders, which does not require debinding before final sintering.

Along with the AM machine and feedstock, the company has also launched its Advanced Vacuum Sintering Furnace. This furnace offers partial pressure sintering in argon and is said to yield excellent metallurgy. Non-flammable forming gas mixtures are also compatible.

Parts can be sintered directly from the AM machine in approximately twelve hours, meaning components can be available within sixteen to twenty-four hours from the beginning of a build.

Leveraging the open architecture of the technology, research partners have formulated specialised pastes with Rapidia materials and have developed their own sintering cycles for the furnace, the company has stated. The research community has said that the straightforward system allows them to focus on these new materials and techniques.

Off-the-shelf materials from Rapidia include stainless steels 316L and 17-4 PH, offering corrosion resistance and strength, along with Inconel 625 for high-temperature performance and enhanced corrosion resistance.

The team is currently engaging with European customers to bring the first system to the market in Q1 of 2023.

www.rapidia.com

Hawk Ridge acquires Access Manufacturing Systems

Hawk Ridge Systems, based in Mountain View, California, USA, a provider of end-to-end Additive Manufacturing services, has acquired service and manufacturing solutions provider Access Manufacturing Systems Inc, Salem, New Hampshire, USA. This move is said to be part of a strategic initiative to expand Hawk Ridge’s nationwide services and solutions.

“Our goal has always been to help customers enhance their manufacturing efforts,” stated David Dulong, president of Access Manufacturing Systems. “Hawk Ridge Systems shares that same commitment and now our customers will have access to a wealth of resources from an industry leader.”

Dale Ford, president and CEO of Hawk Ridge Systems, added, “For decades, we have had a passion for putting our customers first. That is a passion we share with the team at Access Manufacturing Systems, Inc. We’re excited to welcome their customers and serve them with the tools, training, and resources that Hawk Ridge Systems is known for.”

Hawk Ridge Systems’ product line includes Markforged and HP Additive Manufacturing equipment. Access Manufacturing Systems offers services using manufacturing software including CAMWorks and SolidWorks, as well as equipment from Markforged and Rize.

www.hawkridgesys.com
**Intech Additive Solutions updates iFusion150 and launches iFusion325**

Intech Additive Solutions Pvt Ltd., Bangalore, India, has launched the second-generation of its iFusion150 (formerly known as iFusion SF1) metal AM machine, along with the new, larger, iFusion325.

The iFusion150 is a small-format Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) metal AM machine with a build volume of 150 (diameter) x 180 mm (height). The 500 W laser – which can be upgraded to 700 or 1000 W – enables users to manufacture at higher build rates and layer thicknesses, enabling nesting and stacking of more parts per build.

“With the launch of the new second-generation iFusion150, we hope to expand in international markets like those in Asia Pacific and Europe, and we look forward to collaborating with relevant distributors in these regions,” stated Pradeep Nair, VP – Sales.

The new iFusion325 is a mid-size PBF-LB machine with a build volume of 325 x 325 x 420 mm, said to be one of the largest in its class. It is available with either single or multi-laser configurations and offers full-field scanning. The machine brings high levels of automation to increase operational efficiency, including automated powder handling, part removal and powder sieving. It is equipped to produce parts from a wide range of materials and metal alloy powders, including aluminium, titanium, copper, stainless steel and Inconel.

“Following the successful launch of iFusion150 2nd gen, we are excited to showcase the iFusion325... This solution will cater to diverse AM requirements, which is ideal for various industry verticals,” added Sridhar Balram, founder and CEO of Intech Additive Solutions. “We anticipate this machine to be one of the bestselling products from our portfolio in the future.”

Both machines include Intech’s AMBuilder, an integrated pre-build design software for Powder Bed Fusion-based Additive Manufacturing.

**Incus and Micro MIM sign reseller agreement**

At Formnext 2022, Incus GmbH, Vienna, Austria, and Micro MIM Japan Holdings Inc., headquartered in Osaka, Japan, signed a sales representative agreement which will expand Incus’s offering into Japan. With a detailed knowledge of the debinding and sintering process, Micro MIM is ideally positioned to support customers of Incus’ sinter-based Additive Manufacturing machines.

Incus provides solutions for the Additive Manufacturing of high-performance metals via a lithography-based metal manufacturing (LMM) technology, defined as a Vat Photopolymerisation process (VPP) by ISO/ASTM. This process is said to produce parts with high surface aesthetics and similar material properties found in Metal Injection Moulding.

Micro MIM Japan Holdings Inc is a MIM parts manufacturer specialising in the mass production of metal parts up to 30 mm in all dimensions.

In 2021, the companies entered into a partnership which provided an Incus Hammer Lab35 metal Additive Manufacturing machine to enable Micro MIM to produce functional prototypes and offer small runs of parts to its customers.

www.incus3d.com

www.micro-mim.eu
In the world of metal powders, Höganäs is always at the forefront of innovation. From more sustainable production processes to new and patented powder compositions, we are dedicated to offering you the optimal solutions while reducing environmental impact. With forAM®, our range of metal powders designed for additive manufacturing, we can offer powders designed for any application.

The forAM® range includes nickel, iron, cobalt, copper, titanium and aluminium powders in a variety of grades and compositions. Combining optimal powder performance with improved sustainability is a priority for Höganäs. In addition to our material innovations, we have also committed to Science Based Targets and are founding members of the Additive Manufacturing Green Trade Association, demonstrating our ongoing commitment to leading sustainable transformation in our industry.
Sintavia develops proprietary niobium AM material parameters

Sintavia, LLC, Hollywood, Florida, USA, has developed proprietary material parameters for alloy C103, a high-performance niobium alloy suited for rocket, jet and satellite propulsion applications. The refractory metal, which can be difficult to additively manufacture, was developed on an M290 AM machine from EOS, and marks the twenty-ninth proprietary material developed by Sintavia for use by its aerospace, defence and space OEM customers.

“Due to its extremely high melting point, niobium is widely recognised as an excellent material for space propulsion applications, specifically reaction control thrusters and attitude control thrusters,” stated Pavlo Earle, Sintavia’s VP of Technology Engineering. “With this development, Sintavia is able to offer its space customers components that embody industry-leading mechanical properties. When combined with Sintavia’s equally best-in-class design and additive production capability, our C103 parameters offer our customers a high-quality and reliable industrial solution for extreme temperature applications.”

The mechanical properties of Sintavia’s C103 include an as-built density of 99.9% and a Z-direction elongation of 32% after a standard stress relief cycle. Full performance data for Sintavia’s C103 parameter set can be found on the company’s website.

Earle added that Sintavia is currently developing proprietary standards for other refractory materials for use across the aerospace, defense and Space industry.

www.sintavia.com

Rio Tinto partners with Canadian government in $537 million decarbonisation investment

Rio Tinto, Sorel-Tracy, Québec, Canada, has partnered with the government of Canada to invest up to US$537 million over the next eight years in an effort to decarbonise its Rio Tinto Fer et Titane (RTFT) operations and to position the business as a centre of excellence for critical minerals processing. The partnership is intended to support technological innovations that represent a first step towards reducing greenhouse gas emissions from RTFT’s titanium dioxide, steel and metal powders business by up to 70%. It is also expected to progress initiatives to diversify RTFT’s product portfolio.

The Government of Canada will invest up to $162 million to support these initiatives through its Strategic Innovation Fund (SIF), which supports large-scale, transformative, and collaborative projects that will help position Canada to prosper in the global knowledge-based economy. The partnership will support projects including BlueSmelting, increasing scandium production and adding titanium metal to Rio Tinto’s portfolio.

BlueSmelting

The BlueSmelting project is an ilmenite smelting technology that could generate 95% less greenhouse gas emissions than RTFT’s current reduction process, enabling the production of high-grade titanium dioxide feedstock, steel and metal powders with a reduced carbon footprint. A demonstration plant is currently under construction at the RTFT metallurgical complex in Sorel-Tracy to test and validate this technology developed by scientists from Rio Tinto’s Critical Minerals and Technology Centre. Construction of the demonstration plant – which is expected to have the capacity to process up to 40,000 tonnes of ilmenite ore per year – is expected to be completed in the first half of 2023.

If fully implemented, the BlueSmelting project will reportedly have the potential to deliver a reduction of up to 70% in RTFT’s overall greenhouse gas emissions, a decrease of approximately 670,000 tCO₂e compared to 2021 – the equivalent of removing 145,000 cars from the road.

Increasing scandium production

Rio Tinto also announced plans to quadruple its production capacity to reach up to 12 tonnes of scandium oxide per year. New modules will be added to the existing plant, which uses a new process to extract high purity scandium oxide from the waste streams of titanium dioxide production, without the need for any additional mining. The $22-26 million project is expected to start producing scandium oxide in 2024.

Adding titanium metal

Rio Tinto is partnering with other titanium industry participants to advance the development of a new process for extracting and refining titanium. The company is setting up a pilot plant at the RTFT metallurgical complex to validate this low-cost process, which reputedly requires no harmful chemicals and does not generate direct greenhouse gas emissions. The plant is expected to be completed by the end of 2023.

This project has the potential to increase the production of raw titanium metal in North America, while strengthening the security of supply for this critical mineral for Canadian and US manufacturers.

www.riotinto.com
Bodycote provides a complete service solution for metal parts built by the additive manufacturing process, including stress relief to minimise distortion and residual stress, EDM to prepare the component for hot isostatic pressing (HIP), heat treatment or HIP to remove microporosity, and associated quality assurance testing.

- Reduction in rejection rates and inspection costs
- Fatigue properties on par with wrought material
- Significant improvement in fatigue strength, fracture toughness, and tensile ductility
- 100% reduction in porosity possible
- Improved machined surfaces and consistency in properties
- Improved microstructure

the partner of choice for additive manufacturing
heat treatment | metal joining | hot isostatic pressing | surface technology

www.bodycote.com
Additive Manufacturing Services to Help You Scale

While the world is busy imagining the future of additive manufacturing, Burloak is busy living it.

We have the facilities, the network and the logistics to scale your production and help you realize the efficiencies and advantages of additive manufacturing.

Learn what sets us apart at burloaktech.com
Manufacturing execution system provider AMFG receives $8.5M funding

AMFG Corp, Austin, Texas, USA, a provider of manufacturing execution system (MES) and workflow automation software for Additive Manufacturing, has secured $8.5 million in funding, led by Intel Capital.

With this new funding, AMFG states that it will continue to help companies scale and streamline their AM processes as well as strengthen AMFG’s position as a provider of autonomous manufacturing. In addition, as part of the recent funding, Intel Capital investors Jennifer Ard and Alexandra Farmer are joining AMFG’s Board of Directors.

“Additive Manufacturing is at an inflection point, shifting from rapid prototyping to large-scale part production and penetrating nearly every major manufacturing-centric industry, including automotive, industrial & consumer goods, healthcare, as well as aerospace and defence,” stated Jennifer Ard, Managing Director and Head of Investment Operations at Intel Capital. “AMFG has become the go-to solution to help companies unlock the full potential of Additive Manufacturing to keep up with increasing demand. We’re excited to be part of Keyvan Karimi and his team’s journey.”

This funding round follows a year of milestones for AMFG. These include expanding into the US by establishing a global headquarters in Austin, Texas, which places the company in direct contact with the region’s dramatically shifting manufacturing scene, and making several strategic hires to the growing AMFG team. With this funding, AMFG will advance its vision to pioneer a path into the future of autonomous manufacturing.

The company explains that HP Inc is partnering with AMFG to improve workflow and management capabilities in its Additive Manufacturing business. Ryan Palmer, Global Head of Software, Data and Automation, and HP Personalization & Industrial Business, commented, “Efficient connectivity and easy access to systems data is key to accelerating the journey towards digital AM production. We’re excited to partner with AMFG to help our customers bring more control, automation and visibility into their AM operations.”

Daido Steel releases new die steel-based powder for Additive Manufacturing

Daido Steel Co., Ltd., headquartered in Nagoya, Japan, has announced the availability of DAPTM-AM LTX die steel-based metal powder for Additive Manufacturing, the second product in its DAPTM-AM (Daido Alloy Powder – for Additive Manufacturing) series of metal AM powders. The gas atomised powder offers low oxygen content and high flowability, and is particularly suitable for large-sized products.

Developed specifically for Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) Additive Manufacturing, DAPTM-AM LTX is based on SKD61 (JIS steel), which is widely used for dies and moulds. The new alloy enables the production of components which have been historically difficult with conventional die steel-based powders. Unlike maraging steel powders, DAPTM-AM LTX does not contain cobalt, and tests show that once additively manufactured, the material has the same performance as moulds made from traditional SKD61 steel.

In April 2021, Daido launched DAPTM-AM HTC, a high thermal conductivity metal powder and the first product in the DAPTM-AM range. DAPTM-AM HTC is a cobalt-free die steel-based powder that suppresses cracking and enables high-performance moulds to be additively manufactured. However, DAPTM-AM HTC is only suitable for additively manufacturing moulds up to 150 mm square, any larger than this is more suited to DAPTM-AM LTX, being ideal for parts exceeding 150 x 150 mm.

www.daido.co.jp
3D Systems adds two high-performance metals to range

3D Systems, Rock Hill, South Carolina, USA, has announced the addition of Certified HX and Certified CuCr2.4 to its materials portfolio. Both materials are certified for use with the company’s DMP Flex and DMP Factory 350 Additive Manufacturing machines; HX is also certified for the DMP Factory 500 in an effort to address applications requiring high strength and corrosion-resistance in industries such as energy, industrial gas turbines, aerospace, defence and automotive.

Certified HX is a high-performance nickel alloy that contains a higher percentage of molybdenum (up to 9.5%) than other nickel alloys, enhancing its strength and resistance to corrosion, creep deformation, cracking, and oxidation in hot zone environments. This material is suited to applications with a service temperature of up to 1200°C and is said to be ideal for producing tall, large parts with integrated cooling and flow channels in optimal orientation in demanding industries. Possible applications include hot zone stator blades and integrated stators, impellers, turbine vanes, drilling tools, and combustion components that benefit from the high service temperature of the HX material. The material’s parameters were developed in collaboration with GF Machining Solutions before they underwent testing and optimisation by GF Casting Solutions using real-world applications.

“The DMP Factory 500 together with the new printing parameters for the HX nickel alloy allows us to scale our Additive Manufacturing services by delivering large cross-section parts such as combustion chamber casings, stators, and impellers,” stated Marco Salvisberg, Business Development Manager, Additive Manufacturing, GF Casting Solutions. “The high heat deflection temperature of the HX material combined with the surface smoothness, part accuracy, narrow tolerances, and high repeatability of the DMP Factory 500 printing process addresses the essential performance requirements of these parts and critical features such as cooling channels. With direct metal printing technology, we can outperform our competitors when it comes to the quality of metal series components. Our customers rate DMP part quality as the best in the industry today.”

The Certified CuCr2.4 is a high-strength, corrosion-resistant copper alloy that is said to be significantly stronger than pure copper and easier to additively manufacture. Its high part density (typically 99.9%) and conductivity after heat treatment make CuCr2.4 suitable for heat management and cooling systems in the high-tech, consumer goods, automotive, and aerospace & defence industries, especially when strength is also a requirement.

“Our Application Innovation Group (AIG) works alongside our customers to design the best Additive Manufacturing solution to address their application challenges,” said Dr David Leigh, EVP and CTO for Additive Manufacturing, 3D Systems. “Defining the right solution starts with our team collaborating with customers to select the best material to meet the part’s required performance and mechanical properties. Continued investment in our materials portfolio will help increase the number of applications available to help our customers’ demands — enabling them to accelerate their innovation and maintain their competitive advantage. The addition of Certified HX and Certified CuCr2.4 bolster our metals materials portfolio in support of our customers’ evolving application needs.”

www.3dsystems.com
www.gfms.com
Depowdering Software
SPR-Pathfinder®

Automatic calculation of part motion without any human programming
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Kymera International awarded 2022 EcoVadis silver for sustainability

Kymera International, a speciality materials company headquartered in Raleigh, North Carolina, USA, has been awarded a silver, meaning the company has ranked in the top 25% of sustainable organisations according to EcoVadis.

“Kymera is committed to ESG and this tremendous accomplishment is proof that, even in a challenging manufacturing environment, sustainability is possible. Well done team,” stated Barton White, CEO of Kymera International.

EcoVadis provides a platform through which companies can have their sustainability performance independently assessed. Customers can access this evaluation and then take it into account in their purchasing decisions. In recent years, the EcoVadis platform has developed into an international standard, with global supply chains, financial institutions and public organisations using the organisation to monitor and improve the sustainability performance of business and trading partners.

The EcoVadis Rating covers a broad range of non-financial management systems including Environmental, Labour & Human Rights, Ethics and Sustainable Procurement impacts. Each company is rated on the material issues as they pertain to their company’s size, location, and industry.

These evidence-based assessments are refined into scorecards, providing zero to one hundred (0-100) scores, and medals (bronze, silver, gold), when applicable. Additionally, the scorecards provide guidance on strengths and improvement areas, which Kymera has stated that it intends to use to continue making improvements across all its sites globally.

“The EcoVadis Silver award is a testament to the culture at Kymera. We are driving continuous improvement in our environmental and social impact as well as governance, just as we drive continuous improvement in our operational or financial results. We are proud of our achievements to date and excited for the future improvements we have planned,” said Michael O’Laughlin, COO of Kymera. “As a global organisation with operations in North America, Europe and Asia, we are extremely proud of this achievement as it shows that all Kymera Locations hold a very high standard of ESG performance.”

www.kymerainternational.com
www.ecovadis.com
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UIT-Dresden and Intech collaborate to develop new materials for metal AM

Intech Additive Solutions, Bangalore, India, has collaborated with Umwelt- und Ingenieurtechnik GmbH Dresden (UIT), a subsidiary of General Atomics Europe/General Atomics (USA), to develop and optimise new materials for metal Additive Manufacturing using AMOptoMet Ultimate version 2.0, Intech’s parameter optimisation software for metal Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB).

“AMOptoMet is a parameter optimisation software that provides the right process parameters to achieve better surface finish and desirable mechanical properties in metal 3D printed parts,” stated Sridhar Balaram, CEO & founder of Intech Additive Solutions. “The software helps in printing parts right first time, and reduces the time taken for the Design of Experiments (DOE) when developing parameters to print new materials. UIT-Dresden’s use of AMOptoMet in their research projects further validates the software and gives us invaluable feedback to incorporate features to address new and emerging applications and materials in metal 3D printing. We look forward to our collaboration with UIT-Dresden.”

The research and development at UIT-Dresden in advanced materials and material characterisation for use in metal AM, along with fundamental multi-physics simulations of the metal AM process – complements the parameter prediction and optimisation capabilities of the AMOptoMet software. Specific projects for deeper collaboration will be identified with definite objectives – to benefit both UIT-Dresden’s research programmes and the development and validation of Intech’s AMOptoMet software.

“Intech’s AMOptoMet has been of great help in our R&D activities,” commented Dr Horst Maerten, Director for Science and Technology at UIT-Dresden. “Our initial studies indicate that the software can be used by UIT-Dresden as a reference against UIT-Dresden’s theoretical studies and simulation efforts coupled with the test data obtained from experiments on DMG MORI 3D printers at UIT’s affiliates within the General Atomics group of companies. UIT’s research efforts will contribute to the further validation of the AMOptoMet software for specific applications and materials, like superalloys and nano-functionalised alloy powders for advanced AM processing, and provide useful feedback based on our experience of using the software.”

www.intechadditive.com
www.uit-gmbh.de
EP-M1250 Metal 3D Printer

- Building volume: 1258 x 1258 x 1350 mm³
- Material: wide material application
- Application: aerospace, aviation, automotive and machinery industry

www.eplus3d.com
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Farsoon expands FS621M line with three large-format AM machines

Farsoon Technologies, headquartered in Changsha, China, has announced three new Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) Additive Manufacturing machines for the AMEA and US markets: the FS621M Pro Platform, consisting of the FS621M Pro-4 & FS621M Pro-6, and the FS621M-U-4. These machines are targeted for the high-speed production of high-quality, large-scale Additive Manufacturing.

The large-frame FS621M features a build volume of 620 x 620 x 1100 mm. Taking the feedback from the industrial user base and application requirements from aerospace, oil & gas and energy sectors, Farsoon developed the FS621M Pro and FS621M-U-4 machines for larger build volumes and batch production capabilities with materials such as titanium alloys, aluminium alloys, nickel-base superalloys, stainless steels and maraging steels.

The FS621M Pro features a build volume of 620 x 808 x 1200 mm, representing a 30% extension in the Y direction compared to the standard FS621M; it can be equipped with four or six 500 W lasers.

In addition, build process control, real-time recording & monitoring capabilities enable good build quality. The FS621M Pros and FS621M-U-4 can be equipped with a permanent filter module, allowing long-term operation for extremely large builds. The powder handling processes of the two 621M machines share a common powder container design, offering continuous powder feeding to the build and the ability to more easily exchange and monitor powder quality.

Farsoon has announced that it plans on the future release of an FS621M Pro-8 (eight laser) and an FS621M-U-6 (six laser).

www.farsoon.com

Norsk Titanium enters into industrial manufacturing with Hittech order

Norsk Titanium AS, Hønefoss, Norway, has marked its expansion into the industrial manufacturing market with the serial production of an additively manufactured 80 kg Ti-6Al-4V component. This recurring production purchase order comes from Norsk Titanium partner Hittech Group, based in Den Haag, the Netherlands.

Development of the component was completed earlier this year in accordance with industrial material specifications. Production of the components commenced at the Norsk Titanium’s development centre in Hønefoss before moving to its Plattsburgh Production Center in New York, USA.

With its proprietary Rapid Plasma Deposition® (RPD®) technology and 700 MT of production capacity, Norsk Titanium offers Additive Manufacturing value-added metal parts to a large addressable market. Parts additively manufactured with RPD are already used on commercial aircraft and the company is said to have gained significant traction with many defence and industrial customers.

“RPD is uniquely suited for this application,” stated Nicholas Mayer, VP Commercial, Norsk Titanium. “The high deposition and near-net shape part that our process delivers allows our customer to reduce their raw material costs and improve their productivity. This effectively increases their capacity without any capital investment.”

“This is an important milestone for Norsk Titanium,” Mayer continued. “Entry into the industrial market is key to our long-term growth. This production milestone is one of our primary goals for this year, along with expansion of our commercial aerospace customer base and penetration of the US defence market.”

www.norsktitanium.com
AddUp and Dassault Aviation aim to automate serial AM in aerospace sector

AddUp, headquartered in Cébazat, France, and Dassault Aviation are collaborating to bring automated metal Additive Manufacturing processes into the aerospace sector. With the aerospace industry facing challenges to maintain and increase its competitiveness, the use of metal Additive Manufacturing, under industrial-scale production conditions, is expected to offer a solution.

It is in this context that the collaborative R&D project AeroPrint, coordinated by Dassault Aviation, was set up, with the help of numerous partners, research centres, universities, and industries, of which AddUp is a part. Structured over five years, this project aims to develop, qualify and implement a competitive pre-industrial demonstrator of multi-material metal AM (Ti and Al), to manufacture complex aeronautical parts certified in classes 2 and 3. The Dassault Aviation site in Argonay in the Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes region of France has been identified as a pilot for the implementation of this process.

AddUp will be in charge of developing a new production system based on interoperability and robotisation of processes. The automated workshop will allow, thanks to AM, series production as well as multi material part production for aviation. The objective is to pool the equipment while ensuring the separation and proper circulation of the two materials chosen. AddUp’s team is working on a new type of closed enclosure that allows the powder to enter on one side and a tray of metal parts to exit on the other. This future workshop will be composed of two production units of four FormUp® 350 machines based on Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) AM technology, as well as the necessary finishing needs.

After a phase of joint research and development to explore all the project’s requirements, AddUp is now working on the full-size model to verify and validate the principles retained, from mechanical design to autonomy. AddUp Manager, equipped with an ultra-fast trajectory generation engine, allows the preparation of production files by accessing more than 250 modifiable variables and customisable fusion strategies. Monitoring, a key issue for such a project, will be carried out using the already available AddUp Dashboards software and enhanced by bricks developed for this purpose.

AddUp Dashboards allows users to view production data in real-time, monitor the shop floor, and quickly analyse machine events. Among the pre-configured views offered in the software is a customisable map that shows real-time progress, remaining production time, and current status. Users can thus access data from a production run made a few months earlier and follow production in progress via the same tool.

Once complete, this precursor automated workshop will be the basis of a ready-to-use industrial solution for the deployment of Additive Manufacturing in existing production facilities.

Avimetal AM enters Additive Manufacturing machine market

Avimetal AM, a subsidiary of Jingcheng Electromechanical, Beijing, China, has added four new Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) Additive Manufacturing machines to its portfolio: the MT280, MT330, MT450, and the MT650.

The company has reported that the first of these models, a MT280, was recently delivered to a Chinese university, strengthening the company’s existing relationship with university researchers focused on AM. The cooperation between the company and the university is expected to enable the research & development of new alloy powders and to boost the AM industry in China.

The MT280 AM machine is aimed at the needs of both scientific research (small batch production) and multi-application fields. The core parameters of the equipment are all open source and compatible with titanium and its alloys, superalloys, aluminium alloys and a variety of refractory metals.

In August of this year, one month before the first successful delivery, the equipment development team conducted strict AM testing on MT280 and successively carried out the verification of typical materials such as titanium alloys, high-temperature alloys, aluminium alloys and refractory metals. The density of these additively manufactured materials was said to be above 99.9%, and the full-format consistency, build accuracy, mechanical properties and stability between different batches were all reported to meet the needs of users.

Relying on over a decade of material research and development, Avimetal AM has accumulated a solid foundation of knowledge on PBF-LB Additive Manufacturing. Currently, Avimetal AM is putting more machines into production and making deliveries to organisations in both research and industry. In the future, the company hopes to produce a combined material and process database, as well as bringing Additive Manufacturing to a variety of industries.
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PyroGenesis passes annual metal powder quality audits

PyroGenesis Canada, Inc., Montreal, Québec, Canada, has announced that it has passed its annual quality audit for two key international standards: ISO 9001:2015 and AS9100D, the latter being a quality management specific to the aerospace industry. The audits encompassed all of PyroGenesis’ facilities for the purpose of meeting compliance with the existing quality management designations. The company reported zero Non-Conformances Reports (NCR) and, as a result of this audit, PyroGenesis’ newest facility located in LaSalle, Quebec, was officially added to the ISO 9001:2015 certification.

“I would like to thank all those who participated in this audit, not only for their support, effort, and teamwork, but also for their continued adherence to maintaining the company’s high standards as process owners of the quality system,” commented P Peter Pascali, CEO and chair of PyroGenesis. “Along with a superior product, a robust and efficient value-added Quality Management System is essential to meeting our objective of becoming a globally competitive company in the Additive Manufacturing and 3D printing sector. This is even more important given the backdrop of recent developments where potential clients complete their own audit process with the goal to qualifying PyroGenesis as a powder supplier.”

In addition to its current qualifications, PyroGenesis aims to become ISO 13485:2016 certified, a Quality Management System designation required by most manufacturers within the medical devices and related services industry. Once obtained, the company’s metal powder offerings will be available to medical device makers as well.

The company has also announced an update regarding the completed in-house audit of its NexGen powder production facility by a global aerospace company. As part of the audit, the aerospace company suggested modifications and adjustments in order to proceed with the delivery of final samples of titanium powder for chemical and mechanical testing. PyroGenesis states that it has met over 90% of the suggestions and is working on completing the remaining 10% before the end of the year.

Massimo Dattilo, VP, PyroGenesis Additive, stated, “Validating our process, our system, and ultimately our product, to the most stringent and challenging standards has been critical to our strategy to produce the highest quality titanium metal powders. We continue to be on track for a Q4 2022/Q1 2023 target for final submission and approval.”

www.pyrogenesis.com
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Oqton partners with DigiFabster for an AM e-commerce solution

Oqton, Ghent, Belgium, has entered into a partnership with Software as a Service (SaaS) provider DigiFabster, headquartered in Pasadena, California, USA, to deliver an e-commerce solution combining Oqton’s manufacturing operating capabilities with DigiFabster’s instant quoting, e-commerce interface and billing functions. The partnership is hoped to lead to a complete solution to help manufacturers automate their entire production workflow, including additive and subtractive technologies.

Precision-engineered parts are often expensive to manufacture and purchase. As a result, these parts are not often kept in inventory, but are produced on demand when needed. Companies frequently have strict requirements, including obtaining multiple quotes for review and approval — along with balancing the lowest possible price and shortest lead times with high production standards. The manufacturers of these parts are then expected to manage their production capacities with complex intertwined dynamics, including accounting for material management and machine time, factoring in experts’ working hours to run the systems, and certifications for defined quality-assurance schemas. The partnership between Oqton and DigiFabster overcomes all of these challenges by delivering an integrated, purpose-built order, payment, and production automation solution for manufacturers, and a convenient purchasing experience for buyers.

“E-commerce continues to be a disruptive force — transforming consumer behaviour and our expectations for easy-to-use services,” stated Dr Ben Schrauwen, SVP & General Manager, Oqton. “We saw a real opportunity to bring together Oqton’s advanced manufacturing capabilities with DigiFabster’s e-commerce solution to transform the entire process. Through the combination of a convenient, modern front end experience with streamlined back end processes such as digital inventory management, and automated fulfilment and logistics, we’ve automated the entire production workflow to provide a more efficient experience for manufacturers and purchasers.”

DigiFabster is a complete e-commerce and quoting automation solution that is designed for quick custom implementation and ease of use. The insights gained from this process are hoped to offer customers to make reliable predictions and measurable optimisation. Manufacturers who make use of this solution can be up and running within a few hours.

www.oqton.com
www.digifabster.com
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Orbex secures over £40M in Series C funding

Spaceflight company Orbex, headquartered in Forres, Scotland, UK, has secured £40.4 million for its Series C funding round, led by new investor the Scottish National Investment Bank. The new round of funding is anticipated to allow the company to scale up its resources as it counts down to the first vertical launch in the UK, as well as unlocking additional funding for future projects.

Orbex recently revealed the final form of its Prime rocket, a 19 m long, two-stage rocket designed to transport small satellites (up to 180 kg) into low-Earth orbit. The rocket features additively manufactured critical parts built in single pieces, eliminating weaknesses which can arise from welding.

The Prime rocket will launch from the Space Hub Sutherland spaceport near Tongue, on the North coast of mainland Scotland, which is expected to be the UK’s first operational spaceport. Orbex applied for a space launch licence from the UK’s Civil Aviation Authority in early 2022.

This latest funding round saw a renewed commitment from existing investors BGF, Heartcore Capital, High-Tech Gründerfonds, and Octopus Ventures. New investors include:

- The Scottish National Investment Bank
- Jacobs, a provider of professional services including consulting, technical, scientific and project delivery for the government and private sector. Jacobs is NASA’s largest service provider, delivering solutions and lifecycle aerospace capabilities
- The Danish Green Future Fund, a special investment fund designed to support the transition to green solutions locally and globally through sustainable technology
- Verve Ventures, a network- and technology-driven venture capital firm headquartered in Switzerland
- British entrepreneurs Phillip and James Chambers, founders of Peakon and Hazport respectively

The Prime rocket is anticipated to be the first orbital rocket to be powered by a renewable bio-fuel – Calor’s Futuria Liquid Gas, a form of bio-propane which may play a part in reducing the carbon footprint of space launches by up to 96% when compared with similarly-sized launch vehicles powered by fossil fuels. The sustainability credentials extend to the company’s ‘home’ spaceport of Space Hub Sutherland, which aims to become the world’s first carbon-neutral spaceport.

Orbex is currently performing a wide variety of integration tests, including the testing of the main propellant tanks and engines, as well as testing launch procedures including rollout, strongback erection, and fuelling procedures in advance of the first launch, which will carry a payload developed by Surrey Satellite Technology Limited, reputedly one of the world’s largest small satellite developers.

“We’re delighted to have closed this new funding round led by the Scottish National Investment Bank,” stated Chris Larmour, CEO, Orbex. “Orbex has made significant progress to get to this point, with the invention of ground-breaking, innovative technology, the rapid development and testing of the launch vehicle, the expansion of our manufacturing footprint in the UK and Denmark, the creation of the UK’s first orbital spaceport in mainland Scotland, and the growth in customers from the UK, Europe and America signing up to launch dedicated payloads with Orbex.”

Larmour concluded, “These results have only been made possible by the maturity and dedication of the entire Orbex team, who bring a huge amount of skill and experience to their tasks from a wide variety of industries, launch systems, and spacecraft. This significant new funding round is testament to the work of that team and will allow us to continue to build Orbex towards our long-term goal of establishing a reliable, economically successful, and environmentally sustainable European space launch business.”

www.orbex.space
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More companies join ColdMetalFusion Alliance as turnkey JobShop and LabSystem solutions announced

The ColdMetalFusion Alliance has announced that a number of companies have now joined, offering a range of services to users of the technology. The alliance also announced two turnkey solutions are now available for those looking to establish either an Additive Manufacturing production line or bring AM product development and small-series production in-house.

The ColdMetalFusion Alliance is a consortium of companies with experience in the fields of sintering, Additive Manufacturing, and traditional industrial manufacturing. Together, the alliance’s members provide services, equipment, material, software, and expertise to customers in the metal manufacturing industry.

The ColdMetalFusion process is built around well-established and robust technologies, including polymer-based Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB/P), solvent debinding, sintering and post-processing. By integrating metal powder into a highly functional binder system, all metals used in Powder Metallurgy are available. The part is additively manufactured at low temperature (< 80°C) on standard PBF-LB/P machines, melting just the plastic-binder. No support structures are necessary in the build process itself, which also enables the parts to be placed freely in the build box. After a de-powdering stage, the high strength of the bound green part enables mechanical post processing, such as turning, milling, etc., before the sintering stage. The final steps follow the MIM process, with a debinding and sintering stage resulting in the final part.

Members of the ColdMetalFusion Alliance contribute on the specifications of their area of expertise, to increase the overall quality for all users. Including those joining over the last few months, the list of members now includes:

- Lömi
- MiMplus
- Element 22
- Headmade Materials
- Bernstein
- Miba
- Pres-X
- Farsoon Technologies
- AM Solutions
- Carbolite Gero
- Nippon Gases
- Sintratec

JobShop and LabSystem

Both the CMF JobShop and CMF LabSystem include the necessary machines to produce additively manufactured components from a wide range of metals.

The CMF JobShop is aimed at production centres and machine shops. The solution is compatible with 316L Stainless, Ti-6Al-4V grade 5, 17-4 PH stainless and M2 tool steel. The JobShop consists of:

- HT252P production-level Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion machine from Farsoon, with a 60 W CO₂ laser in a 250 x 250 x 320 mm build envelope.
- A fully automated, closed-loop 50 litre debinding station from Lömi, featuring an integrated solvent debinding, drying and solvent recycling station. It is optimised for CMF binder-component extraction with solvent.
- A high-temperature sintering furnace optimised for ColdMetalFusion from Carbolite Gero. The chamber measures 240 x 240 x 400 mm, operates at a maximum temperature of 1600°C and enables 100% hydrogen processing.

The CMF LabSystem is intended for fast application and process development. This solution is compatible with 17-4 PH stainless, M2 tool steel, H13 tool steel and Inconel 625. The LabSystem consists of:

- Sintratec S2 modular PBF-LB machine from Sintratec, with a cylindrical build space of 160 mm (diameter) x 400 mm. The starter cell can be expanded as needed and includes a material handling station for depowdering.
- A 30 litre debinding machine from Lömi features an integrated solvent debinding and solvent recycling station.
- Tube sintering furnace optimised for ColdMetalFusion from Carbolite Gero. The furnace has two heating zones and is equipped with additional heat shielding. The tube measures 300 mm x 180 mm (diameter) and operates at a maximum temperature of 1300°C.

www.coldmetalfusion.am

The ColdMetalFusion process is built around well-established and robust technologies. The resulting parts share the properties of those manufactured by Metal Injection Moulding (Courtesy ColdMetalFusion Alliance)
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Liberty Powder Metals improves metal AM powder yield

Liberty Powder Metals (LPM), part of GFG Alliance’s Liberty Steel Group, has identified a process configuration which increases the yield for atomised Additive Manufacturing powders. The DANDY 2 project, funded by Innovate UK, successfully linked the modelling of the atomisation process via computation fluid dynamics (CFD) and experimental modelling (EM) with the plant operations to increase the yield of Additive Manufacturing powders, with a particle size distribution of 15-45 μm, by over 40% via an iterative design optimisation of the step change liquid atomiser nozzle and powder production process changes. This involved collaborative R&D with the Materials Processing Institute, Middlesborough, North Yorkshire, UK.

During the year-long project, the CFD simulated gas flows, orifice plate, new nozzle designs, gas input temperature link to atomisation velocity, gas input pressure link to aspiration pressure (cross-validated by plant measurement), gasket thickness changed both atomisation velocity and aspiration pressure. EM provided confidence in machine security, enabled further modelling on gasket thickness and changes in nozzle design. CFD combined with the EM on nozzle design development, including high-speed videoing at 115,000 frames per second, providing cross-validation between model flows and against nozzle performance.

LPM completed 193 atomiser melts of 316L and Alloy718, with individual trials on nozzle design and material, orifice plate, gasket thickness, gas input temperature, gas input pressure (both dynamic and steady state). Each parameter has influenced Additive Manufacturing, which, when combined, have produced a cumulative AM yield increase to 57%. Machine learning tools were applied to this dataset by Swansea University and Materials Processing Institute independently and whilst the dataset was small in terms of ‘big data’, these tools have confirmed the findings from the plant trials and identified various parameters to investigate further.

Powder from twenty-four melts were fully characterised to assess flowability and morphological characteristics. These powders were also used to build mechanical test specimens by Additive Manufacturing. It was found that the powder from the high-yield trials was good quality, easy to manufacture with and provided good mechanical properties.

From the modelling, plant trials, machine learning and powder characterisation, a new configuration was identified to increase the yield for LPM AM powder production.

The project, funded by Innovate UK, also examined the use of audiometry and vibration monitoring tools on the atomiser to give real-time feedback and control. LPM intends to continue development of this technology.

www.libertysteelgroup.com
www.mpiuk.com

Matexcel expands range of Co-base metal powders

Materials service provider Matexcel, Bohemia, New York, USA, has extended its range of cobalt-based metal powder products. The company now offers multi-functional Co alloys ranging from fine powders to nanostructured materials.

Cobalt-base alloys are commonly known as high wear-resistant materials and often used for dental restoration and orthopaedic implants. Typically Co alloys have an FCC crystal structure and contain alloying elements like Cr, Ni, Mo and N. Cobalt alloys typically have a higher carbon content than implantable stainless steels, which can lead to the formation of carbides distributed by the material and encourages an improvement in adhesive wear resistance. Co alloys have superior corrosion resistance compared to stainless steel, which is combined with its high wear resistance. The Co alloy powders now available from Matexcel include:

- MET-0023 (Co-base CoCrW)
- MET-0024 (Co-base CoCrMo)
- MET-0025 (Co-base CoCrMoW)
- MET-0026 (Co-base GH5188)
- MET-0027 (Co-base GH5605)
- MET-0028 (Co-base GH5941)

www.matexcel.com
ONE MACHINE
MULTIPLE POWDERS
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Relativity Space announces 4th generation of its Stargate metal AM platform

Relativity Space, Long Beach, California, USA, has announced the latest iteration of its Stargate 4th Generation metal Additive Manufacturing machines, the company’s proprietary wire-based Directed Energy Deposition (DED) platform. These AM machines support the development and rate production of Terran R, Relativity’s additively manufactured rocket capable of launching 20,000 kg to low-Earth orbit.

According to Relativity, its latest Stargate AM machine technology defies conventional AM constraints by moving horizontally as it feeds multiple wires into a single build head to additively manufacture orbital rockets. The company is developing customised software and machine learning techniques to allow these AM machines to produce more complex and significantly larger metal products, with improved build speed and reliability. Stargate 4th Generation AM machines are also stated to simplify manufacturing supply chains, as they are capable of additively manufacturing a rocket with 100 times fewer parts in a matter of months.

The Stargate 4th Generation AM machines will serve as the primary manufacturing infrastructure for Terran R production. In the longer term, Stargate 4th Generation AM machines offer the potential for other end-product use cases within the aerospace, aviation, energy, and defence industries. To date, Relativity has secured five customers across $1.2 billion in customer contracts for Terran R, including a multi-launch agreement with OneWeb and a commercial mission to Mars with Impulse Space.

“Large-scale products that are designed to fly will inevitably be 3D printed,” stated Tim Ellis, cofounder and CEO of Relativity Space. “The lighter a product is, the better it performs, and when 3D printing that product, it’s also faster and more cost-effective to produce with each successive improvement. The compounding rate of progress is high, and we are still in the early days of what printing can achieve.”

“We see 3D printing as an automation technology that has the power to change the pace of innovation in manufacturing, which is why we’ve invested in building our own proprietary tech stack from day one,” Ellis commented. “Stargate printers are designed to unlock rapid iteration, which opens up opportunities for innovation in large-scale manufacturing products. What would take traditional aerospace and space manufacturers years to develop and build, will be reduced down to months due to a highly adaptable, scalable, and automated process, made possible through software-driven manufacturing.”

The majority of Terran R components will be additively manufactured inside Relativity’s new headquarters in Long Beach, named The Wormhole. Aeon R engines, for Terran R, will continue to be produced at the company’s other Long Beach factory, The Portal. The Wormhole, a former Boeing C-17 manufacturing plant, was secured by Relativity as its new headquarters in 2021.

Currently 33% operational, the factory has several Stargate 4th Generation AM machines online with more than a dozen AM machines planned to be producing Terran R components in the coming months. At the full capacity forecasted run rate, each Stargate 4th Generation AM machine is capable of producing 4 Terran R rockets per year. The remainder of The Wormhole will continue to be built out in phases, bringing more AM machines online and moving more teams into the company’s headquarters as production for Terran R scales.

Scott Van Vliet, SVP of Software Engineering, added, “Iteration empowers innovation not only in our rocket design, but also in our own Stargate printers. In its short history, Relativity has made great strides in evolving its core 3D printing technology, but Stargate 4th Generation printers are our most innovative leap yet. We’re fundamentally changing the way our factories are designed and operating, and by flipping the script and going horizontal, we’re radically increasing our capacity for scale. Being a software-driven manufacturing company allows us to achieve unique product features, such as integrated pad-ups and domes, with radical flexibility.”

www.relativityspace.com
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Nanoscale Additive Manufacturing offers structural protection for satellites, drones, and microelectronics

Researchers from Stanford University, California, USA, have designed a new metal/polymer composite for nanoscale Additive Manufacturing capable of absorbing twice the energy of materials with a similar density. This composite could be used to create lightweight, protective lattices for parts with fragile geometries, such as small pieces of satellites and drones, or microelectronics.

“There’s a lot of interest right now in designing different types of 3D structures for mechanical performance,” stated Wendy Gu, an assistant professor of mechanical engineering and a corresponding author on the paper. “What we’ve done on top of that is develop a material that is really good at resisting forces, so it’s not just the 3D structure, but also the material that provides very good protection.”

To design a better material for Additive Manufacturing, Gu and her fellow researchers incorporated metal nanoclusters into their feedstock. The researchers are manufacturing via two-photon lithography AM, where the feedstock is hardened through a chemical reaction initiated by laser light. Research found that the nanoclusters jump-started this hardening, resulting in a polymer/metal composite.

“The nanoclusters have very good properties for taking in the laser light, and then converting that to a chemical reaction,” Gu added. “And they’re able to do this with several classes of polymers, so they’re even more versatile than I expected.”

The researchers combined these metal nanoclusters with commonly used AM polymers, including acrylates, epoxies, and proteins. The nanoclusters also helped speed up the build process; by combining the nanoclusters with proteins, for example, the Stanford researchers were able to additively manufacture at a rate of 100 mm per second, about 100 times faster than had previously been achieved in nanoscale protein Additive Manufacturing.

The researchers tested their new composite with several different lattice structures, prioritising the ability to carry a heavy load in some, and the ability to absorb an impact in others. With the metal/polymer composite, all the structures reportedly demonstrated a good combination of energy absorption, strength, and recoverability.

Gu concluded, “The lattice structure certainly matters, but what we’re showing here is that if the material it’s made out of is optimised, that’s more important for performance. You don’t have to worry about exactly what the 3D structure is if you have the right materials to print with.”

The paper, ‘Mechanical nanolattices printed using nanocluster-based photoresists’, was published in Science.

www.science.org
www.stanford.edu
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Dyndrite and Novanta collaborate on software for laser-based metal AM

Dyndrite, headquartered in Seattle, Washington, USA, has announced a collaboration with Novanta Corporation, headquartered in Bedford, Massachusetts, USA, in support of the company’s Firefly 3D and Lightning™ II laser beam steering solutions. The companies will collaborate on a proof-of-concept that will allow Dyndrite software to directly generate low-level scanning trajectories for Novanta hardware. This provides users of Dyndrite Additive CAM software the ability to generate very fine-resolution scanner trajectories, making full use of the advanced functions and underlying power of the laser scanner hardware. Novanta’s high-precision scanning solutions, used in a wide variety of Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) AM machines, are often not fully utilised by standard trajectory strategies. Novanta scanning solutions are capable of being operated at much higher levels of performance with a wider range of scan strategies than are often made available to the current open market.

Engineered as an enclosed, compact solution to enable multi-headed machine architectures with up to 100% overlap, Firefly 3D is reported to be the ideal solution for today’s serial production high-throughput AM machines. Incorporated within the design are features to simplify installation and operation including features such as precise monitoring of the AM process and synchronised process and motion data.

“High-performance scanners such as Novanta’s Firefly 3D and Lightning™ II are designed with smart technology to predict their own capabilities and limits,” stated Simon Matthias, Technical Business Development Manager, Novanta. “This informs the controlling hardware how best they can be driven to allow full use of the scanners’ complete bandwidth. We’ve seen what is possible from a materials and process standpoint with Dyndrite and knew working with them would unlock the full potential of our scanners.”

Dyndrite explains that parameter and scanning pattern development is a significant undertaking when qualifying new materials and machines. For this reason, often there is a conservatism that leads users and developers of machines, and the software that drives them, to stay within traditional approaches, relying on standardised scanning patterns such as a checkerboard or similar hatch-based approaches. The result is often a reduction in efficiency and the missed potential of realising improvements in material microstructures.

The company aims to disrupt this traditional model of parameter development by providing innovative software power, freedom and control over the scanner.

www.dyndrite.com
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SPEE3D reports successful hot fire test of rocket engine prototype

SPEE3D, headquartered in Melbourne, Australia, successfully conducted the first hot fire test of a prototype rocket engine at a test site in Darwin, Australia, in September 2022. The testing occurred as part of the government-backed SPACE3D project, which aims to help support the country's space industry as a whole, as well as the economy and job market of Australia's Northern Territory.

SPEE3D’s laboratory prototype is the first of a series of rocket engines and components to be designed, manufactured, and tested over the next eighteen months. It was designed to utilise the company’s Cold Spray Additive Manufacturing technologies, as well as other new manufacturing processes that collectively aim to deliver reusable rocket engines within lead times and costs significantly lower than traditional technologies.

“SPEE3D’s Cold Spray technology facilitates new ways to design and manufacture demanding space components potentially more rapidly and at a lower cost than incumbent technologies,” stated Gary Owen, Chief Space Officer for SPEE3D. “Our design, manufacturing, and test expertise, once proven by events such as successful rocket engine hot fire tests, will position us well to play an important role in the rapidly expanding space industry.”

In 2021, the SPACE3D project received $1.25 million in grant funding from the Australian Federal Government’s Modern Manufacturing Initiative, with an additional $312,000 from the Northern Territory Government. Since beginning the project the team have also received in-kind support from Charles Darwin University and RMIT University.

Nicole Manison, Australia’s Minister for Advanced Manufacturing, added “We are thrilled the SPACE3D programme is helping to revolutionise the space industry in Australia, and this successful test symbolises a significant step forward.”

www.spee3d.com

A filtered composite image of the first hot fire test taken using a high-speed camera, 500 frames per second (Courtesy SPEE3D)
Digital Metal introduces H13 powder for its BJT machines

Digital Metal, a Markforged company, has announced the availability of H13 metal powder for all Digital Metal Binder Jetting (BJT) Additive Manufacturing machines. The powder will go under the name DM H13 and is a hot-work tool steel that can maintain its strength and hardness when exposed to high temperatures. It also exhibits good resistance to thermal fatigue and abrasion.

H13 is commonly utilised in tools such as extrusion dies and injection moulds. Adding this metal to the company’s portfolio is intended to expand the number of mission-critical applications that can be solved on location and on demand. Highly complex H13 parts can be additively manufactured with properties tailored to application-specific requirements through post-sintering heat treatments.

While final properties vary depending on heat treatment conditions, the ultimate tensile strength of the as-sintered metal is 1350 MPa with a yield strength of 800 MPa. The as-sintered material achieves a 97% relative density at 40 HRC.

www.digitalmetal.tech

Quickparts UK becomes EN9100 certified

Quickparts UK Ltd, based in High Wycombe, UK, is expanding its European footprint and manufacturing team by establishing itself as certified EN9100. This certification is intended to provide higher assurance and confidence to the end customer, directly supporting product conformance and safety-critical applications.

“The announcement reflects our dedication to strengthening our presence within the European market to deliver high-quality products to our growing portfolio of aerospace companies,” stated Daniel Kirk, DMP Manager, Quickparts UK. “Aside from an exceptional manufacturing facility, behind our successful product is a cross-engineering team aligned to support and advise customers with suitable solutions for the required application in terms of manufacturability, material selection, and post-processing.”

The facility has capacity across six metal Additive Manufacturing machines, including a vacuum chamber equipped with DMP 350 machines and a range of speciality materials, together with maraging steel 18Ni300, stainless steel 316L, Inconel 625, and Inconel 718, as well other materials (e.g., Ti-6Al-4V and AlSi10Mg) through outsourcing. The facility supports customer programmes for prototyping, pre-production, and full-series production in various sectors such as aerospace, motorsports, energy, and automotive.

The EN9100:2018 third-party certification of the metal Additive Manufacturing process is intended to further enhance the facility’s capability to directly support the supply of parts into the aerospace and equivalent sectors where repeatability, reliability, and safety are considered highly critical.

“The EN9100:2018 certification is a key milestone that exemplifies our ambitious growth plans in Europe’s aerospace industry. We look forward to furthering our success with our extensive technical facility and recognised EN9100 materials,” added Kirk.

The decision to develop the Quality Management System to align with the requirements of EN9100:2018 is said to have enabled Quickparts to support existing customer programmes. This has expanded the services provided within the UK facility and ensured metal AM production is in line with the increasing demands for repeatability, reliability, and safety for parts used in performance-critical applications.

According to the company, during the development of the Quality Management System for EN9100:2018, it was decided to select a range of existing production parts to validate the series-production process. The production examples selected represented both medium-volume, production-part manufacture, and parts used in performance-critical applications.

www.quickparts.com
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Sauber Technologies and AM Solutions extend partnership

AM Solutions - 3D post processing technology, headquartered in Untermerzbach, Germany, a brand of the Rösler Group, has announced that it has extended its partnership with Sauber Technologies for an additional two years.

Automated post-processing of additively manufactured parts is said to be essential to Sauber Technologies for the economical production of repeatable and high-quality parts, especially on an industrial scale. Over the last year, the company benefited from Rösler’s experience in surface finishing, by using post processing equipment provided by AM Solutions. Several additively manufactured parts have also been featured on the Alfa Romeo F1 Team ORLEN C42.

Under AM Solutions, the Rösler Group assembles all activities related to Additive Manufacturing with a range of products and services, including systems, consumables and process engineering for the series-ready and automated post-processing of additively manufactured parts. Rösler’s experience in surface finishing in a real production environment as well as its own mechanical engineering is said to form a strong backbone of AM Solutions’ offerings.

As part of the relationship between Sauber Technologies and AM Solutions, the two partners are currently collaborating in the field of stereolithography in post-processing, to develop solutions to maximise the efficiency of the cleaning process and support removal. In addition, Sauber Technologies is already using several mass finishing and shot blasting machines from AM Solutions.

Christoph Hansen, COO Sauber Technologies, stated, “Over the past year, the partnership with AM Solutions has been of fundamental importance, as several business practices of our Group have been employing them, from the wind tunnel models to the most experimental components, and, of course, our Formula One cars. AM Solutions has brought its excellent experience and solutions to Sauber Technologies, helping us create 3D printed parts faster and in a more efficient way, two essential qualities for an ever-evolving business like ours. I am glad to be extending our partnership with the Rösler Group, and I am already looking forward to seeing what else we could achieve together in the future.”

Volker Löhnert, Managing Director of Rösler Oberflächenotechnik GmbH, commented, “The extension of our partnership with Sauber Technologies is an important milestone for AM Solutions – 3D post processing technology. The team has a long tradition of using additively manufactured components in its Formula One cars and has been therefore interested in exploring the vast opportunities that 3D printing offers in terms of design, material selection, and lightweight construction. High-quality and repeatable post processing is of great importance for the optimisation of the entire process chain, and that is where we bring our decades of expertise in surface finishing, together with our customised solutions developed specifically for the peculiarities of AM-manufactured parts. For these reasons, we have the perfect partner at our side in Sauber Technologies.”
Utilis AG, MIMplus and Headmade develop tool holder with 185% performance increase

Utilis AG, Muelheim, Switzerland, has worked with German companies MIMplus Technologies GmbH & Co KG, Ispringen, and Headmade, Unterpleichfeld, to co-develop a cutting tool holder with a reported 185% performance increase. This multidec® tool holder was specially developed for efficient grooving and longitudinal turning on sliding headstock automatic lathes and can enable increased productivity in manufacturing. Via a new integrated cooling system, customers now have the opportunity to double the service life of their cutting edges or increase their cutting values without experiencing higher wear. The tool holder is also said to benefit from Headmade’s newly developed M2 tool steel, which exhibits ultra-high wear resistance and hardness. The very narrow additively manufactured cooling channels will result in a tool holder with ultra-high performance and a lifetime increase of up to 185%. These channels were reportedly made possible by utilising the ColdMetalFusion process, as the extremely small diameter of the cooling channels needed to be depowdered without damaging the green part. ColdMetalFusion is a sinter-based Additive Manufacturing process that results in parts with properties similar to Metal Injection Moulding.

The partners set up two identical machines at both MIMplus and Headmade’s locations to jointly develop and quickly compare results across locations. This allowed for the effective and straightforward parameter development and verification of the M2 tool steel for the tool holder across locations. The three companies eventually reached a part density of 98% and resulted in a superior mechanical performance.

Headmade Materials has launched the M2 tool steel with Utilis as its lead application. It is now available to the general public.

www.utilis.com
www.headmade-materials.de
www.mimplus.de

The tool holder includes extremely small cooling channels and is made using the ColdMetalFusion process - a sinter-based AM method that results in parts with properties similar to MIM (Courtesy Headmade Materials)

HZG Group invests in trinckle’s Series A funding round

Software specialist for design automation in Additive Manufacturing, trinckle, based in Berlin, Germany, has raised €3 million in its Series A financing round which saw lead investment from the HZG Group. This venture capitalist group, which was founded by Kerstin and Frank Carsten Herzog (the original founders of Concept Laser GmbH), supports Additive Manufacturing startups and related industry fields.

With this investment, trinckle aims to further expand its technological focus, strengthen its team and launch its software solution on a broad scale. According to the company, its software targets a central problem of Additive Manufacturing: every application – regardless of the industry – is associated with a high manual design effort. So far, this construction or design work can only be done by a few experts in complex CAD programs. The paramate software solution developed by trinckle enables the simple automation of design processes that are suited to beginners or more experienced designers.

Florian Reichle, co-founder and managing director of trinckle, stated, “We are very pleased about the proof of trust in the face of the recession. Especially now, many companies are dependent on saving costs. In addition to significant savings potential, our range of solutions offers the opportunity to simplify production processes and roll them out globally. This enables completely new digital processes and business models in the sense of Industry 4.0, which are prepared for the future.”

Marlene Vogel, co-founder and technical managing director of trinckle, added, “The recent financing round is the next milestone in the development of our company. We are thrilled to have HZG Group on board, the VC investor who is both entrepreneurially experienced and technically highly versed in 3D printing. This is exactly the right combination at the right time to now take the company to the next level and scale it up.”

www.trinckle.com
www.hzg-group.com
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Solukon marks delivery of 200th automated metal depowdering machine

Solukon, Augsburg, Germany, has announced that it has delivered its 200th depowdering machine for metal Additive Manufacturing following the delivery of a SFM-AT800-S to satellite component manufacturer SWISSto12.

Since its foundation, Solukon has worked to highlight the advantages of automated depowdering in the Additive Manufacturing process. The introduction of its Smart Powder Recuperation technology in 2015 was reported to be the world’s first industrial system for automated depowdering. With well-known customers and partnerships, the company believes that it has significantly optimised post-processing for the industry in terms of occupational safety and efficiency.

SWISSto12 uses its SFM-AT800-S to clean complex parts automatically. Using Additive Manufacturing, the company supplies RFID antenna components and complex waveguide structures which are needed for satellite telecommunications, amongst other parts.

"By using Additive Manufacturing methods, we achieve a significant reduction in weight and costs – as well as excellent frequency performance – for our antennas," stated Mathieu Billod, Head of Manufacturing Technology at SWISSto12. "With the Solukon SFM-AT800-S, we depowder the printed parts reliably and quickly. Due to the unlimited freedom of motion, even complex structures inside the parts become powder-free."

The aerospace sector is the largest user of Solukon’s automated depowdering systems. "Aerospace is the industry with the most Solukon systems in the field, because the requirements for repeatable and reliable post-processing are particularly high here," added Andreas Hartmann, CEO and CTO of Solukon.

In total, the company has installed its depowdering machines – of which it now has four different models – in twenty-eight countries. As well as the 200 metal powder machines, Solukon has also delivered polymer depowdering machines and has developed QC solutions, including integration into automated processes, as well as intelligent software in cooperation with Siemens (the SPR-Pathfinder).

"We are honoured that so many well-known companies, institutes and OEMs trust in our technology," continued Hartmann. "For us, this means another kick to always grow with the challenges of our customers."
More energy dense, longer-lasting batteries with AM

Researchers from the Chinese Academy of Sciences and its associated university have published a paper in Energy Storage Materials on the AM of lithium metal batteries with ultrahigh areal energy density, produced via the manipulation of their porosity. Revolutions in Li-ion battery technology, spurred on by their growth, but the application of these advances can be prevented by factors like Li dendrite growth, low Coulombic efficiency and mismatched cathodes. In ‘All 3D printing lithium metal batteries with hierarchically and conductively porous skeleton for ultrahigh areal energy density’ the researchers additively manufactured conductive Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx MXene scaffolds with porous LiFePO$_4$ lattices to construct batteries with prolonged lifespans and higher energy density.

The exceptional ability of Ti$_3$C$_2$Tx to form a stable structure with lithium regulates the uniform deposition of metallic Li, allowing the stable MXene scaffold to achieve an areal capacity of 30 mAh/cm$^2$ at 30 mA/cm$^2$ and a cycle lifespan of 4800 h. The full battery is assembled by rationally matching this dendrite-free MXene-based Li anode with a hierarchically conductive LiFePO$_4$ framework at an ultrahigh mass loading of 171 mg/cm$^2$.

The as-assembled Li metal batteries are said to deliver unprecedented areal capacity of 25.3 mAh/cm$^2$, a reportedly record-high areal energy density of 81.6 mWh/cm$^2$ and improved cycling stability of 500 cycles, breaking through the limitation of thick-film cathodes. The researchers believe that this outlines a viable option for the stable Additive Manufacturing of Li metal batteries.english.cas.cn

Moisture and Oxygen Analyzers for Additive Manufacturing

- Fail-safe, SIL2-rated O$_2$ analyzers
- Highly stable, non-depleting sensors
- Accurate low ppm measurements

Market leaders for O$_2$ safety-critical applications
ProcessSensing.com
Global energy and petrochemical company Shell reports it has successfully installed its first additively manufactured leak repair clamp in service. Clamps, also known as mechanical leak repair enclosures, are engineered solutions that are used to encapsulate and restore integrity of operating pipelines against pipeline defects or wall thinning arising through erosion and corrosion mechanisms.

Traditionally, a simple clamp can be manufactured within 3-5 days, but complex clamps may take four weeks or more when factoring in delivery times. The ability to apply temporary repairs, however, is critical to enable facilities to remain on-stream. Defects can occur in diverse locations given the complexity of piping systems, often triggering the need for dedicated, customised solutions. The speed of response to restore the mechanical integrity and continuous safe operation of the asset is critical.

A proof of concept was executed collaboratively by Shell; TEAM, Inc.; and Vallourec. Together, the team established a technical specification and inspection test plan for what is being referred to as the first clamp with an industrial application to be produced completely via Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM), a wire-based Directed Energy Deposition (DED) process. The goal was to verify the feasibility of using a WAAM technique to produce clamps for leak repair which will meet the required quality assurance for medium-pressure steam systems. The proof of concept helped gather insights into the steps needed to improve the quality and productivity for future applications.

The resultant AM clamp successfully passed the burst test conducted at 142.4 bar (over 5 X the intended design pressure), satisfying the required technical readiness within Shell to qualify the part for field application.

In this case, the overall delivery lead time was longer than for a conventionally manufactured clamp, as it was the first to be produced. This is because it falls under the highest criticality category under the DNV-ST-B203 Additive Manufacturing of metallic parts. Three sets of clamps were produced for extensive testing, though only one was eventually installed. As it was the first demonstration project, the team focused more on designing the clamp for a 100% inspection success rate rather than on design optimisation.

The project involved the shipment of the parts for Additive Manufacturing and testing at different locations and countries, which contributed to the lengthened lead time and costs. The different steps involved in the procurement process, as well as quality assurance & control were said to account for over 50% of the time required for the proof of concept.

The next phase will focus on ensuring the product quality and consistency, as well as reducing the lead time and costs of the AM of selected clamps by streamlining the qualification process and reducing the need for duplicable parts. It is intended that the future projects will enable the formation of a database with all inspection and qualification test results reflecting the quality variance in WAAM parts, as analysing this data can help reduce the criticality classification of AM spare parts, or the amount of non-destructive testing required prior to using the parts in production.

It will also enable the development of application specific qualification requirements, allowing more complex parts to be qualified based on case history and successful in-service use cases of simpler parts. There will also be the creation of a library of qualified configurations to reduce qualification efforts for the same or similar products in future.

www.shell.com

Drawing of the additively manufactured clamp (left) and the final Additively Manufactured clamp installed at a Shell site (Courtesy Shell)
The Matsuura LUMEX Avance-25 is the world's first hybrid powder bed fusion machine. The combination of additive technology and Matsuura's 80 years of subtractive high speed milling technology into one seamless process, enables the production of complex, high accuracy molds and parts in a method that has never been possible, nor imagined. Further adding to Matsuura's expertise in the Hybrid metal AM field, this technology is now available on the new Matsuura LUMEX Avance-60 possessing the largest powder bed platform available on the market.

More information at www.lumex-matsuura.com
Emery Oleochemicals launches LOXIOL metal filament

Emery Oleochemicals, Düsseldorf, Germany, has launched its LOXIOL range of metal filaments for Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF), a Material Extrusion (MEX) Additive Manufacturing process. The LOXIOL portfolio is comprised of five materials, with each available in diameters of 1.75 mm and 2.85 mm. The materials include:

**LOXIOL 316L**: Offering high corrosion resistance, toughness, and ductility, as well as high acid resistance. This combination is said to be well suited to a wide range of applications in aerospace, automotive, energy, jewellery, medical, marine, and other industries.

**LOXIOL 17-4 PH**: Components made of LOXIOL 17-4 PH material have high corrosion resistance and high strength, a combination well suited to medical applications such as surgical instruments.

**LOXIOL 718**: This nickel-chromium alloy is suitable for use with high temperatures and corrosive conditions. Components additively manufactured using LOXIOL 718 have good tensile, fatigue, creep and fracture strength at temperatures up to 700°C, making them suitable for many high temperature applications such as gas turbine parts, medical instruments or parts for the power and process industries.

**LOXIOL Copper**: This high-purity copper offers good electrical and thermal conductivity making it suitable for a wide range of applications.

**LOXIOL Ti-6Al-4V**: Ti-6Al-4V is a well-known light alloy, which is characterised by excellent mechanical properties and corrosion resistance combined with low weight and biocompatibility.

[www.emeryoleo.com](http://www.emeryoleo.com)

---

World PM2024 dates confirmed

The Japan Powder Metallurgy Association (JPMA) and Japan Society of Powder & Powder Metallurgy (JSPM) have announced that World PM2024 International Powder Metallurgy Congress & Exhibition will take place October 13-17, 2024, in Yokohama, Japan.

World PM2024 will include presentations on the latest metal powder technologies, from press and sinter Powder Metallurgy and Metal Injection Moulding to Hot Isostatic Pressing and metal Additive Manufacturing.

Running alongside the international event, an exhibition will introduce the latest products and technologies from the industry supply chain. In addition, various social events and special programmes are planned.

[www.worldpm2024.com](http://www.worldpm2024.com)
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EOS launches Contract Manufacturing Network for AM part production

EOS GmbH, headquartered in Krailling, Germany, has announced its new Contract Manufacturing Network that connects customers with established Additive Manufacturing production partners, enabling them to create additively manufactured parts quickly and reliably.

The network will initially focus on the Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA) region, and includes the following seven partners: FKM, Erpro, Volum-E, Pankl, Materialise, Oerlikon, Hasenauer & Hesser. It is expected to expand globally, with more partners joining in the coming months.

With the new Contract Manufacturing Network, those searching for a trusted partner to produce AM parts, from rapid prototyping up to small series volumes of 1,000 parts, can approach the network for support rather than manufacturing in-house.

"We want our customers to be successful," stated Markus Glasser, senior vice president EMEA at EOS. "When outsourcing their AM production to a partner from the Contract Manufacturing Network, small series customers will get the same EOS quality and industry expertise all our customers are used to. Our network partners are also able to act as pilot users for new technology developments at EOS, giving us valuable input and together developing the innovations that will shape the future of AM."

To become a network partner, companies undergo a thorough and dedicated evaluation and must fulfil certain criteria, such as needing to serve customers across EMEA. Experienced partners must have a minimum of five EOS AM machines installed from the latest generation of machines, all being regularly maintained and inspected. EOS offers the tools required to ensure remote service as part of a preventive maintenance programme, enabling EOS production partners to provide high levels of performance and system availability.

Additionally, Contract Manufacturer Network partners must process either EOS or EOS ecosystem powder with their AM machines to ensure they can maintain the network’s quality promise. To ensure high quality standards, the partner must have a proven quality management system that complies with ISO 9001 and meets defined KPIs in areas such as customer satisfaction, scrap rates, and on-time delivery.

EOS Contract Manufacturing Network partners will be included in the MakerVerse partner hub, an EOS-branded platform on MakerVerse. With this, the network partners will have the opportunity to expand their reach to potential end customers while making the ordering process simpler.

www.eos.info
www.makerverse.ai
LOOKING FOR PROTO-SAMPLES IN 15 DAYS?

BINDER-JET 3D PRINTING IS YOUR SOLUTION

Multiple design iterations at your fingertips

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Options</th>
<th>SS 17-4PH</th>
<th>SS 316</th>
<th>Tool Steel M2</th>
<th>4140</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Build Constraints</td>
<td>~ 300 gms weight max, footprint equivalent of a baseball, 0.04” minimum wall thickness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantity</td>
<td>10<del>50 samples now. 500</del>5000 lots by mid-2022</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Tolerance within 2%, Finish 2 Ra max.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONTACT FOR MORE DETAILS

NORTH AMERICA Email: shrikant.ti@indo-mim.com Ph: +1 510-707-2098
EUROPE Email: InfoEL@indo-mim.com Ph: +49 1732656067
ASIA Email: InfoHQ@indo-mim.com Ph: +91 98459 47783 / +91 98450 75320

SLM Solutions presents new Software Partner Ecosystem

At Formnext 2022, SLM Solutions, Lübeck, Germany, presented its new software partner ecosystem. Comprised of some of the key software players in the Additive Manufacturing market, it is intended to assist its in-house software portfolio to deliver a comprehensive end-to-end AM software set. It is tailored to the customer’s individual requirements in build preparation, AM digitalisation, connectivity and quality assurance.

Nicolas Lemaire, Software Product Manager at SLM Solutions, stated, “This new software partner ecosystem – based on SLM Solutions open architecture – offers our customers the broadest and most compelling joint software portfolio to industrialise and take their AM operations to the next level, while overcoming key business challenges along the entire process chain.”

Build preparation

Materialise has been a key partner for SLM Solutions for many years. Its Magics software is a proven build preparation software for SLM Solutions’ products, both for industrial customers and as a basis for material development. “However, there is no one build preparation software that meets all requirements, each solution has its own merits,” explained Lemaire. “Thanks to our new partner ecosystem, customers can now choose the most appropriate build preparation software on the market that is best suited to the specifics of their application, and use it to design build job on their SLM machine.”

AM digitalisation

Digitalisation of the manufacturing processes and supply chains are on the rise in the AM industry and key asset for Industry 4.0, states SLM Solutions. In this context, manufacturers are seeking solutions to produce parts on-demand and remotely to reduce inventory costs and lead times. One key requirement for this is the strong protection of the intellectual property of the part designs and a full traceability in the digital end-to-end manufacturing chain.

Lemaire explained, “SLM Solutions and its key partners, well established in the encryption market, offer its customers out-of-the-box solutions to achieve these goals, when implementing such distributed manufacturing models.”

Connectivity

One of the disciplines on the road to Industry 4.0 is the machine connectivity and the integration of the Additive Manufacturing operations into broader processes. This is required to scale up production, maximise process efficiency and reduce waste and operating costs. SLM Solutions used its open architecture to partner with Manufacturing Execution System (MES) and Internet of Things (IoT) solution providers in the AM space. SLM Solutions customers are expected to be able to implement such solutions into their SLM process to streamline and enhance production processes through automation, integration and full visibility on the additive manufacturing process.

SLM Solutions and Materialise are also collaborating on connectivity and secure digitalisation as part of SLM Solutions’ new software partner ecosystem.

“Materialise is proud to take the next step in the partnership with SLM. Welcoming SLM to the Materialise CO-AM ecosystem will empower innovators to take their AM operations to the next level, protecting build files, enforcing production rules, and enabling end-to-end data traceability,” added Vishal Singh, Senior Director of CO-AM. “Together, Materialise and SLM will deliver scalable and secure workflows for serial production and distributed manufacturing to our current and future customer base.”

Another new partner in this field is software provider Oqton, with whom SLM will enter into a strategic partnership in an effort to increase productivity, shorten lead times, reduce costs and give complete traceability to industrial AM customers.

Roy Sterenthal, VP Industrial Additive, Oqton, stated, “The partnership between Oqton and SLM Solutions will allow our mutual customers to access and optimise AM workflows in one place, bringing an end to fragmented workflows. Customers will be well-equipped to meet the growing need for highly complex parts and serial production in industrial Additive Manufacturing. Oqton’s excellent solutions for SLM machines, including our Manufacturing OS for order management and planning, optimised AI/ML and simulation-based build preparation, will enable customers to streamline successful and certified workflows and ensure traceability.”

Quality

Quality assurance is a must for serial production. SLM Solutions offers its in-house QA software SLM.Quality, which is aimed at optimising process qualification and part validation activities. The software enables evaluation of the build job process data through standard dashboards and full documentation of the build process thanks to a friendly reporting tool.

SLM Solutions also partners with leading quality assurance software companies to enable customers to perform extended quality control through more powerful dashboards, combining different evaluation technologies like industrial X-ray Computed Tomography with 3D visualisation and automatic part & process defect detection through machine learning and artificial intelligence technologies.

www.slm-solutions.com
Navigation and Support

In a complex industry, we’ll guide you the entire way.
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Fraunhofer project utilises ultrasound to produce stronger AM parts

The Fraunhofer Institute for Material and Beam Technology IWS Dresden, the Fraunhofer Additive Production Technologies Facility IAPT, Hamburg, Germany, and the RMIT Centre for Additive Manufacturing, Melbourne, Australia, have begun a €4 million UltraGrain project with a meeting on ‘On-demand grading of grain structure by ultrasound-assisted AM – from demonstration to industrialisation.’

“Both Fraunhofer IAPT and Fraunhofer IWS have been cooperating with the Australian colleagues for a long time through personal contacts. UltraGrain, however, is the first project to receive funding that will lead directly to the transfer of joint research results into industrial practice,” stated Professor Ingomar Kelbassa, Executive Director of Fraunhofer IAPT and also Adjunct Professor at RMIT.

Considering the deepened cooperation, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft is funding the project with €1.5 million from its International Cooperation and Networking ICON programme. The Australian partners are contributing a further €2.5 million.

The RMIT Centre for Additive Manufacturing project collaborators Associate Prof Andrey Molotnikov, Distinguished Prof Milan Brandt and Distinguished Prof Ma Qian are reportedly optimistic about the application of ultrasound to microstructure manipulation. They are reportedly convinced that the next generation of aerospace, as well as space part Additive Manufacturing, will significantly benefit from the uptake of the ultrasound technology which will be co-developed with the Fraunhofer partners.

In the process, the researchers are entering new technological territory. With the aim of specifically influencing the internal grain structure of AM components and, thus, their mechanical properties, researchers are combining the established wire- and powder-based Directed Energy Deposition (DED) processes with ultrasound, which vibrates beyond the tones audible to humans. During the deposition process, the ultrasound sends fine vibrations with a precisely defined frequency globally through the resulting component or locally following the laser and directly to the melt pool, for example. The ultrasound prevents undesired columnar structures from forming in it – and these microscopic columns result in poorer mechanical performance. However, under ultrasonic action finer, round shaped micrograins are formed, being almost evenly distributed or graded and weakening the undesired texture.

This equiaxial alignment increases the mechanical and chemical load-bearing capacity of the additively produced work pieces among others. Because the ultrasound can be controlled in a targeted manner, component designers are able to specify exactly where the work piece will be subjected to great stresses later in use. There, the developers can plan for an ultrasound-controlled grain structure, but also decide at which points they can do without it in favour of faster production. Such grading is essential if, for instance, gas tanks for space probes have to endure the special challenges of outer space for years to come, or if tools in car factories have to resist even high point loads in mass production.

“With UltraGrain, we can significantly improve the properties like fatigue resistance, strength, toughness and ductility or reduce the cracking susceptibility of additively manufactured components,” stated Dr Elena López, project leader from the Fraunhofer IWS. “In addition, this project opens up the opportunity to establish new contacts in Australian industry and increase the international revenues of our institute.”

Fraunhofer IWS is contributing its experiences in laser cladding to the research alliance. In particular, emphasis will be placed on AM processes involving equipment that feeds the desired titanium or steel alloys to the laser in wire form. Investigations with powder-based starting materials are also planned.

Fraunhofer IAPT deals with the optimal design of components with different grain structures. In the sense of a multi-material design, the scientists intend to develop a methodology for the optimal placement of ultrasonically influenced material areas. Furthermore, Fraunhofer IAPT is concerned with optimal path planning for the new process technology.

As an international university partner in UltraGrain, RMIT Centre for Additive Manufacturing will explore the physical processes that ultrasound triggers in the material during the new process approach using advanced synchrotron measurements. The Australian team will also investigate possible scaling effects. During the transition from pure laboratory production of centimetre-sized components to additively manufactured series components that span several decimetres or even metres, unexpected side effects may quite possibly occur.

www.futuream.Fraunhofer.de
www.additiv.Fraunhofer.de
www.rmit.edu.au

Experimental set-up for ultrasound-assisted laser-directed energy deposition (Courtesy Fraunhofer IWS Dresden)
Precision ADM partners with Tecomet to shorten timelines, expand materials

Precision ADM, Inc., based in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, has entered into a strategic partnership with surgical solutions provider Tecomet, headquartered in Woburn, Massachusetts, USA, in an effort to expand the development and production opportunities of Additive Manufacturing. This collaboration is anticipated to allow the companies to jointly leverage their resources and knowledge to yield expanded capabilities and capacity for each organisation, whilst shortening development times for customers.

The partnership is intended to allow for the expansion of Precision ADM’s Advanced Digital Manufacturing (ADM) processes, which have already produced millions of additively manufactured implants and instruments for the medical market. It will offer additional process experience into new material areas for Tecomet (including nickel alloys, aluminium, cobalt chrome, and 316 stainless steel), while expanding capacity in titanium and 17-4 stainless steel.

With the focus on driving lead time out of the manufacturing process, this partnership is expected to allow Tecomet to utilise its entire portfolio of capabilities, and combine the experience of Precision ADM, to meet the rapidly changing trends in the market.

“We are thrilled to be partnering with Tecomet, an organisation with a history of excellence that clearly values Precision ADM’s highly technical and advanced manufacturing processes and capabilities,” stated Martin Petrak, president, and CEO of the company. “Together with Tecomet, we will be able to offer clients shorter lead times and more efficient production with the same commitment to quality and manufacturing excellence for which we are both known. Our shared expertise and history in the medical device and aerospace industries leads to a naturally collaborative relationship. Precision ADM looks forward to a long and productive partnership with Tecomet.”

Bill Dow, president, and CEO of Tecomet, added, “We are excited about the partnership with Precision ADM. This initiative aligns with our steadfast approach to add value for global customers and provide full-spectrum, scalable manufacturing solutions. With this agreement, our customers will find a further commitment to innovation and continue to partner with Tecomet and our legacy of manufacturing successes. This commitment to growth excites me and I know our organisation will work diligently with the Precision ADM team to provide expanded additive-based solutions to our valued customers going forward!”

www.tecomet.com
www.precisionadm.com

GPM launches high-performance Al powders for wear-resistant AM

Gränges Powder Metallurgy (GPM), Velbert, Germany, a division of Sweden’s Gränges AB, has launched its second aluminium alloy aimed at the Additive Manufacturing sector. The high-performance aluminium alloy, S260 AM, is part of the company’s Dispal range and is said to be characterised by high wear resistance and excellent tribology properties.

The fine matrix structure of silicon particles coupled with Cu and Mg elements is intended to allow users to manufacture components that are natively highly wear resistant. Because the silicon is evenly distributed across the part, the material’s performance is said to be long-lasting and permanent without the need for additional coating. Another key characteristic of this material compared to other Dispal materials is a low coefficient of thermal expansion, also due to the high silicon content. This makes S260 AM well suited to components that need to be machined on very tight tolerances and need to perform in challenging environments where they are subjected to temperature fluctuations (e.g., oil pump gears). Spool valves can be manufactured directly with matching CTE to their manifolds and without additional manufacturing steps. Valves made of S260 AM can reportedly perform millions of cycles, outperforming steel valves.

“We saw a big need, especially in the automotive industry, for an alloy that is lightweight, wear resistant and at the same time has a low CTE,” stated Greta D’Angelo, Director of AM, GPM. “For many of our customers weight reduction is a big driver, and Additive Manufacturing allows them to go even further, without compromising on performance. Thanks to S260AM, our customers can break records and to do that more cost-effectively and with a shorter lead time.”

While S260 AM is another step for GPM into Additive Manufacturing, there are said to be plans for more material releases soon. Together with the development of new materials, GPM is working to address some of the main challenges that AM is still facing, such as serial production and high productivity.

www.granges.com
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What happens when you take the powder out of AM? Charting the rise of wire-based DED with WAAM3D

While most people associate the advantages of AM with small- to medium-sized, complex parts, wire-based Directed Energy Deposition (DED) makes it possible to achieve geometric complexity on a huge scale. Although the adoption rate for wire-based DED does not come close to that of the more widely known metal AM processes, this unique technology has advanced dramatically over recent years, and promises major advantages in a volatile global manufacturing landscape. Dr Filomeno Martina, CEO and co-founder of WAAM3D, explains more.

If I mention metal Additive Manufacturing to you, you’ll most likely think about optimised jet engine fuel nozzles, bionic brake callipers, or complex auxetic lattice structures. Lasers; powders; parts that you can hold in the palm of your hand. If you mention metal Additive Manufacturing to me, my mind will wander amongst critical fuselage frames, huge satellite bulkheads, advanced ship propellers. Electric arcs; wires; components that would fill a small bedroom.

For decades, the majority of the industry has focused on powder-based metal Additive Manufacturing. Particular attention has been on variants based on powder bed AM, which use either electron or laser beams (PBF-EB, PBF-LB) to provide the energy required to melt the powders in the desired pattern, layer by layer. Such technologies have opened previously unattainable doors in terms of design, with mechanical performances maximised whilst minimising mass. The main enablers? Small particles, thin layers and surgically precise heat sources, together delivering net-shape parts. Powder-based developments have been a dream for the modern engineer, enabling them to truly design for function.

A changing manufacturing climate

However, the challenges facing manufacturing are changing, particularly due to the growing pressure to reshore operations and mitigate...
“To protect profit margins against inflation, companies are increasingly being forced to rearchitect their supply chains, enabling them to change prices at a higher frequency. The much-needed attention on environment and societal impact is also driving organisations to design both their products and their manufacturing processes for sustainability.”

Arguably, there is scope to seek those changes across the board, not just for relatively small parts, but, perhaps even more importantly, for larger components. There is, however, a necessary trade-off between accuracy and speed with Additive Manufacturing. For those large components that require less precision, processes such as DED-Arc (the ISO/ASTM 52900:2021 term [1] for what WAAM3D Ltd has trademarked as Wire + Arc Additive Manufacturing, or WAAM [2]) can deliver numerous advantages compared to more traditional methods.

What is DED-Arc?

The combination of an electric arc as the heat source and wire as feedstock has been investigated for Additive Manufacturing since the 1990s [3]. Despite the birth of AM being traditionally associated with the rise of stereolithography in the
1980s, the first patent for Directed Energy Deposition was actually filed in 1925 [4] by R Baker, and was for making decorative articles. The patent stated, “This invention relates to ornamental arc welding, more especially to utilising an electric arc, such as is ordinarily employed for electric welding, for the formation of deposits to produce receptacles or containers of ornamental and useful shapes. I have found that metal derived from a fusible metal electrode by the passage of a current therethrough may be so deposited in superposed layers as to form various articles of an ornamental and useful nature, it being among the objects of my invention to produce such objects of various designs” [5]. With the benefit of time and development, AM has become so much more than Baker could ever have envisaged.

One of the key characteristics of the DED-Arc process (and the one that induces the user to consider it a straightforward technology to master) is its accessibility. In its most basic configuration, the DED-Arc process relies on standard, off-the-shelf welding equipment: welding power sources and torches, and wire-feeding devices. The choice of motion system is largely based on either anthropomorphic robotic arms, often combined with servo positioners, or computer numerical controlled (CNC) gantries. The majority of engineering companies will have access to most, if not all of these items.

It is unsurprising, then, that after the seminal work carried out at Cranfield University (first in the 1990s under the guidance of Prof John Norrish [6], and then with renewed vigour from 2006 onwards under Prof Stewart Williams), many engineers, material scientists, and students have been dipping their toes in the waters of DED-Arc. Academic publications in this field have grown from literally a handful in 2009, when there were no commercial solutions for DED-Arc, to many hundreds in 2021, as the competitive landscape finally begins to get busy and to diversify.

DED-Arc’s raison d’etre

DED-Arc involves a robotic arm tracing slow movements, inside a safe perimeter, possibly within an inert argon environment, with an ionised stream of gas melting wire feedstock in a highly controlled manner. Apart from being a hypnotising process to watch, why is the DED-Arc process becoming so fashionable? The answer can be summed up in one word: waste. This is in the continuous improvement, or kaizen, sense of the word, as DED-Arc helps manufacturers manage issues such as overproduction, inventory, motion, defects, over-processing, waiting, and transport.

Reduced metal swarf

Despite closed die forging making huge strides forward, traditional forging still leads to high material wastage. DED-Arc can significantly reduce the amount of material wasted on component creation. In the aerospace industry, the buy-to-fly (BTF) ratio is the ratio of the mass of the starting billet of material to the mass of the finished part that is flown on the aircraft. The smaller the ratio, the less material is wasted. The BTF ratio for aero engine components can be as high as twenty-five; sometimes, for aerostructures, as high as sixty. DED-Arc can reduce this ratio to less than two. It can’t reduce it to one, however, because the DED-Arc...
process, by virtue of its thicker layers (typically 1 to 3 mm thick), delivers near-net shape parts, with a couple of machining passes normally required to eliminate surface waviness. With this aside, the impact on cost reduction is still relevant; for example, in Ti-6Al-4V, if the traditional manufacturing route delivers a BTF ratio of four or above, DED-Arc is a cheaper alternative [7,8].

Reduced pre-machining wastage
The moulds and dies used for forging and casting can have long procurement times and high costs. Due to lead time and design cycle pressures, the purchase of tools must sometimes begin before the part’s design has been finalised. To overcome this, many manufacturers add a larger waste envelope into the final geometry of the mould or die, leading to increased levels of material waste to achieve the final product. As DED-Arc is a digital manufacturing process, it requires no tools – apart from the clamps needed to fix the starting feedstock – so the upfront non-recurring cost is virtually eliminated, and design changes can be made whenever needed, eradicating additional geometry waste.

Reduced spare part wastage
For spare part, inventory management and stock keeping there are two types of potential waste: the material itself, if the part isn’t needed, and the energy embodied into the part. Unused stock can lead to significant financial and material waste. Rather than keeping stock that might not be needed, more manufacturers are reducing inventory and logistics costs by focusing on local, on-demand manufacture. This helps them to resolve spare part production and repair issues, quickly and as cost-effectively as possible.

“Rather than keeping stock that might not be needed, more manufacturers are reducing inventory and logistics costs by focusing on local, on-demand manufacture. This helps them to resolve spare part production and repair issues, quickly and as cost-effectively as possible.”

Fig. 4 A 24 kg Ti-6Al-4V landing gear rib, built at Cranfield University for Bombardier in 2013, in the as-built condition. For the first time, it featured four deposition strategies (single, parallel, weaving and oscillated), advanced thermal compensation to minimise thermal field variability, innovation in design for DED-Arc, and asymmetric double-sided build (second side not shown) with no distortion (Courtesy Cranfield University and Bombardier).
Improved environmental performance
Because of the material savings achieved using DED-Arc, a manufacturer’s environmental performance can be improved when it comes to component creation and repair. DED-Arc has long been used to repair structures, extending the life of components, and delivering significant energy and CO₂ emission savings. Additional environmental benefits can be unlocked by having local DED-Arc centres, thus reducing the impact of logistics. For those manufacturers looking to demonstrate that they are taking the triple bottom line seriously, the DED-Arc process is an important part of the large-scale metal component fabrication toolkit.

Beyond eliminating waste
Moving beyond waste elimination, two more DED-Arc capabilities must not be forgotten:

1. The possibility of playing with material composition
2. The capability to reliably extend a component’s useful life by carrying out repair or remanufacturing operations

When it comes to material composition, Cranfield University has demonstrated the viability of in-situ alloying by providing as many as three wires of dissimilar composition to achieve a modified aluminium 2024 variant [9]. Indeed, the deposition of graded structures with materials as exotic and challenging as molybdenum, tantalum, and tungsten [10] has illustrated how multi-material components could become the new norm.

In terms of repair and remanufacturing, with the DED-Arc kit able to adapt to depositing on existing structures, service centres could be scattered around the world, to perform local repairs at the point of use. This is already beginning to happen and the potential for it is huge for reducing environmental impact even further by taking transportation out of the process.

A route to industrial exploitation
So, how has DED-Arc made the move to a viable, scalable industrial solution? This is largely thanks to research carried out at Cranfield University. Due to the institution’s long-standing aerospace heritage, and Prof Williams’ previous industrial experience, it made sense that large-scale titanium structural components were the starting point for Cranfield’s DED-Arc research. The growing use of carbon-fibre-reinforced-polymers on commercial aircrafts pushed the fraction of titanium components up, and with machining from forging or billet being the only two routes available, the requirement for a less wasteful
and costly manufacturing process became more and more urgent. The first large-scale parts Cranfield University ever produced, back in 2012, were a 1.2 m-long, 20 kg wing spar for a fast jet, and a 24 kg landing gear rib, both in Ti-6Al-4V. Robots were programmed with Matlab routines and sets of parameters were limited in extent and capabilities. During the process, issues with controlling shape and integrity reliably became obvious. These issues were different from powder-bed technologies, however. That is because in DED, the deposited feedstock’s layer height is not fixed, and thermal effects related to local changes in thermal inertia are immediately visible, and often catastrophic. Considering the scale at which the melt pool is established, even small inaccuracies or perturbations to the stability of melting and solidification behaviour can cumulatively result in large drifts away from the target geometry. Moreover, as HIP is inapplicable as a method to eradicate defects on structures of this size, the geometrical challenge Cranfield faced was compounded by one of structural integrity, with the absolute requirement to avoid discontinuities during the DED-Arc deposition process.

The Cranfield team faced many challenges along the way. The first issue was developing software tools for trajectory generation, parameter allocation and process monitoring and control, that could achieve the efficiency and rigour needed for such levels of consistency. Cranfield initially tried to work with existing providers of Computer Aided Manufacturing software, but eventually a DED-Arc-specific tool-path-planning solution was born (WAAMPlanner®). This was complemented by process algorithms, analytical solutions, and fluid-flow models that, based on geometry and alloy, would calculate location-specific primary process parameters (WAAMKeys). From an industrial perspective this development was crucial, as it enabled the prompt translation of preform design to executable machine programmes, minimising parameters’ development effort.

Another challenge has been to be able to demonstrate compliance in a repeatable manner for DED-Arc components. To achieve this monitoring and control accountability, a radically different approach to sensing had to be conceived and delivered – after all, without measurement there is no appreciation of a process’ recurring performance. However, the difficulty that had to be overcome was to avoid inundating the operator with an unmanageable quantity of data. As a result of this conundrum, WAAMCtrl® was developed to record and structure the data into a user-centric dashboard, featuring real-time colour-coding of the 3D picture of the build based on actual vs expected data, automatic following of the end-effector’s digital twin, and through-layers navigation to review and monitor the state of the part.

Modelling and simulation were other hurdles that had to be overcome. Initially, the floorplan of a prototype system with two robotic arms was sketched out that had each sliding onto 10 m tracks, on either side of a pair of rotators and tailstock. A 6 m aluminium beam was manufactured (Fig. 8), and the team was deceived into thinking that a big format machine equalled being able to build huge parts. Once the same system was upgraded to build with titanium
alloys, the deposition of a 2 x 1 m fuselage frame was attempted. However, it didn’t go to plan; the first trial had to be aborted two layers in due to catastrophic buckling distortion. Despite being deposited on an 18-mm-thick Ti-6Al-4V substrate, one of the corners came up by a foot once unclamped.

The team went back to the drawing board, and new tooling solutions were developed, based on conformal and compliant approaches, which were subsequently tested on scaled geometries. FEA models assisted in the optimisation of the build sequence, section by section, side by side, layer by layer. Also, the precise primary deposition parameters required to walk on the razor’s edge of feasible process, design compatibility, geometric integrity and validity were recalculated. The second and final modelling attempt was successful, and, to date, that frame is still the largest part that has ever been deposited in Ti-6Al-4V.

Fig. 7 A screen grab of one of WAAMCtrl®’s interfaces. WAAMCtrl is the operating system and digital quality control tool of RoboWAAM, and for the first time it brings sensor fusion to large scale metal AM. It enables the monitoring, control, digital twin mapping, hardware and health and safety management of a component, as it is being produced. As well as enabling operators to have a fully controllable production process, WAAMCtrl® also produces fully auditable data storage, quality logs, and interactive data navigation to enable the demonstration of compliance in a fully repeatable way.

Fig. 8 A 6 m long aluminium spar demonstrator, built at Cranfield University in 2016 on a large prototype WAAM system featuring multiple robots and a 10 m long build envelope (still in use today), in the as-built condition. The part demonstrated distortion control over even larger scales than before, laying the foundations for subsequent multi-metre titanium parts. The picture was taken outside Cranfield University’s Welding and Additive Centre.
The breadth of software was being broadened, but this had to be underpinned by a comparable improvement in the hardware capability. Since the creation of the basic WAAM3D system described early on, it now features a long list of core and accessory hardware solutions, ranging from new sensors to improvements to automation aspects. A case in point is ShapeTech™, which is perhaps the most awaited feature: a laser interferometer intervenes right behind a live melt pool, extracting the layer height and the profile of the deposited structure, instantaneously. Also, the Fume Management System (FMS™), which inexpensively offers the capability to establish and maintain an inert argon atmosphere, whilst containing and filtering all fumes.

What is next for DED-Arc?

The WAAMMat consortium was officially launched in 2012 [11], as a rolling technology development programme at Cranfield University. It comprises of a series of individual projects and activities that were brought together under one umbrella programme. Each of these projects or activities has its own individual objectives and is continually evolving, with mixed funding coming from industry, agencies, and the partnering universities themselves. To date, approximately £10 million has been invested in activities from technology readiness levels (TRL) 1 to 5, with another £5 million of planned future funding activities at Cranfield University, the University of Manchester, Coventry University, and the University of Strathclyde. WAAM3D Ltd took over the higher TRL activities from 2018 onwards.

So, what is today’s academic focus for DED-Arc? The challenge set out by the regulators is clear: the production of high-integrity parts by an unsupervised, robust manufacturing process. Additionally, DED-Arc needs to answer the question of how the process be applied to as many parts as possible. The answer to both
these requirements lies in on-board process validation, in-process cold-work, and increased productivity.

**On-board process validation**
One of the limits of part qualification today is the extensive mechanical testing campaign required to demonstrate compliance of a component on a geometry-by-geometry basis. A more flexible framework is needed:

- Firstly, the relationship between the thermal field experienced in a location, and the resulting microstructure and mechanical properties, must be established upfront.
- Secondly, an acceptable range of thermal fields that would give acceptable mechanical properties must be identified.
- Thirdly, an FEA simulation needs to be run on the target geometry, based on its set of process parameters and the DED-Arc toolpath plan, to uncover potential regions of expected criticality (i.e., where the thermal field might be out of the qualified band). If necessary, corrections to process parameters and the DED-Arc toolpath plan can be undertaken at this point to address any issues.
- Finally, when the geometry is being deposited, advanced sensors are needed to demonstrate that the thermal field experienced during deposition is indeed the qualified one, location by location.

As previously mentioned, one of the challenges for AM is that geometry and properties are produced at the same time. However, with the above framework – firmly grounded in physics and material science – combined with novel sensing hardware, the time and cost required to qualify a component can be dramatically reduced.

**In-process cold-work**
It shouldn’t come as a surprise that alloys designed to be thermo-mechanically processed do not give of their best when the mechanical aspect is missing. To address this, Cranfield University has been investigating the addition of in-process cold-work via rolling or peening methods since 2010. This was initially to control residual stress in welded structures, and later to refine microstructures in DED-Arc deposits. The alternation between additive and cold-work passes has been a phenomenal tool to increase the mechanical performance of a growing list of alloys of titanium, nickel, aluminium, iron, tantalum, Ti-6Al-4V, maraging steel, superalloy 718, Al-Mg-Sc, and others. These chemistries are now showing a forged level of mechanical properties.

**Increased productivity**
More and more environmental analyses are showing that DED-Arc is the better choice from both embodied energy and CO₂ standpoints. However, especially for materials of relatively low value, cost can remain in favour of traditional technologies, with the deposition rate being the
dominant driver. Judging by publicly available information (both academic and commercial), the predominant choice is still to rely on welding power sources and processes, which, whilst well established and readily available, do have tangible limits when used in an additive context.

Cranfield and WAAM3D are working in partnership on two fronts: developing radically new approaches to delivering energy and controlling the resulting melt pool. The first, based on the hybridisation of lasers and electric arcs, is to increase deposition rates, overcome the limitations of single axisymmetric heat sources and achieve independent control of layer height and wall width.

The second, that is much closer to commercialisation [12], leverages on multiple asynchronous wire feeds to achieve increased process efficiency, delivering substantially higher deposition rates, fully independent material and energy feed rates, and full thermal and geometry control. For the latter, compared to metal inert/active gas processes, the increases in deposition speed have been measured as being as high as 10 X for some materials, making the exploration of wider horizons of economic feasibility a much more realistic prospect.

Outside Cranfield University, it is worth mentioning other institutions that have contributed on both the academic and industrialisation fronts. Work at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), USA has been on-going for several years, focusing on material science and computational modelling to assist industrial part building. They have recently demonstrated viability of multi-robot deposition to increase part size and deposition rates. After his tenure at Cranfield University, Prof. Norrish continued his research at the University of Wollongong, Australia, focusing on robotic DED-Arc. The group has published vast amounts on residual stress characterisation, material and mechanical properties characterisation, process developments, and CAM software, amongst several other areas of activity.

“Whilst DED-Arc today is still a few years behind powder-based AM in terms of broader industrial adoption, it undoubtedly has huge potential to revolutionise the manufacture of metal parts, possibly even more than powder-based AM technologies.”
Applications overview

A recent article published by a team at NASA [13] recaps the rules to match processes and applications properly. It is an excellent starting point, although with the field moving rapidly, we must constantly reassess where to look to extract DED-Arc’s fullest potential. Based on the points summarised in this article, it should not surprise that, to date, typical applications have been:

- Frame structures for the aerospace sector, with Ti-6Al-4V being the predominant alloy
- Pressure vessels and other rotational geometries, in Ti-6Al-4V but also nickel-base alloys, also for aerospace
- Flanges, elbows, connectors and other components in carbon steel and nickel-base alloys for the energy sector
- Propellers and other bronze parts, for the marine and related industries
- Tools, dies and moulds, made ex-novo but also repaired

In general, parts made with relatively cheap alloys benefit from better management of inventory and lead times, as well as supply chain flexibility. Additionally, parts made with relatively expensive alloys benefit from financial savings related to reduced material consumption.

DED-Arc has the potential to revolutionise manufacturing

For a long time seen as the less sexy branch of metal AM, DED-Arc has been confined to a few laboratories. However, those working on it have kept pushing the boundaries of what is possible, gaining larger and larger industrial traction and opening novel market segments. Crucially, these are not just around hardware, but also for the much-required software packages, as well as materials. DED-Arc has now grown to embrace a vibrant global ecosystem of universities, spin outs, and scale ups.

Whilst DED-Arc today is still a few years behind powder-based AM in terms of broader industrial adoption, it undoubtedly has huge potential to revolutionise the manufacture of metal parts, possibly even more than powder-based AM technologies. It is a matter of time, effort, and errors. However, in the not-too-distant future, we will be remembering the struggles at the beginning of this century with a smile, whilst flying the world in planes, exploring the seas in vessels, and visiting Mars in rockets – all containing components made by DED-Arc.
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Smart sensor-integrated parts by AM: A look at a novel possibility with industrial applications

Additive Manufacturing processes offer a high degree of design freedom. The Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion of metals (PBF-LB/M), in particular, has established itself for series applications of complex-shaped parts in numerous industries. In this article, Prof Dr-Ing Christian Seidel considers the next major step in PBF-LB, which could offer designers unknown potential: the production of sensor-integrated AM parts. Methods and solutions for the manufacturing of sensor-integrated AM parts are presented and industry-relevant case studies showcased, illustrating the potential offered by sensor-integrated 'smart parts.'

Product developers appreciate AM because it offers a high degree of design freedom. For instance, the topology of a component in the force flow can be optimised according to the loads occurring, and the result can be ‘printed’ more or less directly. A well-known application for this capability is in aircraft brackets made of titanium alloys. The possibility of function integration has also been exploited in numerous industries, since, with AM, solid-state joints or porous structures can be manufactured in a targeted manner.

On top of these applications, several examples can be seen where sensors were implemented manually by operators during the build process. The resulting sensor-integrated parts are also referred to as 'smart parts.' Additive Manufacturing technologies are particularly suitable for such parts, since the principle of layer-on-layer manufacturing allows sensors to be integrated close to the desired measuring point, even in parts with complex geometries.

Current fast-growing digital trends, such as condition monitoring and predictive maintenance, are increasing the pressure on Additive Manufacturing technologies to be able to produce smart parts whose condition can be monitored by sensors. In this way, maintenance intervals can be minimised and components proactively replaced, even before their technical failure.

To realise the AM of such sensor-integrated smart parts, two main challenges must be solved:

![Fig. 1 Sensor-integrated smart gear produced by Fraunhofer IGCV allowing for superior condition monitoring (left), conventional gear (right), additively manufactured antenna and sensor that has been implemented inside the smart gear (bottom), and reading unit for the RFID-based sensor (top)](image-url)
1. The build process needs to be modified to allow for sensor handling.
2. The sensors need to be able to withstand the thermal loads that occur during the build, and must be fully functional downstream of the integration.

**Possibilities for integrating sensors during the Powder Bed Fusion process**

Following Binder, et al. [1], three different approaches are known for integrating sensors during PBF-LB (Fig. 2):

1. Manual insertion of sensors
2. Automated insertion of sensors
3. Direct manufacturing of sensors, for example by means of a multi-material mechanism

Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses. Manual sensor integration has disadvantages compared to an automated solution, as the integration times are much higher and operator expertise is needed. In addition, loss of part quality and reproducibility must be avoided, which is a challenge because, typically, the inert gas atmosphere must be interrupted to manually insert the sensors into the part. However, no additional machine components are needed for the manual process.

The most elegant way to fabricate a smart part is to build the sensors via PBF-LB within the build chamber. Using this method, no additional sensors need to be handled. One way this can be achieved is by processing multiple materials within a single build. However, this concept still has limited maturity, and more research is required before it can be tested and determined to what extent direct sensor production is possible on an industrial scale.

Fig. 3 illustrates an automated sensor integration process. The images were captured in the laboratory of Fraunhofer IGCV in Augsburg, Germany. To achieve the automated sensor integration, an AconityOne metal PBF-LB machine (Aconity3D GmbH, Herzogenrath, Germany) was modified to allow for a pick-and-place unit to be used within the build chamber; this additional hardware was integrated into the AconityOne and can also be controlled by the machine software. The layer-on-layer build job can be interrupted in a defined layer (steps 2-7 in Fig. 3) to allow for automated sensor integration without losing the protective gas atmosphere.

### Fig. 2 Comparison of different methods for integrating sensors in Powder Bed Fusion technologies (Courtesy Binder et al. [1])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Manual sensor integration</th>
<th>Automated sensor integration</th>
<th>Manufacturing of sensor via LPBF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process inclusion</td>
<td>By opening the process chamber door</td>
<td>Via glovebox</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration speed</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maturity level</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Integration of Weldable Strain Gauges – pilot testing and case study of a probe rake**

Weldable Strain gauges (WSG) are used to monitor mechanical force, such as compression and strain. Typically, WSGs are fixed to the surface of the part by glued or weld-on bonding. This conventional approach has crucial disadvantages: a WSG mounted on the component surface does not provide any information about the forces inside of the component and is exposed to the surrounding environmental influences.

Due to the layer-on-layer build method of AM parts, sensors can be integrated almost anywhere within the part; therefore, these drawbacks are overcome. But the adhesive bonding typically used presents challenges for many metal AM processes due to their high process temperatures and the curing times of the used glues.

Therefore, Binder et al. [2] described a weld-on method for WSG integration where the firm fusion for force transmission is created by applying weld seams between the sensor (WSG) and the AM component. Since welding is the basic principle for PBF-LB, no additional laser source is needed for...
Smart sensor-integrated parts

the spot welding required to connect the WSG with the part. For handling the WSGs, Binder et al. [2] used manual integration, as the system shown in Fig. 3 is not currently optimised for the handling of flexible components such as WSGs. Fig. 4 (left) shows the as-built tensile test rod with the integrated strain gauge. As can be seen in the measured data (Fig. 4, right), the accuracy of the WSG is limited until a strain of 0.027%. Starting at 0.027% strain, load detection of the as-built smart tensile rod, compared to the value of the tensile testing machine, is accurate with ca. +/- 5% deviation in measured stress values.

After having proven that the integration of WSGs is possible for basic geometries such as a tensile rod, a case study with a gas flow probe was performed. Thereby, a 'probe rake' provided by Vectoflow GmbH was redesigned and additively manufactured as a smart part. The said component is usually manufactured by the company Vectoflow, without integrated sensors, using PBF-LB. Its function is to measure locally occurring gas flows in a streaming field (e.g., within an aero engine).

Fig. 3 Automated sensor integration by utilising a vacuum gripper, following Binder et al. [1]: Step 1: building cavity geometry, 2 and 3: vacuum cleaning of cavity, 4: pick sensor from sensor magazine inside the build chamber, 5 and 6: place sensor inside the cleaned cavity, 7: application of a new powder layer, filling the cavity with the sensor, completed, 8: continuation of the main build

![Fig. 3 Automated sensor integration](image)

Fig. 4 Weldable strain gauge (WSG) tensile test: (a) Schematic view of the tensile rod with integrated WSG; (b) Associated graph: the tensile testing machine is shown in dotted line, the 5 times repeated answers of the WSGs in different shades of grey. (Source Binder et al. [2])

![Fig. 4 Weldable strain gauge](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain in %</th>
<th>0.000</th>
<th>0.001</th>
<th>0.005</th>
<th>0.009</th>
<th>0.012</th>
<th>0.020</th>
<th>0.027</th>
<th>0.034</th>
<th>0.046</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress in N/mm²</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Test 1
- Test 2
- Test 3
- Test 4
- Test 5
- Tensile testing machine

Dead zone
Synchronizing
Load detection
Due to the surrounding flows, vibrations can also occur on the measurement system, which cannot be detected so far. However, vibration data is an important parameter for both the design of the measurement system and for more detailed testing and analysis of flow fields.

Fig. 5 shows the ‘smart version’ of the probe rake manufactured out of nickel-base alloy IN718. This part was built on an SLM®125 system (SLM Solutions AG, Lübeck, Germany) at Vectoflow GmbH. For the integration of the WSG, the parameter constellation from pilot testing with the tensile rod was used (laser power $P_L = 150$ W, scan speed $v_s = 200$ mm/s, weld width 0.18 mm). Since the WSG requires a cable connection, a cable duct (X-Y plane) was provided, through which the measuring cables of the sensor component are guided out of the probe rake via the carrier plate.

To evaluate the proper operation of the smart flow rake, a vibration test of the system was performed. The test setup is shown in Fig. 6. An MX840B amplifier was used with a quarter-bridge circuit (350 ohm) at a sampling frequency of 1,200 Hz. A defined frequency of 350 Hz was applied to the flow rake in accordance with the US military standard...
The probe rake case study showed that implementing sensors with cables is challenging for automation. For that reason, the integration of the WSG was done manually to ease cable handling inside the powder bed. In this case study, radio-frequency identification (RFID)-based sensors are used to monitor a gear wheel. As RFID-sensors do not typically require cables, they are suitable for both manual and automated integration, for example by means of a vacuum gripper. However, several challenges remain, such as: ensuring proper operation and data transfer of RFID sensors in an electromagnetically shielded metal environment; enabling battery-free operation; and offering sufficient protection against thermal load during the manufacturing process.

By overcoming these challenges, it will be possible to draw conclusions about the lubrication or damage condition of a gear through vibration analysis, but also to record eigen frequencies of the system or the rotation speed of the gear. Within this case study, a straight-toothed type C gear with a tip diameter of 118 mm, a bore diameter of 40 mm, twenty-four teeth and a normal modulus of 4.5 was investigated. The gear is a typical gear test geometry and is designed for a load of 250 Nm at 3000 rpm, Fig. 7.

Of the RFID technologies, UHF (ultra-high frequency, 868 MHz) provides a high data rate and long reading range (up to 12 m) compared to LF (low frequency, 125 kHz) and HF (high-frequency, 13.56 MHz) with a reading range of few centimetres, making it the most suitable technology for the project. The UHF RFID technology is widespread, so that a large selection of components and infrastructure is available for a corresponding system.

However, as it is known that electromagnetic waves are strongly shielded by metallic components and, compared to LF technologies, which use inductive coupling,
not able to penetrate metal, this is a major obstacle. Therefore, an antenna located on the outside of the gear wheel is to be combined with a well-protected sensor unit positioned inside the gear wheel. In this way, negative shielding effects on the electromagnetic waves can be reduced, and the more powerful UHF technology (longer range, faster transmission rate) can be used.

A dipole antenna was designed on the outside of the gear which matches the circular shape of the part. To be able to measure the acceleration data inside the gear and to protect the electronic printed circuit board (PCB) from environmental influences, such as moisture or oil, a cavity was designed for the sensor integration. The following components were used and positioned inside the cavity (width: 20 mm, depth: 3.5 mm) to implement the concept:

- UF Reader PulsarMX UHF Mid-Range Reader (power transmission: 27 dBm, 500 mW)
- KX122 Tri-Axis Accelerometer (Kionix)
- UHF RFID IC: Rocky100 (860-960 MHz, ISO18000-6 type C compliant, operating temperature between -45 and +85°C)

To ensure sufficient protection against thermal load during the manufacturing process, the cavity design foresees a triangle shaped closing of the cavity, Fig. 8. As with the case study on the probe rake using WSG, the electrical connection of the PCB was made using the laser in the PBF-LB machine as a spot welder.

After the gear wheel was additively manufactured, and the powder removed, contour conforming wire electrical discharge machining was used to separate part and build plate, and the foreseen cavities were filled with an insulating material by casting. As part of the validation process, a CT scan verified that the electrical contact between the antenna and the RFID transponder was successful and that the position of the integrated circuit board was maintained even after casting and curing of the insulation matrix.

Subsequently, the function of the sensor-monitored gear was ensured by checking the readability of the data. At a distance of 1 cm between the reader and the gear wheel, the data can be read out reliably, even when the gear wheel is rotating. The gear wheel was rotated at approx. 360°/minute and the resulting wirelessly transmitted values were read out.

In summary, the gear wheel case study demonstrated how a smart gear wheel can be produced by designing a UHF RFID antenna and extending the standard AM process. This approach offers great potential for industrial applications and, at the same time, hardly influences build time and manufacturing costs. Nevertheless, specific challenges remain to be investigated on a case-by-case basis before industrial adoption.

**Post-heat treatment:**
Current PCB can typically not withstand thermal loads of over 600°C. This can become a challenge if, for example, stress relief annealing, or other material-specific heat treatment routines are required.

**Data transmission rate:**
To enable vibration monitoring of the component in the future, it is beneficial to record and transmit vibrations at a higher frequency.
While the system presented in this work is capable of transmitting data at a frequency of 1–2 Hz, for vibration measurement it is desirable to be able to resolve vibrations at, for example, > 1,000 Hz, otherwise relevant high-frequency vibration changes might not be resolved. Initial approaches for overcoming this challenge are already available but need to be verified for the specific industrial application.

Reading distance:
The maximum readout range within this case study was less than expected at ~1 cm instead of the desired range of several meters. This is probably due to the electromagnetic field influencing the metal environment and the rather low achievable gain of the antenna. Specific investigations on antenna design and performance are recommended.

Conclusion

The layer-on-layer build-up concept of Additive Manufacturing enables the production of complex geometries. In addition, process interruptions during the build process can allow sensors to be inserted into components, turning them into so-called ‘smart parts.’ Compared to manufacturing technologies such as milling, casting or forming, there are hardly any restrictions regarding the positioning of the sensors, which allows excellent possibilities for applications such as condition monitoring.

This paper outlined three possible methods for sensor integration:
1. Manual integration
2. Automated integration
3. Direct AM of sensors in the part (e.g., through multi-material processing)

Today, manual integration is especially beneficial when sensors with cables, such as the WSGs in this article, must be used in powder bed-based processes. Today, these form-labile components can’t be inserted automatically in a process-safe manner. RFID technology-based sensors are form-stable and can be handled well using, for example, vacuum gripping technology. Therefore, they can be inserted manually or automatically using the approach described within this contribution. However, to ensure proper function during operation, it must be ensured that the measurement signals of the RFID sensors can pass through the metal component. In the example shown, this was achieved by means of an additively manufactured antenna.

The advantage of automated sensor integration is that the inert gas atmosphere in the build chamber does not have to be interrupted and, in general, the insertion process takes only a few seconds. This means that producing ‘smart parts’ extends the machine operating time only marginally, whereas the functionality of the built components can be significantly increased.

It can, therefore, be assumed that sensor-integrated and additively manufactured components hold great potential that has yet to be tapped at present. With the current state of knowledge, this potential can be exploited. Since there are currently no commercial machines available on the market that enable the AM of sensor-integrated components, targeted collaboration between researchers, machine manufacturers and users will be required in the coming years to leverage this potential.
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Tailored materials for AM: How a 'powder kit' can achieve greater material diversity with fewer resources in PBF-LB

The use of metal AM is ramping up, and so, as a result, is the demand for metal powders. However, the variety of materials available remains relatively small. This is due, among other things, to the exacting requirements for the powders used, and the method of production. In addition, the production of smaller quantities of powder can be uneconomical. In a project funded by the AiF, the IWM at Germany’s RWTH Aachen University and Fraunhofer IFAM have developed a sustainable ‘powder kit’ for the individual and robust production of metal powder mixtures with subsequent alloying during PBF-LB processing. The partners share their progress.

Additive Manufacturing offers many advantages and allows maximum design freedom in the design and production of components. These advantages have enabled AM technologies to become well established in fields such as automotive or aerospace. However, the fields of application for AM require not only the best possible designed geometry, but also optimised material properties. This requires an appropriately adapted material.

In conventional, subtractive production processes, there are hundreds of different steels, aluminium alloys, wear-resistant cobalt-chrome alloys and more for each specific application. In AM, the choice across all metallic materials is limited to less than thirty materials, so not all requirements can be covered. The central idea of this project was to cover as many material properties as possible with a small selection of powders that are mixed in varying proportions as required.

The right elements ensure a high diversity of material properties

Commonly required material properties include corrosion resistance, strength, hardness and thermal conductivity. Many steel alloys consist of the same elements, such as carbon, chromium and nickel, but differ in the respective proportions. With the aid of the ‘LPBF Powder Building Kit,’ the user can select the appropriate powders by entering the desired property profile and mix them in the specific quantity ratio. The concept is shown in Fig. 1. One type of material used for special applications are duplex steels, which combine high strength with high toughness due to their typical

Fig. 1 Concept of the PBF-LB powder building kit (Courtesy Fraunhofer IFAM)
In this work, the corrosion behaviour of specimens prepared by PBF-LB and tailored super duplex steel powder blends is investigated. The goal of these powder blends is to tailor the configuration of specific component properties by adding elemental powders to a base powder. It is possible to additively manufacture and modify the properties of steel alloys using commercially available elemental powders and master alloys. Due to the high energy input of the laser beam into the material, which heats it above the liquidus temperature, it is possible to produce alloys within the PBF-LB process via melting [2]. By varying elemental powders (powder construction kit), the component developer is no longer dependent on a narrow portfolio of powder suppliers, but can select individually and produce their own alloys and material properties.

The laser beam-based processing of elemental powders enables design freedom in combination with material diversity. The approach of processing elemental powders by laser cladding (DED) is widely used because no segregation problems can occur in the powder bed. However, the geometric flexibility and accuracy of this process is limited compared to PBF-LB. Examples of important research are the production of stainless steels X2CrNiMo17-12-2 and X14CrMoS17 (430L) [3], elemental powder DED for rapid material developments [4] or developments for graded steels [5]. Previous publications on this research project have shown that segregation of powder mixtures in PBF-based AM processes is low if certain parameters and methods are used [6].

### Materials and methods

#### Powders & parts

Two duplex alloy compositions (D1 & D2) – similar to a standard corrosion resistant super duplex steel (1.4501) – were chosen and realised by blending four and five commercially available powders, respectively. The alloys are based on 1.4462 and modified by additions of 1.4404, Cr, CrN and Mo. All powders have a spherical shape whereas the CrN powder is mechanically crushed with an irregular shape. The mixing ratio of the two alloys can be found in Table 1.

The mixing duration and methodology was selected based on prior works [6]. According to these, the Turbula mixer (three-dimensional shaking mixing) provides sufficient mixing of the powder after a mixing time of fifteen minutes. The blends ‘60:30:2:2:6’ and ‘75:18:2:5’ were blended for thirty minutes. The alloying content of the powders and the calculated composition from the mixing ratio is listed in Table 2. The nominal composition of 1.4501 is provided for comparison.

According to Shenoy, the influence of particle size is considered the most important concerning segregation [7]. The publication prior to this work confirmed the conclusions [6]. The particle size distribution of the powders used for the blends in this work were determined by a particle size measuring device from Beckman Coulter LS. The particle size distributions of the utilised powders are provided in Table 3. The mechanically crushed CrN powder is slightly coarser than the 1.4462 and 1.4404, while the Mo powder is finer.

---

**Table 1** Mixing ratio of blends in wt.%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>60:30:2:2:6 (D1)</th>
<th>75:18:2:5 (D2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4462 (D2205)</td>
<td>60.00</td>
<td>75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4404 (316L)</td>
<td>30.00</td>
<td>18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrN</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Calculated chemical composition of utilised base steels and the powder mixtures in wt.%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4462 (D2205)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.03</td>
<td>22.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>&lt; 1.00</td>
<td>&lt; 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4404 (316L)</td>
<td>&lt; 0.03</td>
<td>17.50</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrN</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4501</td>
<td>&lt; 0.03</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
<td>&lt; 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** The particle size distributions of the utilised powders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>D10 [µm]</th>
<th>D50 [µm]</th>
<th>D90 [µm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4462 (D2205)</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>62.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4404 (316L)</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>54.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CrN</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>54.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60:30:2:2:6 (D1)</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75:18:2:5 (D2)</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The SEM and EDX images identify the different elements on a qualitative basis. Fig. 2 shows that the blended elements can be found well distributed across the screened scene of D1. Furthermore, it confirms that the Mo powder is much finer than the others. Fig. 3 helps to identify the elements of D2. There is no Mo element powder, therefore the Ni analysis is illustrated, which helps to distinguish the 1.4462 from the 1.4404. The brighter green particles contain higher Ni, which identifies them as 1.4404.

The materials (1.4462; D1; D2) were processed on a Trumpf TruPrint 1000 with a laser beam focus of 30 μm. The parameters were fixed for all samples: a laser power of 195 W, a scan speed of 800 mm s\(^{-1}\) and a hatch distance of 50 μm. In combination with a layer thickness of 40 μm, an energy density of 122 J mm\(^{-3}\) results for manufacturing these parts. Two build jobs were manufactured, one for the tensile specimen in X and Z directions and one for cubes (10 x 10 x 10 mm) and a plate (50 x 10 x 1 mm) for the corrosion tests.

In the following, half of the specimens of each blend received a diffusion annealing (DA) at 1270°C for 2 h. Afterwards, each specimen including the ones from diffusion annealing were solution annealed (SA) in respect to their specific alloy composition. The temperatures were calculated by Thermocalc [8], which recommended 1060°C for steel 1.4462, 1070°C for D1 and 1120°C for D2.

**Blend and part analysis**

For mixture D1, a quantitative wet chemical analysis was performed to determine the actual chemical composition of the mixture and to verify the calculated values. EDX analysis was performed to investigate the composition of the parts. Since super duplex steels are intended for corrosive environments, they are inherently very resistant. Therefore, the mixtures were analysed using a current density potential curve. Tests were performed using a 3.5% NaCl solution at room temperature. The surface of each specimen was ground and polished.

Parts made from the base powder 1.4462 and purchased conventionally manufactured parts made from 1.4662 and 1.4501 were compared with the blends as a reference. Tensile tests were performed at room temperature with B4x20 specimens according to DIN 50125. Only specimens of D1 and D2 were tested in the solution-annealed condition and compared with values of 1.4501 from the literature. In addition, the three specimens were prepared in the horizontal (X) or vertical (Z) direction. An overview can be found in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Diffusion annealed</th>
<th>Solution annealed</th>
<th>Curr. density/ pot. curve</th>
<th>Tensile Tests</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1 part (PBF-LB + SA)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 part (PBF-LB + DA + SA)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 part (PBF-LB + SA)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2 part (PBF-LB + DA + SA)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4462 (PBF-LB + SA)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4462 (PBF-LB + DA + SA)</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4462 (conventional)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4501 (conventional)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 Specimen analysis overview
Results

Wet chemical analysis
The values resulting from the wet chemical analysis are shown in Table 5. It shows that the actual values for Cr, Mo, Mn and Si are slightly higher. The content of Ni is slightly lower. The N content is 50% lower than calculated, which may be related to the solubility of nitrogen in iron [9]. The higher Cr content may be due to a slightly incorrect amount of the ingredients used for the blend.

Results of wet chemical analysis in wt.%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Mn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D1 – calculated</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>26.03</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1 – analysed</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>27.02</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5

Composition of PBF-LB parts
The EDX measurement results are shown in Table 6 and Table 7. The measured and calculated powder compositions are given in each case for reference. Several different positions were analysed (Figs. 4 and 5). As shown, all values are very similar to the powder values from the wet chemical analysis. Cr is again slightly elevated, while the other elements are very close to their individual target values. As mentioned earlier, this may be due to the slightly incorrect amount of ingredients used for the blend. The results suggest that the various powders, including the elemental ones, are well fused and largely homogeneously distributed in the volume of the sample. This also confirms the results of the wet chemical analysis of mixture D1.

Figs. 4 and 5 show an area of about 120 x 120 μm², corresponding to four scan vectors of the laser. A few non-melted particles were found. These appear very local and are probably related to their original size. Smaller particles require less energy to dissolve in the matrix of the sample. The laser spot has a diameter of 30 μm and the exposure time is very short (800 mm/s), so heat transfer can only cover a certain area in this period [10].
Corrosion results

As a benchmark, Fig. 6 shows the corrosion behaviour of conventionally produced 1.4462 and 1.4501. Although 1.4501 has a higher content of Cr, Mo and Ni, the current density increases at a lower potential, passivation starts slightly earlier than for 1.4462, but, with higher potential, the values coincide. The 1.4501 material reaches its critical pitting potential slightly earlier than 1.4462. Fig. 7 compares the values of the conventionally fabricated and the PBF-LB fabricated 1.4462 alloy. The results show that the PBF-LB parts are much more susceptible to corrosion because the current density is higher at each point of the analysis.

Diffusion annealing can shift the corrosion to a slightly higher potential, but the corrosion resistance is still much lower than conventional parts. The results show that the PBF-LB process itself already has a great influence on the corrosion behaviour. In other work, the influence of the PBF-LB process on the corrosion behaviour of AISI 316L was studied. Similar corrosion resistance was found in the as-cast [11], rolled and PBF-LB [12] states. The parameters identified as most influential were porosity and defects. Since density was measured at 98.5%, it is likely that the PBF-LB parameters used in this work result in higher porosity and defects compared to conventionally manufactured parts. This would explain the lower corrosion resistance of the PBF-LB parts in the pre-alloyed (1.4462) and mixed (D1 & D2) states.

Because Fig. 7 demonstrates that the PBF-LB process has such a strong effect on the material properties, the D1 and D2 mixtures are compared only to the pre-alloyed and PBF-LB fabricated 1.4462. Fig. 8 compares D1 and 1.4462, and the values show that diffusion annealing increases the corrosion resistance compared to the fabricated samples. The corrosion resistance also increased compared to the alloy 1.4462. This indicates that the corrosion-resistant elements are more homogeneously distributed.

Fig. 6 Corrosion behaviour conventional steels

Fig. 7 Corrosion behaviour, conventional vs PBF-LB

Fig. 8 Corrosion behaviour of pre-alloyed powder vs blend D1

Fig. 9 Corrosion behaviour of pre-alloyed powder vs blend D2
in the matrix of the specimen after heat treatment [13]. Without diffusion annealing after the build process, the specimens exhibit higher current densities between 0-0.25 V than all other parts. The critical pitting potential is reached first in the fabricated and solution annealed specimen. The others show the critical potential at about 1.25 V.

Fig. 9 shows the corrosion behaviour of D2 compared to PBF-LB 1.4462. Here, the corrosion behaviour is very similar, and the added elements have only a minor positive influence on the corrosion resistance.

Tensile tests

Table 8 presents the average results (x), including the standard deviation (s), of the D1 mix in the X and Z directions compared to the target values of conventionally produced 1.4501. The values for the tensile strength Rm and Rp 0.2 of D1 are within the tolerances of 1.4501. Only the elongation is lower than expected for this material. Early failure in this case may be due to material defects, but also to the presence of intermetallic phases with high Cr and Mo content [14].

The modulus of elasticity was determined from the stress-strain curve and may be inaccurate. The modulus of elasticity of the Z specimen does not reach 200 kN/mm on average, and the standard deviation is twice that of the X specimen. Since all values of the Z specimen are lower, this is probably due to the anisotropic material behaviour of PBF-LB components. This behaviour is generally caused by the rapid melting and solidification process [15]. In general, the stress in the direction of the layers must be lower than orthogonal to the layers.

A similar behaviour can be observed in the results for D2. Table 9 shows the average results (x), including the standard deviation (s), of the D2 mix in the X and Z directions compared to the target values of conventionally produced 1.4501. The modulus of elasticity is low for the X specimen, but the other values are within tolerances and in a similar range to the other specimens.
Conclusions

In this research, two different metal powder blends were processed by PBF-LB and compared with samples of pre-alloyed powder and conventionally produced parts. The investigation focused on the homogeneity of the parts and the corrosion resistance and tensile strength that depend on it. The following conclusions can be drawn from the work:

- The parts produced with the powder mixtures were successfully manufactured with PBF-LB, and the chemical composition corresponds to the analysed or calculated powder composition.
- Some non-fused particles may occur locally.
- Diffusion annealing can reduce the inhomogeneity and improve the corrosion resistance.
- The PBF-LB process itself has a great influence on the corrosion behaviour, especially on the porosity.
- The tensile tests show that the parts can be loaded in the same way as conventionally manufactured parts, since the tensile strength is within the tolerances of the material. Only the elongation is somewhat lower.

Further research needs to be conducted to determine a parameter set for stable chemical and microstructural homogeneity at each location of the samples. A reliable process with homogeneous parts is required to bring these alloys into industrial applications.
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QuesTek's ICMD: Faster, cheaper, and better alloy development for Additive Manufacturing

Alloy development has evolved dramatically throughout history, from what was a game of ‘trial and error’ to a systematic approach driven by Design of Experiments and specialist software. Now, the adoption of Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) is once again changing the way new materials are developed and deployed in today’s advanced manufacturing technologies. QuesTek’s Keith Fritz, Director of Solutions Architecture, details how the company’s ICMD® platform is enabling faster, cheaper and more successful development of new alloys for metal Additive Manufacturing, as well as the build parameters to process them.

The way materials engineers develop novel alloys has changed radically over time. In early foundry work, alloy development was a game of trial and error. At the direction of the person most familiar with the practice, materials engineers would make minor changes to the material composition and/or process, then capture and measure the results downstream. The results of these trials could be a little fuzzy; it was not always clear how impactful the ‘change’ was, and what was really driving the results.

The next substantial development was the widespread adoption of lean six sigma, in particular the Design of Experiment (DoE) approach combined with the statistical software Minitab®. This democratised experiments and gave engineers access to tools that enabled them to approach alloy development systematically. Six sigma provided a structure for experiments and a clear ‘line in the sand’ – decided by statistics – that determined the most impactful factors.

A major shift in manufacturing was the introduction of AM. The reality of building three-dimensional metal objects which could never have been manufactured by conventional means was a radical departure from subtractive-minded designs and tooling-heavy processes.

This brings us to today, where the adoption of Integrated Computational Materials Engineering (ICME) promises to change the way new materials are developed and deployed. Through the creation of its unique ICMD® software platform, QuesTek hopes
to enable each and every materials engineer to accelerate the development and adoption of new alloys for AM.

QuesTek aims to empower innovators by resolving material challenges. The company is currently a market leader in Integrated Computational Materials Engineering; our Materials by Design® technologies have been proven to reduce the development time and cost, and increase the performance, of novel materials. We are the only company in its market space that can take an innovative design through production, certification, and flight qualification using its own materials, in a fraction of the time and cost of traditional, or purely algorithmic, methods.

**What is ICMD?**

Integrated Computational Materials Design combines fundamental computational physics and informatics with systematic experimentation and advanced manufacturing. It integrates a top-down methodology, using informatics tools to mine materials databases, product characteristics, and manufacturing process performance with bottom-up multiscale modelling based on fundamental physics. ICMD places a major emphasis on the process-structure-properties-performance (PSPP) relationship to gain an understanding of how processes produce material structures, how those structures give rise to material properties, and how those properties produce specific performance, to enable the better selection and development of materials for a given application. Both process-structure and structure-property models are examined and modified in ICMD to optimise results. It is the ‘I’ (Integrated) in ICMD that counts; the integration of multiple materials modelling tools linked together is what supports a full understanding of selection, development, and performance in an Additive Manufacturing application.

In this model of a material, the four components are linked with physics-based models of the interactions. The model starts with the process. In the case of Additive Manufacturing, the process includes the elemental composition of the alloy, the powder characteristics, thermal histories, and various laser parameters. By inputting this process, the microstructure of the material can be predicted using first principle, fundamental physics. Such structures include matrix phase properties, grain structure, solidification characteristics, defects that may be generated, and more. Once the structure of a material has been predicted, another set of physics-based models is used to predict the properties associated with that structure. Typical material properties include density, mechanical properties, electrical conductivity, and susceptibility to hot cracking, to name a few. Once the properties of the material are determined, yet another set of physics-based relationships can be applied to the material’s performance. This enables the user to target a broad spectrum of performance attributes, from toughness, thermal properties, fatigue, corrosion, and creep, to sustainability.

**How ICMD is applied to AM process parameter sets**

In Additive Manufacturing processes, to model melt pool dynamics, QuesTek creates a testing matrix of various laser speeds, power, and hatch distances. Once the samples are made (specific to the machine and alloy), we measure the melt pool characteristics, including width and penetration.

**“[ICMD]...integrates a top-down methodology, using informatics tools to mine materials databases, product characteristics, and manufacturing process performance with bottom-up multiscale modelling based on fundamental physics.”**
depths. With that, we can predict the optimal machine parameters. We can model weld balling, keyholing, and lack of fusion defects for both hatch and depth. Using those process-calibrated models, we generate a processing map to identify the optimal parameter set in the tradeoff between throughput and part quality. Fig. 2 shows an example of an ICMD-produced additive manufacturability map. The area in grey would be considered the optimal processing range.

Understanding how this map is created provides processing guidance in both directions. Once a process is established, one can look at a raw material input change (let’s say a new material lot with different chemistry) and determine how that new material chemistry might respond at the established parameters, without even a sample build. Fig. 3 shows how changes in elemental composition would impact material properties. This is a great tool for overall quality control and incoming raw material disposition.

Development of a parameter set with a traditional DoE approach could take well over a year to complete, focusing only on density and keyhole defects. This ICMD approach takes only several weeks to a few months, and creates data and models that can later be used to produce answers to more complex questions such as fatigue life, making it uniquely suited to address industry challenges in a fraction of the time.

Expedited development of AM parameters for new alloys

One of the most important opportunities to take advantage of ICMD is the development of robust AM regimes for new alloys. It becomes exceptionally easy to query material compositions as they relate to process prediction and subsequent material structure. Fig. 3 shows an example of an interactive chart of elemental composition and proper-

![Fig. 3 Interactive chart to query how various elemental compositions change material properties](image-url)
Invar, metallic glasses, and other magnesium, high-entropy alloys, stainless steels, niobium, tungsten, superalloys, aluminium, titanium, entities. Materials addressed by QuesTek’s background in Additive Manufacturing

QuesTek, having completed over seventy different engagements. Clients have included the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA); the US Army, Navy, and Air Force, and numerous corporate entities. Materials addressed by the engagements include nickel superalloys, aluminium, titanium, stainless steels, niobium, tungsten, magnesium, high-entropy alloys, Invar, metallic glasses, and other complex alloy systems. QuesTek deliverables in AM have been consistently recognised by leading materials forums.

For example, in 2020, QuesTek received first place in the America Makes-Air Force Research Lab AM Modeling Challenge Series, by delivering improved understanding of the structures and performance of additively manufactured metallic components made from IN625 superalloy. In 2022, QuesTek won first place for Best Modeling Results Predicting Macroscale Tensile Behavior of IN625 from The AM Best Awards, a joint programme of the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society (TMS).

**Digital twin and modelling**

QuesTek’s models are not only created in cyberspace. Models are calibrated and validated using samples produced by the same operation that is being modelled. This practice is what gives our models their predictive power and trusted outputs. After the process is modelled, calibrated, and validated, you have created a digital twin of the process. This digital twin of the additive process has unique benefits that give businesses an edge in the market.

In one scenario, modelling allows us to predict the best yield strength as a function of alloy composition and processing conditions. This helps us understand which energy densities might be optimised within a given set of AM bounds. Fig. 4 shows the light blue lines superimposed on the Solidus mass fraction plot. These are expected yield strength curves as a function of solidus temperature versus aluminium mass fraction in titanium base metal.

QuesTek’s ICMD approach has other strong advantages beyond faster development time. For part qualification, ICMD can reduce the number of tests needed. Instead of having to produce and test samples over the entire design space – which can be extremely lengthy and costly – ICMD can drastically lower the number of tests required by targeting only high informational value samples. Recently, QuesTek formulated an approach to accelerate qualification for fatigue critical materials, wherein digital twins of fatigue samples are generated to simulate fatigue tests, reducing the testing needed to establish a material dataset for one client by 60%.

This approach provides three key benefits in the qualification of additively manufactured materials: (1) reduced cost, (2) reduced time, (3) increased mechanistic understanding of the key features driving fatigue. Though ICMD is not a surrogate for required testing for AMS or MMPDS qualification, it plays a significant role in carefully expediting part of the design, development, and qualification process. Being at the centre of digital transformation alongside machine learning, we may think of the day when ICMD (and other computational tools) will be used in place of the required tests for these standards organisations, but do not get...
too nervous – this is a long way from where we are today.

That is not to say that ICMD is not valuable in MMPDS qualification. On the contrary, it can be critical in many instances. Here is a quick story for you: Prior to engaging with us on ICMD, a (now) client of ours had intended to use a custom heat treatment cycle for their additive alloy, but when they went to their OEM partners, the cost of this custom cycle was prohibitive, it was more expensive than the standard cycles the partners had budgeted for. The company moved ahead, making qualification samples with a less expensive standard heat treatment cycle. The mechanical testing for these samples did not perform as expected, with the standard deviation showing 2–3 X higher than anticipated.

When engaged to perform a post-mortem investigation, it was revealed that the heat treatment was too close to the formation of a deleterious phase. QuesTek’s ICMD digital twin of the process would have seen this issue before considerable resources were used in producing and testing samples. If the standard heat treatment was a fixed constraint, it may have been possible to make some adjustments to the alloy chemistry or build parameters to avoid this deleterious phase region. In this way, ICMD can act as an insurance policy or final check before hundreds of thousands of dollars and months of time are spent testing samples. Once the ICMD models are made and calibrated, you can be sure of the results of physical testing within narrow statistical bounds.

**Process optimisation**

Once these models, or digital twins, of the process are produced and calibrated, they are not specific to one area. Models are not generated separately for the process parameters, fatigue, or heat treatment simulation, but are linked together to represent the entire process. This digital twin approach allows you to optimise the process and investigate how different variables may impact the process without having to change machine settings or produce custom alloy formulations.

In most operations, there is a nagging question about the pickup of trace elements from the reuse of powder or remelting of scrap parts back into master heats. Having the ICMD digital twin, we can simulate what an increase of 10–100 ppm of nitrogen would impact to the microstructure and, thus, the final performance of the parts. This can help put to rest sometimes decade-long arguments, and it also may show the process has some robustness that would allow for increased scrap use or more reuse cycles for a lot of powder.

**Materials concurrency**

The concept of material concurrency states that the material can be engineered in parallel with the product it is to be used for, and, thus, the material can be optimised for its application. Often, in the AM space, the materials being used are not given proper consideration. In the early days of AM, common and well-known alloys would be turned into powder for AM. It was a hard lesson to learn that many of these alloys were not optimal for Additive Manufacturing. It was not until later that alloys custom tuned to the challenges of AM would come along, and QuesTek’s patented alloys have been optimised to produce desirable properties unique to the AM process.

“**It was not until later that alloys custom tuned to the challenges of AM would come along, and QuesTek’s patented alloys have been optimised to produce desirable properties unique to the AM process.”**

![Fig. 5 Arc melting of a button sample at QuesTek’s materials lab to characterise and test novel alloy designs](image-url)
critical materials for the Apple Watch. The watch hit the market in April 2015; throughout that year, 15 million units were sold, and 50+ million units were sold each year between 2016 and 2019, generating an incremental $1.5 billion in revenue each year. The 'right' alloy was critical to launching the watch and, at the end, investment in QuesTek’s Materials Concurrency led to a speedy developmental cycle and billions of dollars in fast-growing revenues.

Accelerated insertion of materials

The incorporation of new materials into engineered products – particularly in mission-critical industries such as aerospace, medical device, automotive or energy – can entail numerous steps and production runs to qualify the material and develop statistically driven properties used by design engineers. Failure to achieve material properties accurately and repeatedly at full-scale production levels can be costly and time-consuming. QuesTek uses Materials by Design® technology and our expert skills in Accelerated Insertion of Materials (AIM) to cut down on these risks and costs.

QuesTek was a key contributor to the AIM programme, a strategic initiative led by DARPA and the Naval Research Laboratory (ONR). The AIM programme produced a new way to develop materials that makes it easier to use new materials in the same amount of time as part of the development and design cycles. The AIM programme has achieved the following results:

- Made it possible to set material requirements that are design driven by tightly linking design and material activities and tools
- Provided designers with early material properties, with confidence bounds, throughout the development cycle
- Allowed users to control material performance, producibility, and cost
- Lowered the risk of using a new material while also reducing the cost and time needed to produce data

An exemplary client success story of Accelerated Insertion of Materials is the US Navy carrier aircraft landing gear hook shanks. Under a contract with the Navy, QuesTek designed, produced, qualified, and placed the certified products, made of QuesTek’s proprietary Ferrium® M54 alloy, into flight operations on the Navy’s T-45 trainer aircraft, in a third of the time of a typical design-to-flight cycle (in approx. seven years vs twenty years). The hardness and toughness of the new gear enabled more than two times more landings on the platform, saving millions in maintenance costs and preventing numerous accidents, loss of aircraft (a T-45 costs $17.2M each), and injury or loss of young aviators.

Proprietary materials

QuesTek has thirteen US Patents for ICMD advanced alloys and five US Patents for ICMD advanced alloys used in Additive Manufacturing. It also currently has fourteen US patents pending for additional novel materials. We mostly license our proprietary materials to leading material manufacturers, but we have also shown that we can build and manage custom supply chains for specific, high-performance applications of our proprietary materials for both corporate and government end-use clients. QuesTek’s AM-specific alloys include:

- An AM aluminium alloy that maintains high strength at temperatures over 250°C for extended life (e.g., 1000 hours at temperature)
- An AM aluminium alloy that has room temperature strength on the order of 7000 series aluminium alloys (without ceramic particle dispersion which can reduce fatigue strength)
- A true ‘build and go’ 17-4 PH AM stainless steel alloy, which under proper build parameters, meets wrought 17-4 PH properties without requiring post-processing solution treatment or age

- A higher-strength Nickel 718 alloy
- Nickel aluminium bronze
- A carburisable Ferrium C64 for gears and other high-toughness, high-wear applications
- HEAs (high entropy alloys)
- Gradient Niobium AM alloy compositions
- Equiaxed, isotropic titanium alloys

Conclusion

Thanks to remarkable breakthroughs and major advances over the previous decade, QuesTek’s Integrated Computational Materials Design provides a unique designing and manufacturing paradigm for accelerating the research and development of innovative materials. When combined with advances and improvements in Additive Manufacturing, ICMD has been proven to create a design and manufacturing paradigm shift in which digital twins make it possible to design materials faster, cheaper, and better suited to their application.
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NanoAL: Alloy development on an open parameter PBF-LB machine, from installation through to Rapid Alloy Screening

When NanoAL, LLC, a company with a decade of aluminium alloy development experience, decided to speed up its development of alloys for AM, it turned to SLM Solutions’ SLM®125 PBF-LB machine. As NanoAL’s Matthew Simmers explains, the company needed a workhorse machine that fulfilled a number of requirements, from open parameters and material flexibility to specifications and build quality that closely mirrored larger, production-focused machines. This article explores machine choice, installation, and operation in supporting NanoAL’s Rapid Alloy Screening (RAS) process.

NanoAL was founded in 2013 as a spin-out from the materials research department of Northwestern University, Illinois, USA, with the goal of expanding upon and commercialising seventeen years of research in advanced aluminium alloys. This entry into the start-up world of material development has led NanoAL to work with global corporations to develop advanced aluminium alloys for applications in energy, semiconductors, automotive, beverage packaging, and general industry.

Along the way, the concept of Addalloy® aluminium powders emerged, as the NanoAL alloy design methodology was first turned towards Additive Manufacturing. NanoAL’s AM powders are specially formulated to take advantage of the fundamental physics of the powder production and Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) processes. In 2020, the company’s first product for AM, Addalloy 5T, was announced, a 5000-series based high-strength alloy that can be one-step stress relieved and peak aged without quenching (Fig. 1). Fast forward to the fourth quarter of 2022, and the Addalloy concept has expanded to include additional available alloys as well as customised powder development services for public and private partners.

Today, NanoAL continues to solve material problems using a thoughtful, scientific approach that takes into account the end-user’s economic requirements at the earliest stages of development. NanoAL specialises in aluminium alloy development, but works broadly across traditional and advanced manufacturing processes including sheet rolling, die casting, wire forming, and AM powders. The development team utilises an inter-

Fig. 1 A test part produced using NanoAL’s Addalloy 5T powder (Courtesy NanoAL)
NanoAL on Rapid Alloy Screening

Nally created metallurgical toolbox called Rapid Alloy Screening (RAS) that rapidly produces empirical data against modelled predictions. In 2021, NanoAL further expanded its capabilities for development in Additive Manufacturing with the addition of an SLM Solutions SLM 125 PBF-LB machine to the RAS toolbox.

NanoAL selected the SLM 125 from amongst stiff competition in the marketplace for its open-parameter platform, optimal build chamber size, and simple material changeover process. Although smaller in effective build volume, it is representative of the larger format PBF-LB machines on the market, with excellent process gas flow, a powerful 400 W laser, and a production-grade powder distribution system. Very quickly, the SLM 125 proved its merit.

**SLM 125: The little big hitter**

The SLM 125 metal PBF-LB machine has been a workhorse in the dental field, building customised dental devices such as bridges and crowns for years. As a machine, it is both flexible and capable; perfect for high-value applications that use expensive raw materials, or for one-off builds of customised devices. Now, universities and material companies are noticing that the SLM 125 is well suited to the laboratory environment, as it is an excellent bridge between entry-level PBF-LB machines, which are often too small and underpowered, and the more productive, and significantly more expensive mid-format machines in the 220 mm build chamber size.

This is important for the purposes of research and development of new alloys, something that metal Additive Manufacturing certainly needs. The SLM 125 has many of the benefits of a larger SLM Solutions machine, but also much of the flexibility needed for companies and universities that are not running production parts. Size and utilities are often a particular consideration for laboratories, where space is at a premium and a full-scale custom build out is not possible. Compared to other systems available today, the SLM 125 has a compact build chamber with a hopper-fed powder spreading system, which results in a small machine footprint (1400 x 900 x 2460 mm) relative to the part size that can be produced.

Utility requirements for metal AM machines include power, clean air supply, and inert gas - typically argon or nitrogen (Fig. 3). The circuit amperage for a dedicated lab space consisting of the SLM 125, the laser cooling system, a powder reconditioning sieve, a metal dusts vacuum, lighting, and dedicated HVAC is approximately 100–120 A. Air and inert gas system options can be selected at the user’s preference. NanoAL installed a screw-type air compressor with downstream filtration, drying and separation to achieve the high-class air required for the laser optics. The SLM 125 can be connected to argon and nitrogen at the same time, which is convenient for development since plumbing does not need to be changed over. The user selects the desired gas from the SLM 125’s user interface for each build.

Most installations will elect to provide argon from an array of bottles or a larger dewar purchased from a compressed gas distributor. Nitrogen can be similarly sourced from the same distributor, but it can also be conveniently generated on-site with a compact nitrogen generating tower.
that is connected to the same air supply system as the laser optic.

While the SLM 125 is the smallest machine in the SLM Solutions portfolio, it offers greater capabilities than other small commercial machines currently in the market and is more representative of the processes utilised in larger-format machines. This allows a single machine to mature a new alloy from the research stage into commercialisation. In terms of the build chamber and mechanics, the SLM 125’s systems are essentially scaled-down versions of those found in its bigger brother, the SLM 280.

The build chamber piston, build plates, inert gas pumping system, condensate filter, powder dispenser and recoater are all mechanically similar to the SLM 280 in design and function, which gives users confidence that developing build parameter sets on the SLM 125 will be translatable to larger platforms where material properties can be replicated and validated. Equipped with a single 400 W laser, the SLM 125 has the same power and scan speeds as the entry-level SLM 280, and the build volume is also preheatable up to 200°C which further increases its ability to handle alloys that are sensitive to thermal stress.

**Setting up the room**

Unlike many polymeric AM machines, which can often be safely used in an office or even a home environment, metal PBF-LB machines require special safety considerations. Metal powders for AM are sized in microns. Some common powder sizes are +15/-45 μm, +15/-53 μm, and +20/-63 μm. These metal powders may have health, safety, and environmental risks associated with them. To mitigate these risks, metal powder AM machines are often installed in specialised rooms that are designed and engineered to suit the process and the materials. To ensure the safe and proper operation of the SLM 125 in its laboratory, NanoAL engaged with the local fire department, external safety consultants, and engineering contractors to determine the needs of the electrical service, HVAC, and fire suppression in the space. An existing room was upfitted from its original state to provide the necessary utilities and operating environment and to meet the engineering design requirements put in place to mitigate dust migration and upgraded fire protection.

“While the SLM 125 is the smallest machine in the SLM Solutions portfolio, it offers greater capabilities than other small commercial machines currently in the market and is more representative of the processes utilised in larger-format machines.”
Dust migration
While metal AM powders tend to disperse into air easily, NanoAL specialises in aluminium powders, which are much lower density than other AM metals such as steel, copper, and titanium. This means that aluminium powders are the most likely to become airborne during handling operations such as loading and unloading the machines – the manual process shown in Fig. 4.
Dust migration is a central concern because metal dusts may:

- Be harmful if inhaled or swallowed
- Irritate the eyes, nose, and throats tissues
- Contaminate other areas of the laboratory, causing cleanliness issues
- Be explosive when dispersed into the air

The walls, doors, floors, and ceiling act as the primary barriers of the enclosed room. All penetrations into the room for process gas supply, plumbing lines, power, and data cables were sealed. Engineering controls were incorporated to further ensure metal powder does not escape the room. Dedicated in-room mini-split heating/cooling units were installed to separate the climate control within the room from the primary HVAC throughout the rest of the lab. Make-up air was ducted into the room and was paired with a dedicated room exhaust system. The supply and exhaust side were balanced to create a slightly negative pressure inside the room. The negative pressure ensures that any unsealed penetrations would not be routes for metal powder to escape. Personal protective equipment (PPE) is worn by operators to prevent exposure to metal powder during handling. The PPE includes a Powered Air-Purifying Respirator (PAPR) with a full-face shield to cover eyes, nose and mouth, and a fire resistant overgarment with long-cuff nitrile gloves.

Fire protection
Metal powders may have certain fire related hazards. NanoAL contracted a fire and safety engineering firm to confirm the local and national regulations required for working with aluminium powder. A dry-chemical fire suppression system (Figs. 5 and 6) was necessary to meet the potential hazards outlined in NFPA 651 ‘Machining and Finishing of Aluminum and the Production and Handling of Aluminum Powders.’ There are two potential hazards when working with aluminium powders that drive this requirement. First: aluminium powders may present a metal fire

Fig. 4 NanoAL operator cleaning the SLM 125 build chamber after a successful build. The build volume measures 125 x 125 x 125 mm, effectively producing a part with a maximum dimension of 10.2 cm
hazard if a fire spreads from an adjacent area of the building to the AM room. An overhead water suppression system is not suitable for a metal fire as it may cause the fire to spread more rapidly. Second: aluminium powders can react with water from an overhead sprinkler system to evolve hydrogen, a flammable gas. The small metal powders used in AM have a very large surface area relative to their volume, which increases the rate of this reaction. The local fire department provided the final review and approval of the engineered dry chemical fire suppression system.

Developing alloys for AM

Alloy development for AM tends to follow a certain path, starting in ideation, moving through initial parameter development with testing and validation, and finally to application development, production scale up, and commercialisation. For NanoAL, the Rapid Alloy Screening process (Fig. 7) is put to work at the very first step: ideation.

Rapid Alloy Screening (RAS)

When starting a new alloy development programme, NanoAL uses machine learning to scan its proprietary metallurgical database for compositions suitable to new application requirements and the physics inherent to the AM process. A design of experiment is created to explore the new design space and then the alloy coupons are produced by NanoAL utilising a specially developed casting process. The coupons are loaded into the SLM 125 in an array to test the whole DOE space with a single experiment, including a fundamental study in the laser power and scan speed relationship for each composition in the test. The results of this experiment are the first brick from which the foundation for a new alloy is laid.

At this point, a hurdle is encountered by all alloy developers: the first trial atomisation. When developing a new alloy, making the commitment to atomise a powder for the
first time is an important moment. There are many uncertainties. Will it atomise well? What will the yield be? Is the morphology suitable? And, most importantly, is the composition correct?

Compositions developed by NanoAL during the ideation phase are well informed, having already been simulated on computer, produced with empirical casting trials, and tested with empirical laser scanning assessments. However, they are not without risk, and each subsequent atomisation requires that NanoAL accommodate for any adjustment in the alloy’s composition, sizing, morphology, or any other critical aspect, adding significant lead time and cost to a programme. NanoAL creates a complete powder specification and partners with established metal powder producers to atomise it at the research scale. An SEM image of trial powders atomised to NanoAL’s specification is shown in Fig. 8.

The amount of powder yielded in the desired particle size range can be unpredictable in a trial run, and the SLM 125 is well suited to accommodate this variability. Its build chamber size and powder feed systems mean as little as 3 kg of aluminium powder can produce basic results defining the suitable build parameter range and basic material properties, including XY tensile performance (Fig. 9). With larger quantities of powder, the SLM 125 can generate coupons for Z and XY oriented mechanical coupons. Coupons from the SLM 125 are machined at NanoAL using a CNC lathe to produce repeatable and reliable test specimens. With every step of the process in-house, development builds can be built, heat treated, machined, and characterised within forty-eight hours.

An alloy composition can be locked in with as few as one or two research-scale atomisations. From here, the SLM 125 continues to contribute to the maturation of the new alloy. Incoming production batches of alloy powder go through the typical quality control checks such as powder size distribution analysis, elemental composition analysis, morphology, density, and flow checks.

NanoAL uses the SLM 125 to perform a build performance check on all incoming Addalloy powder batches to confirm that new batches of powder additively manufacture in
“The open parameters of the SLM 125 allow the fine-tuning of build parameters directly by NanoAL engineers, without the need for back-and-forth communication with the OEM to make changes to the profile for new alloys.”

the same parameter window and with the same resulting properties as previous batches. The results of all atomisations are recorded in a proprietary database that is applied to future machine learning to generate new alloy designs.

Application development for end-user programmes is performed on the SLM 125 as well. Demonstrator components up to 10.2 x 10.2 x 10.2 cm (length x width x height) can be built for customers which may be used for bench scale testing or to get concepts prototyped and ideas communicated. NanoAL runs specific development programmes on the SLM 125 to meet customer needs for thin walls, large cross sections, unsupported overhang angles, and surface finish (an example is shown in Fig. 10).

The open parameters of the SLM 125 allow the fine-tuning of build parameters directly by NanoAL engineers, without the need for back-and-forth communication with the OEM to make changes to the profile for new alloys. In a recent programme to develop a novel alloy, NanoAL performed more than forty back-to-back builds on the SLM 125 to develop a complete profile for hatch, border, and thin wall parameters.

At NanoAL, several Addalloy alloys are at different stages of development, and the SLM 125 can flexibly adapt to the needs of each. Alloys may be changed over in the machine each week, or at times the SLM 125 may be dedicated to a single alloy for up to two months of focused, programmatic work. The SLM 125 allows flexibility and agility as each alloy programme moves forward and contributes brick by brick to assemble the technical and commercial foundation for the Addalloy family of powders.
A hot topic in a hot market

Alloy development for the AM industry is a hot topic, with seemingly weekly announcements being made about new alloys, or alloys in development, by known AM players and stealth startups alike. Traditional wrought or cast alloys may not be suitable for some, or all, metal AM processes. Often, the alloys that do work with AM are not desirable for certain applications due to trade-offs between fundamental material properties and additive manufacturability.

Many hurdles exist for the adoption of AM alloys, from developing process knowledge to establishing industry standards; however, these are not necessarily unique problems specific to new alloys, as they also impact the adoption of alloys considered standard today. For PBF-LB materials, the SLM 125 is uniquely positioned to fit the needs of a developing company, research organisation, laboratory, or university, with capabilities that lend themselves to the needs of NanoAL’s material engineers to advance the development of aluminium alloys designed for AM. This presents the opportunity for new alloys to enter a nascent, yet growing, market, and for parts makers to tailor the ideal alloy for their application.
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Fig. 11 shows a cantilever bar build used for residual stress testing to develop optimal stress relief treatments for new alloys.

**“Many hurdles exist for the adoption of AM alloys, from developing process knowledge to establishing industry standards; however, these are not necessarily unique problems specific to new alloys, as they also impact the adoption of alloys considered standard today.”**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Addalloy® 5T</th>
<th>Addalloy® HX</th>
<th>Addalloy® 7S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Strength + ductility</td>
<td>- Strength + conductivity</td>
<td>- Maximised for strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- General purpose</td>
<td>- Thermal management</td>
<td>- Lightweighting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Auto, aero, industrial</td>
<td>- Electronics, auto, industrial</td>
<td>- Aero, space, industrial</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 The current range of alloys available from NanoAL and their properties

Fig. 11 A cantilever bar build used for residual stress testing and to develop optimal stress relieve treatments for new alloys. Deflection along the bar is measured before and after thermal stress relief tests to determine the effectiveness of the thermal treatment.
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Using the Six Sigma method to optimise metal powder spreading in PBF-LB

In Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB), powder is applied to the build platform by a recoater unit performing a horizontal movement. Though not often the focus of research, the quality of powder layers has a significant influence on the quality of the final part, making the powder application process highly relevant to PBF-LB’s productivity and reliability. A collaborative project between the Chair of Hybrid Additive Manufacturing (HAM) at the Ruhr University Bochum and the consulting firm MTS Consulting Partner has shown how the Six Sigma method can be used to improve the process of metal powder application in the PBF-LB process.

Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) is being used in a growing number of applications, and has taken the lead as the most visible and widely adopted of the metal Additive Manufacturing processes. Its advantages include the ability to produce small quantities of parts economically, and the ability to produce parts economically, featuring complex geometries not possible with conventional manufacturing technologies. The performance of tools for example, a common application for PBF-LB, can be increased by the implementation of cooling channels close to the contour (conformal cooling), and component weight can be reduced via topology optimisation in almost all suitable applications.

To optimise the PBF-LB process, numerous studies have been conducted which consider the energy input for melting the metal powder with the laser beam [1–3]. In contrast, the application of the powder to the build bed is rarely the focus of research, though this is also highly relevant to the productivity and quality of the PBF-LB process.

The Six Sigma method is an established management system in industry which is used for process improvement and quality management [6]. In a Six Sigma project, five phases are carried out: Define, Measure, Analyse, Improve and Control (DMAIC). Using this system-

Fig. 1 Powder application in an AconityMIDI PBF-LB machine with a 120 mm wide recoater blade
atic approach, a process can be analysed using statistically validated data and improvement achieved based on fact [7]. In this project, the Six Sigma method was applied to the powder application step of the PBF-LB process.

Define: Definition of the powder application system

The powder application process studied in this Six Sigma project was assessed in an AconityMIDI PBF-LB machine from Aconity3D GmbH, Herzogenrath, Germany. Fig. 1 shows one powder layer applied with a 120 mm wide recoater blade.

In this machine, the required amount of powder for one layer is provided by the vertical movement of a supply cylinder. The powder is applied to the build platform by the recoater unit performing a horizontal movement with a built-in recoater medium. The recoater medium can be exchanged, enabling the use of different recoater materials and geometries. The vertical movement of the build cylinder determines the height of the layer. In this investigation, a 120 mm wide powder layer with a height between 30-100 μm is applied. In the Define phase, the powder application process is described in terms of its inputs and outputs. For this purpose, a Supplier, Input, Process, Output, Customer (SIPOC) breakdown is used, illustrated in Table 1.

The variables influencing the powder application process are the powder, with its characteristic properties; the AM machine and its equipment; and the process parameters which can be set on the AM machine. In this study, 316L stainless-steel powder (EN 1.4404) with a particle size distribution of 27-53 μm was used. The selection of the machine, as well as the operating parameters used, were based on the machine manufacturer’s recommendations and the judgment of the authors.

In the Analysis phase, these input parameters were examined in relation to their effect on the process result (output). The output of the powder application is the powder layer and the overflow of powder that results from the application. The customers of these results are the two subsequent process steps of melting the powder layer and the powder recycling process. The focus of this investigation was on the quality of the powder layer, which can be defined by various attributes. In the Measure phase, these attributes were defined and evaluated as measured parameters.

Measure: Measured parameters for the evaluation of powder application

To record the quality of the powder layer, the digital microscope VHX6000 from the manufacturer Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan, and the optics VH-Z100R/T at 200 X magnification are used. The microscope captures a section of approximately 1.2 x 0.9 mm and is used to evaluate the local homogeneity of the powder layer. According to the principle of focus variation, a three-dimensional profile of the powder surface is measured with the microscope. Based on this height information,
the surface roughness parameters arithmetic mean height (Sa) and maximum height (Sz) are determined. In addition, the volume between the measured surface and the plane which passes through the highest point of the profile parallel to the averaged surface is determined [8]. This void volume (Vo) also describes the roughness of the powder layer.

For all three measured variables, a small value stands for a homogeneous powder bed with low surface roughness. Additionally, images of the powder layer are taken with the digital camera DSC-HX400V from Sony, Tokyo, Japan. These images are examined regarding the defect characteristics local defects (De), waves (Wa) and grooves (Gr). These defect characteristics are shown as examples in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 gives an overview of the two measuring systems and the parameters they measure.

The capability of each measurement system for each of the measurands (the property to be measured) was ensured by a measurement system analysis (MSA). An MSA type 1 was carried out for the quantitative measurement parameters Vo, Sa and Sz. Here, the empirical standard deviation (s) from twenty-five measurements of the same powder layer was compared with a defined tolerance field. The tolerance field was defined based on bad and good powder layers. The potential measurement
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The quantitative measured parameters Vo and Sz can evaluate the powder application due to their \( C_g \)-value of more than 1.00. No \( C_g \)-value can be determined for the measurand Sa, as the resolution of this measurand is not sufficient. Waves are detected with an agreement of 100%. The agreement of local defects and grooves, on the other hand, is only 68–76%. Accordingly, defects and grooves can be identified repeatedly, but the certainty that they are detected correctly is significantly lower than for waves. At the end of the measure phase, the current process performance is recorded using the usual equipment and the usual process parameters (see Table 3). Here, the result of the measured variable Sa is also given, as this is an established parameter for describing the surface quality.

The qualitative measurands De, Wa and Gr were investigated by the method of attribute agreement. For this purpose, image recordings of twenty-five powder layers containing one or more of the defect characteristics were independently evaluated by three examiners. The evaluation of the images was randomised and repeated. From these evaluations, the percentage agreement of the three examiners was determined for each defect characteristic. The \( C_g \)-values and the agreement of the examiners are listed in Table 2.

The powder application system is analysed by a statistical design of experiments (DoE). Here, the influencing variables (inputs) – geometry and material of the recoater, velocity, layer thickness, supply factor and roughness of the build platform – take on different settings. Each of the six factors is set to two different factor levels in this study. For the geometry of the recoater, a sharp version with a small contact area and a wide version with a large contact area to the powder bed are used. The recoater materials were a silicone with a hardness of 33 ShA and a tool steel. Factor settings are determined for the velocity of the recoater, the layer thickness and the supply factor based on previous studies [5,9,10]. Different surface roughnesses are generated on the build platform by a polishing process with 3 μm diamond particles and blasting with 180–250 μm corundum. Table 4 summarises the factor settings described.

A partial factorial, two-level experimental design was carried out according to scheme \( 2^{6-2} \). This resulted in sixteen trials, realised in randomised order. Each trail comprised the evaluation of ten successively applied powder layers.

### Analysis: Analysis of the powder application system

The powder application system is analysed by a statistical design of experiments (DoE). Here, the influencing variables (inputs) – geometry and material of the recoater, velocity, layer thickness, supply factor and roughness of the build platform – take on different settings. Each of the six factors is set to two different factor levels in this study. For the geometry of the recoater, a sharp version with a small contact area and a wide version with a large contact area to the powder bed are used. The recoater materials were a silicone with a hardness of 33 ShA and a tool steel. Factor settings are determined for the velocity of the recoater, the layer thickness and the supply factor based on previous studies [5,9,10]. Different surface roughnesses are generated on the build platform by a polishing process with 3 μm diamond particles and blasting with 180–250 μm corundum. Table 4 summarises the factor settings described.

A partial factorial, two-level experimental design was carried out according to scheme \( 2^{6-2} \). This resulted in sixteen trials, realised in randomised order. Each trail comprised the evaluation of ten successively applied powder layers.

### Six Sigma optimisation of PBF-LB

The powder application system is analysed by a statistical design of experiments (DoE). Here, the influencing variables (inputs) – geometry and material of the recoater, velocity, layer thickness, supply factor and roughness of the build platform – take on different settings. Each of the six factors is set to two different factor levels in this study. For the geometry of the recoater, a sharp version with a small contact area and a wide version with a large contact area to the powder bed are used. The recoater materials were a silicone with a hardness of 33 ShA and a tool steel. Factor settings are determined for the velocity of the recoater, the layer thickness and the supply factor based on previous studies [5,9,10]. Different surface roughnesses are generated on the build platform by a polishing process with 3 μm diamond particles and blasting with 180–250 μm corundum. Table 4 summarises the factor settings described.

A partial factorial, two-level experimental design was carried out according to scheme \( 2^{6-2} \). This resulted in sixteen trials, realised in randomised order. Each trail comprised the evaluation of ten successively applied powder layers.

### Abbreviation Measurand \( C_g \)/Accordance Evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Measurand</th>
<th>( C_g )/Accordance</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vo</td>
<td>Void volume</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>Capable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>Arithmetic mean height</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Unfeasible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sz</td>
<td>Maximum height</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>Capable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2 Results of the measurement system analysis

The capability index \( C_g \) determined according to the following equation, gives information about the repeatability of the measurement.

\[
C_g = \frac{0.2 \cdot \text{tolerance field}}{6 \cdot \text{s}}
\]

The qualitative measurands De, Wa and Gr were investigated by the method of attribute agreement. For this purpose, image recordings of twenty-five powder layers containing one or more of the defect characteristics were independently evaluated by three examiners. The evaluation of the images was randomised and repeated. From these evaluations, the percentage agreement of the three examiners was determined for each defect characteristic. The \( C_g \)-values and the agreement of the examiners are listed in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurand</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Geomety</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Supply</th>
<th>Roughness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>De</td>
<td>Local defects</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>68 %</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>Silicone</td>
<td>50 mm/s</td>
<td>30 μm</td>
<td>220%</td>
<td>Turned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wa</td>
<td>Waves</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>100 %</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>Silicone</td>
<td>50 mm/s</td>
<td>30 μm</td>
<td>220%</td>
<td>Turned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gr</td>
<td>Grooves</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>76 %</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>Silicone</td>
<td>50 mm/s</td>
<td>30 μm</td>
<td>220%</td>
<td>Turned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3 Current process performance at usual process parameters

### Table 4 Factor settings for DoE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Geometry</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Velocity</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>Supply</th>
<th>Roughness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Sharp</td>
<td>Silicone</td>
<td>50 mm/s</td>
<td>30 μm</td>
<td>150%</td>
<td>Polished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Wide</td>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>200 mm/s</td>
<td>100 μm</td>
<td>290%</td>
<td>Blasted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Local analysis

The mean values of the measurands Sa and Sz show a significant correlation with the measurand Vo, with correlation coefficients between 0.88-0.95 (see Fig. 4).

Due to this correlation, the experiment is evaluated based on the measured parameter Vo, which has the strongest $C_p$-value according to the MSA. To describe the target parameter Vo, a linear regression model is generated according to the principle of forward selection at a significance level of 5%. This model has a coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of 77.06% and is described by the following equation. Here G stands for the recoater geometry, M for the recoater material, V for the recoater velocity, T for the layer thickness and R for the roughness of the build platform:

$$\text{Vo} = 40,317,572 - 4,980,513 G - 4,756,358 M + 108,856 V - 66,906 T - 1,714,008 R$$

This model equation provides the effects of the factors on the target parameter Vo. In the Pareto diagram (Fig. 5), the standardised effects are shown in order of magnitude. The effect diagrams in Fig. 6 illustrate the directions of the effects.

The gradient of the effect lines in Fig. 6 shows the effect of the respective factor setting on the target value. The recoater velocity has the greatest effect on Vo. At low velocity, more homogeneous powder layers are measured on average than at high velocity. A recoater made of steel, in contrast to one made of silicone, leads to more homogeneous powder layers. The same applies to a wide recoater geometry compared to a sharp one. The effects of the layer thickness and the roughness of the build platform are smaller than the other effects. A large layer thickness and a rough (blasted) build platform favoured a homogeneous powder application in the experiment.

![Fig. 4 Correlation of the measurand Vo with the measurands Sa and Sz](image)

![Fig. 5 Pareto diagram of the effects on measurand void volume](image)

![Fig. 6 Effect diagrams for the measurand void volume](image)
The supply factor has no significant effect on the measurand $V_o$. In addition to the effects of the individual factors, interaction effects occurred. These become apparent through the different effects of the recoater geometry depending on the material, velocity and powder layer thickness. In Fig. 7, the interaction effects can be interpreted based on the different gradients of the effect lines.

The effect of the recoater geometry is significantly greater with recoaters made of steel than with those made of silicone. In addition, the effects show different directions. On average, the smallest void volume is achieved with the wide recoater made of steel. The geometry of the recoater hardly shows any effect at a high recoater velocity. At a low velocity, on the other hand, more homogeneous powder layers are achieved when using the wide geometry. Layer thickness amplifies the effect of the recoater geometry, as there is a stronger effect with greater layer thicknesses.

**Global analysis**

When evaluating the qualitative parameters $D_e$, $W_a$ and $G_r$, the number of layers in which the respective defect characteristic occurred is considered. There is no significant correlation between the local defects and factors (inputs). Waves occur as a function of the recoater velocity and the recoater used. The diagrams in Fig. 8 show the number of layers in which waves occurred for each trial, in relation to the recoater’s velocity, material and geometry.

The number of layers with waves is significantly lower at the recoater velocity of 50 mm/s than at 200 mm/s. At the low recoater velocity, no waves occur except in one trial. Under the high velocity, except for two trials (marked red), all trials show waves in each of the ten layers. In these two trials, the application was performed with a wide silicone recoater. Since these trials have a large void volume, there is a possibility that the roughness and inhomogeneity of the powder layer is covering up the waves. Grooves also show...
a dependence on the recoater velocity and the recoater used. Analogous to waves, in Fig. 9 the number of layers with grooves is shown for each of the trials in relation to the velocity and the recoater.

At the recoater velocity of 50 mm/s, significantly more layers with grooves occur than at 200 mm/s. A comparison of the different recoaters shows that fewer grooves occurred using a recoater made of steel than one made of silicone. In particular, the steel recoater with the wide geometry generated the fewest grooved layers. A comparison of the individual trials showing the number of grooves, number of waves and the void volume is given in Fig. 10.

The representation of the grooves against the waves shows that two trials have no waves and only a few grooves (marked in red). The consideration of the sum of waves and grooves in relation to the mean void volume shows that, in these two trials, significantly more homogeneous powder layers were achieved. Both trials were carried out at a recoater velocity of 50 mm/s using the wide steel recoater.

The Grooves vs. Waves and Vo vs. Waves and Grooves graphs in Fig. 10 show the comparison of number of grooves, number of waves and void volume of sixteen trials.

**Improve: Optimisation of powder application**

In the Improve phase, the findings of the Analysis phase are used to optimise the process. The local quality of the powder coating is highest at a recoater velocity of 50 mm/s, using a wide steel recoater. In addition, no waves and only a few grooves are generated with these settings. In order to verify the improvement of the powder application process, a trial is now carried out at the same recoater velocity. This applies particularly to the local homogeneity of the powder layer, which is described by the measured parameters Vo, Sa and Sz. The increase in local defects can be explained by the fact that small local defects are more noticeable in a homogeneous powder layer than in a less homogeneous one. Local defects are less critical compared to periodic defects such as grooves or waves, as they do not extend over the entire powder bed. The occurrence of grooves could be eliminated with the modified settings.

**Control: Project documentation**

The Control phase serves to ensure the improvement of the process. For this purpose, a documentation of the project was created that summarises the results of the process.

"Based on the measured parameters, the quality of the powder layer was significantly improved at the same recoater velocity. This applies particularly to the local homogeneity of the powder layer, which is described by the measured parameters Vo, Sa and Sz..."
Six Sigma optimisation of PBF-LB

analysis phase. This includes a control plan with recommendations for avoiding defect characteristics and increasing local homogeneity. Based on the described regression model, it can be predicted which factor settings lead to which quality of the powder application. At the end of the project, the measurement data and the documentation were handed over to the person responsible for the AM machine to enable the setting of the ideal powder application parameters.

Summary and outlook

This study shows how the powder application process step was successfully optimised using the Six Sigma method. The process, divided into the five DMAIC phases, represented a systematic and structured approach. Powder application was treated as a separate process, the result of which is described by validated measurands. The effect of the influencing variables on this process was analysed with statistical methods, whereby knowledge about the process was obtained.

Based on these facts, an improvement in the quality of the powder application was achieved and ensured in the long term. With regard to the economic efficiency of the PBF-LB process, it is important to increase productivity. This can be realised by a shorter application time and, thus, a higher recoater velocity.

Since increasing the recoater velocity leads to a decrease in the quality of the powder layer, it must be investigated how high the quality of the powder layer has to be in order to produce components with acceptable quality. Future investigations on this topic are planned. In this context, other powder materials, as well as other application systems, will also be investigated. In line with these plans, a powder test rig is currently being developed.
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Insights from R&D to part production: How CT analysis can advance metal Binder Jetting

In the race to optimise AM technologies for the creation of both breakthrough designs and direct part replacements, it is more necessary than ever that companies have access to the deep insights and data needed to advance part designs and processing at every phase of product development. Thanks to its ability to provide these insights non-destructively and in great detail, CT analysis provides an invaluable tool for the advancement of AM processes and their adoption. Philip Sperling, Product Manager AM at Volume Graphics, explains how CT analysis can advance the development and adoption of metal Binder Jetting (BJT).

No manufacturing process is static – either weaknesses and operation costs are addressed through continuous improvement to the core process, or competing technologies step in, upping speed, quality, costs and viability. This is certainly true in the Additive Manufacturing sphere, where Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB) is prominent and approaches such as metal Binder Jetting (BJT) and other metal AM processes seek to expand beyond their niches and make gains in series production.

Today, at private R&D sites and on factory floors, AM machines are evolving at a fierce rate, fighting to either dominate in a specialised sector or serve as a universal tool in the same style as Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machines.

Metal Binder Jetting is a fast-emerging process, promising new performance and functionality and higher productivity within its target markets. It also hopes to provide the same manufacturing agility as the more established PBF-LB process, whilst complementing traditional shape-forming and finishing technologies. At present, metal BJT typically utilises stainless steel 316L and 17-4 PH to address performance goals for industries such as automotive and aerospace, targeting, in particular, hydraulic components.

To restate a point: the AM industry is changing and improving at a blistering pace, both in the speed and size of parts made, their geometrical and metallurgical accuracy, and their repeatability for quality and volume manufacturing. Oft-repeated lists of strong ‘advantages’ and ‘disadvantages’ are expected to change as improving Additive Manufacturing technologies expand capabilities and grow past their entry markets.

Fig. 1 The Volume Graphics team inspects a CT scan of a part at its Heidelberg facility
But, in most cases, AM provides better part density than castings, and metal BJT, at least in some quarters, is currently on a rigorous path to address porosity and related stresses through use of CT scanning and software analysis. The role of CT analysis in BJT part development

Computed Tomography (CT) analysis provides insights at every phase of product development and manufacture. Because of its ability to view interior regions of a part non-destructively, it provides valuable quantitative data on specific, critical and overall regions of a part and/or assembly. High-performance AM components usually exhibit fresh and quite novel geometries. There are unique stresses and vulnerabilities inherent in creating purely function-driven passageways and features, be it with PBF-LB or BJT.

Unlike the laser-induced heat approach of PBF-LB, Binder Jetting is driven by the interaction of powder particles, the compaction by the roller and the application of the adhesive binder. Parts are later thermally processed in two-stages to burn off the binders, reduce porosity and achieve target strengths and the desired microstructure. In the first stage of the two-step process, the 'green' part is debound. Next, a higher temperature is applied (usually in the same furnace) to sinter the part to its final strength. Achieving a strong green part is also crucial as prior to debinding, excess powder has to be removed and the part handled.

With evolving and mature AM technologies alike, ongoing process knowledge, process inspection, and final control are paramount to success. In order to reach commercial reliability, every approach has had to move away from black-art practices and 'recipes' that can’t be replicated machine to machine – or even batch to batch on the same machines. Here is where CT analysis can help developers understand process causality and interrelated factors that influence outcomes. Pinpointing causes and effects can serve to aid in the use and development of sensors, feed rollers, build heads, feeders, binders, and overall operating parameters. Analysis also greatly helps in effectively addressing shrinkage, distortions, brittleness and porosity.

Early process parameter development

Early insight into build process behaviours and conditions that lead to observable and measurable trial outcomes is crucial for shortening development cycles and establishing long-term operating parameters that are reliable and deliver the highest level of productivity and, thus, commercial success. Reaching results faster in early development helps compress all the follow-on stages of product creation. It also establishes a sound methodology for continuous improvement and future expansion of machine features and capabilities.

CT analysis enables a deeper understanding in the development of metal BJT process parameters (e.g., when the user is evaluating different combinations of powder, layer thickness and binder saturation). Other testing methods, while available, are very limited and don’t give a deep volumetric insight into the green part.
For development of early, critical machine parameters, low-resolution CT slice images (as shown in Figs. 2, 3) have proven to be excellent for overview and initial analysis. High-resolution CT slice images are comparable to microsection images and were good for targeted analyses. 90 μm layer thicknesses revealed larger inhomogeneities that later led to poorer quality parts in the post-sintering stage.

One interesting effect identified through CT analysis of binder jetted parts has been the tendency for segregation of fine powder particles in the bottom layers of a build, which leads to higher porosity. This problem is caused by the tendency of finer particles to sometimes agglomerate. Understanding this behaviour allows engineers to evaluate original powder sizes in relation to layering methods and binder mixes.

Later process parameter development

The production of BJT parts incorporates several stages. These include the initial build (sensitive to layering heights, binder amounts and powder quality); low-temperature debinding (still a highly porous state for the part); and longer-cycle, higher-heat sintering to further bond the metal, reduce porosity and eliminate binder additives.

As with early-stage CT analysis, each phase of metal BJT part development can be measured via one-off scans, and batch or inline automated inspections, according to circumstances such as production controls for aerospace-spec parts. Together, early and mid-process tracking reveal these main findings:

- Density variations can be observed in sintered metal BJT parts. These variations can be traced back to the powder application by roller, the binder application itself, and the powder-binder interactions
- Binder application can lead to segregation of powder particles in one layer
- Binder application process can lead to porosity in green and sintered parts due to droplet impact. Higher binder saturation levels can compact the particle structure in green parts due to capillary forces and mechanical impact effects

With final part density, strength, and geometric accuracy so important to commercialisation—and shrinkage rates and other process

Fig. 4 Analysis of the XY-plane in red, measures powder density without the binder imprint. The yellow area below it measures the powder density with the binder imprint. The results show the segregation effect of finer particles and the resulting porosity

“One interesting effect identified through CT analysis of binder jetted parts has been the tendency for segregation of fine powder particles in the bottom layers of a build, which leads to higher porosity.”
X, Y and Z axes. For more complex part geometries, the simulation-based approach can be used to make increasingly detailed adaptations for complex part designs (Fig. 6).

Many challenges can be addressed using simulation, including shrinkage compensation and process adjustments, going back to powder sizes.

**Advantages of the measurement-based compensation software approach are (1) compensation for distortions that are beyond the accuracy of simulation and (2) the ability to tackle non-uniform distortions within the build space and sintering furnace, providing machine repeatability.”**
and anomalies in porosity through to aspects of curing and post-processing.

Advantages of the measurement-based compensation software approach are (1) compensation for distortions that are beyond the accuracy of simulation and (2) the ability to tackle non-uniform distortions within the build space and sintering furnace, providing machine repeatability.

Advantages of simulation-based compensation are (1) predicatively solving manufacturing problems, (2) identifying an orientation/support concept that is fit for distortion compensation and (3) the ability to iterate designs free of the cost of physical tests and numerous trial runs.

A solution for R&D and production

CT software analysis of scanned data for Additive Manufacturing processes, such as Binder Jetting, provides the insights and actionable information needed to shave years off of development efforts. It can also help to ensure that production examples reach the series quality demanded by customers. In the race to use AM for creation of breakthrough designs and much-needed, quickly produced, direct-part replacement markets, CT analysis software offers the depth, breadth and level of automation required for advancing new and evolving Additive Manufacturing technologies.
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Corrosion and wear resistance of materials processed by beam-based AM technologies

A technical session at the World PM2022 Congress & Exhibition, organised by the European Powder Metallurgy Association (EPMA) and held in Lyon, France, October 9-13, 2022, focused on the corrosion and wear resistance of materials processed using beam-based Additive Manufacturing. This session comprised three papers which looked at ways to improve these properties – both particular pain points for AM’s wider adoption – by way of chemical-mechanical surface polishing, adjusted laser power, and the development of new, wear-resistant alloys for AM. Dr David Whittaker reviews the presented papers.

Chemical-mechanical surface polishing to improve mechanical performance and corrosion resistance

The first paper presented in this session came from Agustin Diaz and Patrick McFadden from REM Surface Engineering, USA, and Matias Garcia-Avila and John Scovill of ATI Specialty Materials, USA, and addressed the surface texture optimisation of metal additively manufactured components by chemical-mechanical polishing to improve mechanical and corrosion resistance [1].

Fatigue performance and corrosion resistance requirements are two of the most problematic aspects in the Additive Manufacturing field. The main reasons for failures in these two aspects are the close relationship between surface texture and the usual surface-related defects (SRD), such as partially melted/sintered powder, v-notches, remnants of melt pools (fish scaling), and remaining support structures. These defects can reduce corrosion performance and cause fracture initiation sites. For most medical, aerospace, space exploration, and many other applications, these defects can limit applicability.

The main objective of the reported study was to showcase a combination of surface finishing techniques developed for metal AM workpieces, capable of improving surface waviness, roughness, corrosion resistance, and mechanical properties under cyclic loading.

Fig. 1 The plenary session at World PM2022 in Lyon, October 2022 (Image PIM International)
For components additively manufactured via Powder Bed Fusion (PBF), the stress raisers that compromise fatigue lifetime are largely hidden below an accumulation of partially melted/sintered powder at the surface. It is well known that the cause of early failure is the accumulation of stress raisers at the surface, such as extreme surface roughness and v-notches. The other aspect that is often associated with surface roughness is the material’s corrosion resistance. Surface texture features in PBF components can be associated with different corrosion issues (e.g., pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion, or fretting). It has also been established that, due to the strong correlation between SRD and the corrosion resistance of components, it can be anticipated that the corrosion resistance would be significantly improved after an appropriate surface finishing operation.

The other aspect that compromises structural integrity of PBF components is the accumulation of sub-surface porosity at the near surface. A contour scan, comprising one or more electron or laser beam passes, can be employed during the build process to delimit the part surface from the part’s internal structure. When the contour process parameters are not optimised, sub-surface porosity is generated, reducing the relative density of the material and compromising mechanical performance. Also, there are instances where the issue is not within the contour scan line, but, instead, is within the overlapping settings between the contour and the hatching pass. Failure to produce a successful overlap between these two passes causes sub-surface porosity and lack of fusion at the near-surface. However, this internal porosity can be healed with a proper Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) procedure. Therefore, any subtractive surface finishing operation should improve mechanical and corrosion resistance if a post-processing heat treatment capable of remediating the sub-surface porosity, such as HIP, is performed beforehand.

Many of the potential post-process methods for the improvement of surface texture are inapplicable for AM components, because of the technology’s freeform capability and resultant complex geometries, including internal passages, cavities and channels.

The reported work has focused on the effects of surface finishing of PBF-built metal components, using a combination of technologies that have demonstrated the potential to eliminate or reduce surface-related defects, involving chemical-mechanical polishing. Examples of such finishing treatments for Electron or Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-EB and PBF-LB, respectively), were showcased to demonstrate the process’s capabilities. Case studies for PBF-EB Ti-6Al-4V, PBF-LB GRCop-42, and PBF-LB IN625 were selected as examples.

The specimens used for the study were additively manufactured vertically (90° with respect to the building platform) using the two different PBF types. Specimens were additively manufactured with and without contours.

The surface finishing process was performed by REM Surface Engineering, using their Extreme ISF Process®. This process combines a chemical polishing (CP) operation
followed by a chemical mechanical polishing process (CMP). The CP was performed by immersion in a robot-controlled chemical polishing bath. The CMP was performed in a 30 L circular vibratory bowl with a mix of non-abrasive ceramic media. The chemistry and dosing used for CP and CMP, as well as the media mix composition, shapes, and sizes, are the proprietary information of REM Surface Engineering and were not disclosed in the presentation.

Turning to the first of the case study examples, Fig. 2 shows the surface texture progression during the CP process of an PBF-LB (Ti-6Al-4V) specimen with porosity problems at the contour/hatching overlap region. It can be observed that most of the surface-related defects were remediated during the first 100 μm of surface metal removal (SMR) (Fig. 2, top right). The partially sintered/melted powder was eliminated and the surface profile peaks were partially planarised. Further processing eliminated most of the peaks. The deep valleys that were still present were significantly shallower and rounded, with a considerable planarisation level at 150 μm of SMR. At 175 μm of SMR, porosity associated with an unsuccessful overlap between the hatching pass and the contour was uncovered. This could usually be remediated with further processing at the expense of more sacrificial metal. This type of problem can be prevalent if extra care is not taken during the build process. Nevertheless, using a relatively inexpensive, fast, and easy CP process can check if some problems like this, or lack of fusion at the near-surface, occurred during the manufacturing process.

The second part of the surface finishing process is the CMP, which involves using a specialised chemical formulation capable of producing a weak amorphous layer at the surface that is easily removed under minimal mechanical action, such as the media’s rubbing action in a standard vibratory bowl, accelerating the surface material removal rate. As a result, there is no need to use abrasive media that can be problematic in specific applications due to the possible introduction of inclusions into the sample’s surface and the risk of extra rounding on edges, delicate features, and corners.

Fig. 3 shows the surface texture optimisation progression for PBF-EB Ti-6Al-4V specimens through the surface finishing operations. The as-built components showed typical surface texture features (Ra = 28 + 1 μm) that were eliminated through the CP process by removing 350 μm from the surface. The CP process reached a plateau and no significant change was observed upon further processing. At that point, the specimens were processed by CMP to achieve the required planarisation to target the required Ra. For the HCF (high-cycle fatigue) specimens built with contour and without contour, the Ra target was below 0.1 μm and
Ra = 0.07 ± 0.02 μm for the contour specimens and Ra = 0.06 ± 0.01 μm for the specimens without contour were obtained with the same SMR of 487 μm. Both samples showed the same surface material rates and level of planarisation. Some random porosity was observed in both samples, even though they were HIPed, probably due to small spots lacking fusion, but these were sporadic.

High-cycle fatigue testing was carried out on the PBF-EB Ti-6Al-4V specimens to study the difference between samples with and without a contour. The results showed that, at 275 MPa, both sets of specimens were stopped with no failure at 1,728,000 cycles, but, for the specimens run at 600 MPa, there was a significant difference in the cycles to failure between the contour specimens (Nf = 22,000 ± 9,000 cycles) and the specimens without contour (Nf = 6,000 ± 2,000 cycles). This demonstrated the importance of the contour process, where the contour specimens showed a higher fatigue lifetime, even though the contour layer served as a sacrificial layer during the 487 μm material removal.

The second case study focused on PBF-LB GRCop-42 (Cu-4%Cr-2%Nb). GRCop-42 is a high-strength, dispersion-strengthened copper alloy with excellent conductivity, currently used in liquid rocket engines by NASA and other commercial space companies. Fig. 4 shows the surface texture progression for typical non-HIPed specimens of this alloy through the surface finishing operations. The as-built components show surface texture features overtaken by the partially sintered/melted powder on the surface, with Ra = (18 ± 2) μm.

Ra = (18±2) μm
SMR = As-built

Ra = (4.3±0.4) μm
SMR = (215±2) μm

Ra = (0.61±0.04) μm
SMR = (575±7) μm

Fig. 4 Average surface roughness (Ra) reduction per surface material removal through the surface finishing operation of PBF-LB GRCop-42, first CP followed by CMP (a). The blue area on the plot shows the CP progression, and the red area shows the CMP progression [1].
The initial surface roughness of the as-built specimens was $Ra = (8.3 \pm 0.5) \mu m$ and $Ra = (7.5 \pm 0.2) \mu m$ for the HIPed samples. After applying CP + CMP, the final surface roughness was $Ra = (1.1 \pm 0.6) \mu m$ for the non-HIPed samples and $Ra = (0.07 \pm 0.01) \mu m$ for the HIPed samples. The non-HIPed sample surfaces showed significant shallow pits from the overall porosity, while the HIPed samples’ surfaces were perfectly smooth.

Fig. 5 shows the results of mechanical testing experiments performed on PBF-LB IN625 specimens. The tensile and yield strengths of the specimens were significantly reduced upon HIPing. Nonetheless, the surface finishing process increased these for both non-HIPed and HIPed samples and, in the case of the HIPed samples, the strength lost on HIPing was recovered. However, upon surface finishing, a significant decrease in elongation was observed. The observed effects on the tensile properties can also be associated with the residual compressive stress imparted to the material upon surface finishing. On the other hand, the effects of HIPing and surface finishing on fatigue properties were extremely significant, showcasing the importance of combining surface finishing and HIPing. Surface finished non-HIPed samples did not show a significant improvement in fatigue. The same was the case for HIP samples with no surface finishing.

**Influence of laser power on corrosion behaviour of PBF-LB Mg-Y-Nd-Zr alloy**

The second paper, presented by Hanna Nilsson Ahman and Pelle Mellin (Swerim AB, Sweden) and Clarence Wahman and Cecilia Persson (Uppsala University, Sweden), considered the influence of laser power on the corrosion behaviour of a Mg-Y-Nd-Zr alloy, processed by Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion.

Magnesium and its alloys were first investigated for their possible use as biodegradable orthopaedic implants early in the 20th century and the first biodegradable metal implant to obtain a CE certification was an orthopaedic screw produced from a powder-extruded Mg-Y-Nd-Zr alloy.

PBF-LB of magnesium alloys was first shown to be feasible in 2010. The possibility of additively manufactured complex structures of a Mg-Y-Nd-Zr alloy was first demonstrated in 2016 and a thorough investigation of the microstructure was published.
in 2019. Moreover, the mechanical properties have been shown to match those of the powder-extruded Mg-Y-Nd-Zr alloys. However, for Mg-Y-Nd-Zr alloys processed by PBF-LB, corrosion rates of the bulk material remain too high, currently being around 2-3 mm/year, while a degradation rate of 0.5 mm/year is the currently recommended limit. Secondly, Mg alloys degrade with H₂ gas as one of the main corrosion products. The amount of H₂ gas formed needs to be controlled, as too high a gas evolution can have an adverse effect on bone remodelling. A limit of an average H₂ gas evolution rate of 0.01 ml/cm² per day has been suggested.

In order to tackle the problem of the excessive corrosion rates of Mg-Y-Nd-Zr alloys processed by PBF-LB, a greater understanding of the influence of the process parameters on corrosion properties is needed. The authors believe that there have been no studies to date on the influence of the individual process parameters on the corrosion properties. Therefore, the aim of the reported study was to investigate one of the most important parameters, namely the influence of laser power on the corrosion rate.

A gas atomised Mg-Y3.9 wt.%-Nd3.0 wt.%-Zr0.49 wt.% alloy metal powder with a particle size range of 25-64 μm was processed by PBF-LB with a constant flow of argon running across the build bed. The oxygen content in the build chamber was kept below 0.1 %. For the production of the samples, the process parameters kept constant included a layer thickness (d) of 20 μm, a laser speed (v) of 1100 mm/s and a hatch distance (h) of 40 μm. The scanning direction was rotated by 67° between each layer. The laser power was varied between 60 W, 80 W and 90 W. Cylindrical samples, measuring 10 mm high and with a diameter of 5 mm, were additively manufactured.

Five samples from each sample group were additively manufactured and cut from the build using dry cutting to avoid the as-built surfaces being exposed to any reactions with cutting fluid. A cutting speed of 20 mm/s was applied using medium forces, and the sample was oscillated during cutting to minimise heating of the samples. The samples were then washed in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min immersed in ethanol.

An image of a representative additively manufactured cylindrical sample exhibiting the as-built surface after the ultrasonic bath washing is shown in Fig. 6 a). The results for the surface roughness analyses of the as-built surfaces of the three sample groups are presented in Fig. 6 b). The results show that a higher surface roughness was obtained for the samples produced with 60 W laser power, followed by the 80 W and finally 90 W. This shows that a lower laser power results in a higher surface roughness. In previous studies on other alloys processed by PBF-LB, it was observed that the surface roughness of the top surface can either decrease or increase with increasing laser power, depending on the other process parameters. Incomplete melting of powder is a plausible reason for the difference in surface roughness observed in this study.
Optical micrographs of the cross-sections of the edges of samples are shown in Fig. 7. In the image of the sample produced with 60 W power, large internal pores are visible throughout the bulk of the material (Fig. 7 a). These large pores appear to be due to a lack of fusion (i.e., not enough energy is put into the material to melt it completely), the same effect causing the higher surface roughness. No significant difference can be observed between the samples produced with 80 W and 90 W power (Figs. 7 b and c respectively). The images of both samples show some small circular pores in the bulk of the material, measuring around 10 μm or below. These types of pores generally occur either through a key-hole effect related to an unstable melt pool, or they could come from pores present in the powder. In this instance, either source is a possibility, as there were pores present in the powder and the magnesium is generally an unstable material. Moreover, the higher surface roughness of the 60 W sample, as measured by confocal microscopy, is also visible in these images, while no discernable differences can be seen for the 80 W and 90 W samples.

The SEM images of the edges of the cross-sections of the samples are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Representative images of two regions with different microstructures seen in the samples can be observed at a high magnification in Figs. 8a and b. The first is presented in Fig. 8a, where the melt pool structures observed in previous studies of Mg-Y-Nd-Zr alloys processed by PBF-LB are clearly distinguishable. This includes the clearly distinguishable melt pool boundary, as well as the planar structure within the melt pool. Around the edges of the cells, there are phases that appear brighter in the SEM images, which, in previous studies, have been shown to be Mg-rare earth intermetallic phases (RE = Y and Nd). The oxide flakes dispersed throughout the microstructure have also been noted in previous studies, which have shown that this type of structure usually corresponds to larger grains with a strong basal structure. In Fig. 8b, two other features of the microstructure can be detected. Firstly, there are...
Star like formations and, secondly, there are more randomly organised Mg-RE intermetallics, corresponding to a dendritic structure. This type of region has previously been shown to contain smaller equiaxed dendritic grains with sizes in the range of a few μm. The secondary phases in the form of Mg-Re intermetallics also appear in larger agglomerates in Fig. 8b in comparison with Fig. 8a.

Comparing the microstructures along the edges of the three samples, representative of the three groups, in the SEM images of Fig. 9, it can be seen that the sample produced with a laser power of 60 W mainly exhibits the microstructural features of Fig. 8a, while, for the samples produced with 80 W and 90 W power (Fig. 9 b and c), the microstructural features highlighted in Fig. 8b are more prevalent. These features are also visible in some regions along the edges of the sample produced with 60 W, but not to the same extent. Comparing the samples produced with 80 W and 90 W power, the structure highlighted in Fig. 8b appears to be more dominant in the 90 W sample than in the 80 W sample. In the bulk of the material, it is the microstructure presented in Fig. 8a that is the most prevalent for all samples.

The reason for these differences in microstructure between the samples has not been fully established by the authors. However, the higher laser power contributes with two effects. The first is the higher volumetric energy input. As the difference between the melting point (Tm = 650°C) and the boiling point (Tb = 1050 °C) is very narrow for Mg, and the vapour pressure is also very high, Mg evaporation is observed for all samples during Additive Manufacturing. However, a higher amount of evaporation product is generally observed for the higher energy densities. This would lead to a greater shift in the alloying content, causing the precipitation of higher amounts of intermetallic particles.

A second effect of higher laser power is the difference in width and depth of the melt pool and this means a larger heat affected zone. The material is remelted and reheated more times, which could cause the precipitation and growth of secondary phases. The higher energy input also affects the thermal conditions in the material during Additive Manufacturing and can thus affect which types of microstructures are formed. The formation of equiaxed dendritic grains usually implies a homogeneous nucleation and growth, which usually takes place at slower cooling rates where there is time for segregation of elements. This would explain the higher presence of this type of structure along the edges of the additively manufactured pieces, where there is contact with the unmelted powder, as the unmelted powder has a much lower heat conducting capacity than the bulk. This would also explain the larger amount of the type of structure being present in the sample printed with a higher laser power.

The corrosion properties of the as-built surfaces were investigated using a Phosphate Buffered Saline solution as the corrosion medium. All corrosion measurements were carried out at 37°C to mimic biological conditions in the body. The corrosion rate was characterised by the hydrogen evolution rate, measured using a volumetric set up.

The results from the hydrogen evolution tests are presented in Fig. 10 and show that the samples additively manufactured with a laser power of 60 W exhibit a lower corrosion rate compared to the samples manufactured with higher laser powers. This can be attributed to the lower heat input, which results in a slower cooling rate and less time for element segregation.

"The formation of equiaxed dendritic grains usually implies a homogeneous nucleation and growth, which usually takes place at slower cooling rates where there is time for segregation of elements."
power of 90 W have the highest hydrogen evolution rate, followed by
the 80 W and finally the 60 W. This was unexpected, as the samples
produced with 60 W had both the highest surface roughness and the
largest internal pores, as well as the highest number of pores.

The reason for the 60 W power samples exhibiting the lowest corro-
sion rate could be related to the size and amount of the secondary Mg-RE
phases observed in the SEM images. The increase of Mg-RE intermetallic
phases has previously been shown to have a detrimental effect on the
corrosion properties of Mg alloys, because the Mg-RE phase has a
higher corrosion potential than the Mg matrix. In aqueous solutions,
the intermetallic phases work as local cathodes and give rise to an
increased micro-galvanic corrosion.

These results indicate that, to a certain extent, the size and distribu-
tion of the secondary phases are more important than the surface
roughness and internal porosity, at least when looking at the corrosion
rate over twenty-eight days. Nevertheless, both surface roughness and
pores are known to have an important adverse effect on the mechanical
properties of materials processed by PBF-LB in general and for Mg alloys specifically.

Thus, the authors have proposed that future studies should include
optimisation of the microstructure near the surfaces through the devel-
lopment of optimised PBF-LB process parameters of contours. Moreover,
further focus should be put on understanding the effect of the main
PBF-LB process parameters on the formation of the two types of micro-
structures observed in this study.

Development of wear resistant alloys for PBF-LB

The final paper in the session turned to the issue of wear resistance of
PBF-LB materials. Corina Junghetu (Hoeganaes Corporation Europe,
Romania) and Chris Schade and Tom Murphy (Hoeganaes Corpora-
tion, USA) highlighted the company’s development of a suite of wear

In general, hard materials for tooling and wear resistant applica-
tions are very difficult to machine, with the most common forming
method being grinding. Utilising a grinding operation severely limits
the shape of the final product. Additive Manufacturing, and PBF-LB in
particular, allows intricate shapes to be formed for most alloy materials
and enables low-cost prototyping of small wear-resistant components.
These prototypes can be placed in service to collect data on the perfor-
mance of both the material and design of the part. This can be done
without incurring large costs due to moulds or machining of very hard
materials. The design features of AM lend themselves to creating parts
that could not be produced simply by grinding the shape from a block
of metal. Therefore, there is great potential in utilising AM for producing
serial parts for industrial use.

The reported study documented and introduced a new family of
alloys called Ancorwear. These materials were designed specifically for
PBF-LB and cover a hardness range

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>Oxygen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ancorwear 500</td>
<td>Remainder</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancorwear 600</td>
<td>Remainder</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancorwear SPL</td>
<td>Remainder</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancorwear S7</td>
<td>Remainder</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancorwear SS</td>
<td>Remainder</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>11.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Overview of alloy compositions evaluated in the study [3]
Several alloys have been developed, covering a range of hardness and ultimate tensile strength values. There are a number of factors to be considered when choosing an appropriate alloy for an application. These can include: the structural properties, operating temperature, atmosphere or corrosion resistance and toughness. The main starting point for these attributes is the chemical composition of the alloys, as shown in Table 1. Ancorwear 500 and 600 are alloys made to mimic conventional wrought, abrasion-resistant grades commonly produced in plate steels. These grades of steel are typically difficult to form and are used in fairly simple shapes. Ancorwear SPL is a chromium/nickel-free alloy similar to the 500 and 600 grades but is designed to meet health and safety requirements where chromium and nickel are not permitted. S7 is a typical tool steel, but has the advantage of good impact and shock resistance; also, it has good resistance to softening at moderately high temperatures with an excellent combination of high strength and toughness. Ancorwear SS is a stainless steel that has high hardness, but provides abrasion resistance when moderate corrosion resistance is also needed.

All powders used in this study were produced by gas atomisation, with the exception of Ancorwear SS, which was produced by water atomisation. All powders were screened to a nominal 15-53 μm particle size range, which is common for PBF-LB processing. Specimens for the study were processed by melting powder layer by layer with an Yb fibre laser (400 W) within an argon-filled chamber. Cubic samples (10 x 10 x 10 mm) were built with a variety of different settings to evaluate the porosity content produced for all the alloys listed in Table 1. A constant layer thickness was used for all samples, while the laser power, hatch distance and scanning speed were varied. Image analysis was used to measure the porosity content of the cross-section of the cubes perpendicular to the build direction. Settings for additively manufactured mechanical test specimens were chosen for all the alloys that led to a density of greater than 99%.

A set of standard settings was used to build dogbone tensile test specimens. Samples were cut from the build plate in the as-built condition after production. Tensile specimens were tempered for 1 h at 538°C in a nitrogen atmosphere prior to testing on all the grades except Ancorwear SS. This material was first heated to 1260°C for 30 min in nitrogen atmosphere and furnace cooled to room temperature. This heat treatment formed a dual phase microstructure of martensite and ferrite. Following the initial heat treatment at 1260°C, the Ancorwear SS was tempered at 538°C for 1 h in nitrogen to temper the martensite that was formed.

To determine the maximum hardness achievable in each alloy, tempering studies were performed on all materials. Due to the high level of residual stresses from the PBF-LB process and the nature of the alloys (high hardness), it was recommended that these materials should not be used in the as-built state.

```
"Due to the high level of residual stresses from the PBF-LB process and the nature of the alloys (high hardness), it was recommended that these materials should not be used in the as-built state."  
```
and a low level of carbon, has both high hardness and good ductility. The Ancorwear SS, which has low carbon (typical of stainless steels), has a HRC of 38, which is very high for a non-carbon stainless steel. The low carbon allows for a better corrosion resistance of this alloy compared to the other materials.

The microstructures of alloys 500, 600, SPL, and S7 were tempered martensite with varying concentrations of fine precipitated carbides in ferrite. The chemical compositions of each alloy, as shown in Table 1, control the size, composition, and concentration of the carbides, with the higher carbon contents resulting in a higher carbide population density compared with the lower carbon contents. In addition, the ferritic regions were larger and more distinct in the lower carbon samples.

The fifth alloy, Ancorwear SS, had a dual phase stainless steel composition. Mechanical and physical properties of this alloy type were developed by heating the as-built sample in the two-phase region of the phase diagram (ferrite and austenite) then cooling to transform the austenite to martensite. The martensite was tempered at 538°C before mechanical testing.

The alloys shown in Table 1 exhibit a range of hardness that could be used in a variety of applications. The initial case study presented related to the hammers and screens in a hammer mill for grinding materials. In order to investigate the use of PBF-LB, both the hammers and screens were additively manufactured from materials shown in Table 1, grinding trials were performed, and wear and lifetime of the AM parts were quantified. The material that was chosen to be ground was a metal alloy consisting of titanium-iron-manganese with a hardness of HV30 = 355.

For the field trials, Ancorwear SPL was chosen due to its high hardness but good toughness (as indicated by its elongation values). Since the hammers rotate at a high RPM, they need to have good impact toughness so that they do not fail catastrophically. If a hammer were to shatter when operating at >3000 RPM, significant damage to the mill could occur. In addition to the hammers, the perforated screens were also additively manufactured via PBF-LB. Typically, because these screens are conventionally formed by rolling, the material cannot have a high hardness, as this would make forming difficult. However, since PBF-LB can produce the curved screen, a higher strength/hardness material was considered as a potential improvement. In order to have a direct comparison with the standard hammers and screens, an equal number of hammers and screens manufactured from both the standard process (machining and rolling) and PBF-LB were put in the hammer mill at equivalent positions. The wear and damage to each of the parts were monitored as a function of the amount of metal alloy that was ground.

Fig. 11 shows photographs of the hammers and screens. In the case of the screens, the process was stopped after grinding 470 kg of the metal alloy, the photograph on the left shows that the perforated hole diameter was much larger with the standard screen material when compared to the SPL material processed by PBF-LB. The right picture of the screens showed that the standard processed screens failed at 1153 kg of ground material, while the screen produced via PBF-LB was still serviceable. All hammers lasted the lifetime of the campaign and the weights were measured before and after the grinding campaign to gain an indication of the weight loss. The wear on
In the standard alloy, details of the well-defined lath martensite are clearly visible and are typical of a tempered low-carbon martensite. A representative area from the SPL alloy core shows evidence of a heavily tempered lath martensite, with large ferritic regions populated with a distribution of small carbides. This difference in microstructure accounts for the hardness disparity and was probably caused by the thermal history of the AM part. As stated earlier, the AM part was tempered at the conclusion of the build process at a temperature designed to attain the maximum hardness, but still have ductility to resist the impact. In building the hammer, as opposed to the substantially smaller tensile bar, the temperature within the part remains elevated for a longer time, due to the repetitive heating from the laser. Consequently, the part undergoes both a microstructural transformation during cooling from the melt and what may be considered a self-tempering as the part is continually reheated during the remainder of the build. Finally, at the conclusion of the build cycle, the hammer is tempered again at the predetermined temperature, which further tempers the already tempered microstructure.

In the two wear surface images (Fig. 12, right), the white coating on the left side of each image is the built-up edge of the metal alloy powder on the hammer edge and the right side of each image is typical of the core, although at a lower magnification compared with the two core-only images. The microstructure differences are apparent, as is distortion to the microstructure in the form of flow of material from particle impact at the hammer edge during grinding. It is evident in these images that the flow and distortion in the AM hammer is at a greater depth compared with the machined hammer, which may help account for more material being eroded from the surface during use, thus contributing to a greater weight loss.
Based on the knowledge gained from this initial pilot trial and the finding that the AM material already undergoes self-tempering from repetitive scanning of the laser over the prior built layer, it was concluded that a more appropriate material selection for this application might have been Ancorwear 600. Fig. 13 shows the microstructure of Ancorwear 600 in the as-built condition and tempered at 315°C for 1 h. It is clear that the microstructure in both conditions is martensitic and more closely resembles the microstructure of the standard alloy. The Ancorwear 600 alloy has higher carbon than the other materials and, therefore, the hardenability of the alloy is greater and the hardness of the martensite that is formed is also greater when compared to the other alloys. The primary purpose of tempering is to impart toughness to the alloy. This occurs due to the relief of internal stresses caused by the formation of martensite and the precipitation and spheroidisation of carbides. Alloying elements have a direct effect on the latter. Elements such as manganese, nickel, and silicon have only a small effect, since they do not form carbides. Elements such as chromium, molybdenum and vanadium are known to enhance hardness at higher tempering temperatures by forming alloy carbides. The effectiveness of these elements depends on their solubility in austenite and the nature of the carbide formed. These alloying elements also retard the coalescence of carbides, leading to temper resistance. Nickel has a synergistic effect on the hardenability when added with chromium and molybdenum and is known to increase impact toughness at higher tempering temperatures by forming alloy carbides. The effectiveness of these elements depends on their solubility in austenite and the nature of the carbide formed. These alloying elements also retard the coalescence of carbides, leading to temper resistance. Nickel has a synergistic effect on the hardenability when added with chromium and molybdenum and is known to increase impact toughness for alloys with a martensitic microstructure.

On comparing the mechanical properties of Ancorwear 600 and Ancorwear SPL, the ductility of the two materials is similar, while the hardness of the 600 alloy is greater. This, combined with the fact that the microstructure resists the tempering from the PBF-LB process, leads to a harder, more wear-resistant alloy that should also resist the impact seen in the performance of the grinding hammers.

Prior to running additional case studies with the Ancorwear 600, Charpy impact testing will be performed to ensure that the material will not fail catastrophically. In addition, wear tests, such as pin and disc, will be performed to correlate the wear rate test results and mechanisms (by metallography) with the actual operation of the hammers in the mill.
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February 7–9, New York, NY, USA  
www.additivemanufacturingstrategies.com

**MIM2023**  
February 27–March 1, Costa Mesa, CA, USA  
www.mim2023.org

**Fraunhofer Direct Digital Manufacturing Conference (DDMC) 2023**  
March 15–16, Berlin, Germany  
www.ddmc-fraunhofer.de

**AMUG 2023**  
March 19–23, Chicago, IL, USA  
www.amug.com

**EBAM 2023 – International Conference on Electron Beam Additive Manufacturing**  
March 22–24, Erlangen, Germany  
www.ebam.fau.de

**Hannover Messe 2023**  
April 17–21, Hannover, Germany  
www.hannovermesse.de

**RAPID + TCT**  
May 2–4, Chicago, IL, USA  
www.rapid3devent.com

**Space Tech Expo USA 2023**  
May 2–4, Long Beach, CA, USA  
www.spacetechexpo.com

Download our app for Apple and Android devices...
PM China 2023 / AM China 2023
May 31–June 2, Shanghai, China
en.pmexchina.com

TCT 3Sixty
June 7–8, Birmingham, UK
www.tct3sixty.com

World Titanium Conference 2023 (Ti-2023)
June 12–16, Edinburgh, Scotland
www.iom3.org/events-awards/world-titanium-conference-2023.html

PowderMet2023 / AMPM2023
June 18–21, Las Vegas, NV, USA

MAPP Second International Conference
June 28–29, Sheffield, UK
www.mapp.ac.uk/events/mapp-2nd-international-conference

AM Forum Berlin
July 4–5, Berlin, Germany
www.am-forum.eu

EPMA Powder Metallurgy Summer School
July 17–21, Dresden, Germany
www.summerschool.epma.com

EMO Hannover 2023
September 18–23, Hannover, Germany
www.deutschesmesse.co.uk/emo

Euro PM2023
October 1–4, Lisbon, Portugal
www.europm2023.com

Formnext
November 7–10, Frankfurt, Germany
www.formnext.com

Space Tech Expo Europe 2023
November 14–16, Bremen, Germany
www.spacetechexpo-europe.com
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en.pmexchina.com
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November 14–16, Bremen, Germany
www.spacetechexpo-europe.com

2024

World PM2024
October 13–17, Yokohama, Japan
www.worldpm2024.com

If you would like to see your Metal Additive Manufacturing related event listed in this magazine and on our websites, please contact Jo Sheffield:
jo@inovar-communications.com

and access all our back issues for free!
The Metal Additive Manufacturing e-newsletter is sent to key metal AM industry professionals worldwide, twice a week. Register today to ensure you benefit from reading the latest industry news and advances in metal AM.

E-newsletter subscribers also benefit from a free digital subscription to Metal AM magazine. As soon as each new issue is available we’ll send you an email containing a direct link to your free digital copy.

www.metal-am.com/subscribe-to-the-metal-additive-manufacturing-e-newsletter
Advertisers’ index & buyer’s guide

Our advertisers’ index and buyer’s guide serves as a convenient guide to suppliers of AM machines, materials, part manufacturing services, software and associated production equipment. In the digital edition of Metal AM magazine, available at www.metal-am.com or via the Metal Additive Manufacturing app, simply click on a company name to view its advert, or on the weblink to go directly to its website.
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Laser Beam Powder Bed Fusion (PBF-LB)

3D Systems, Inc. 06
www.3dsystems.com

Eplus3D 48
www.eplus3d.com

Farsoon Technologies 57
www.farsoon.com

GF Machining Solutions 21
www.gfmsadditive.com

Guangdong Hanbang 3D Tech Co., Ltd. 46
en.hb3dp.com

KOLIBRI Metals GmbH IBC
kolibri.de.com

TRUMPF SE + Co. KG 35
www.trumpf.com

Directed Energy Deposition (DED)

TRUMPF SE + Co. KG 35
www.trumpf.com

Material Extrusion (MEX)

Rapidia Tech Inc 24
www.rapidia.com

Hybrid AM

Matsuura Machinery Ltd 75
www.matsuura.de

Binder Jetting (BJT)

Desktop Metal, Inc. OBC
www.desktopmetal.com

Digital Metal 10
www.digitalmetal.tech

Wish you were here?

For more information contact
Jon Craxford, Advertising Sales Director
Tel: +44 207 1939 749
jon@inovar-communications.com
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**HEAT TREATMENT & SINTERING**

Sintering, debinding and heat treatment systems
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### POWDERS, POWDER PRODUCTION AND ANALYSIS
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WHY is metal 3D printing always so costly?

Sorry, it's NOT...

Quick machine installation
Laser calibrating by yourself
Intuitive service features
Blue Man proof
Competitive pricing

Missed us on formnext fair? Visit us!

Machines for 3D Print
Materials for SLM/ SLS
Metal Matrix Composites
Metallurgy Knowledge
Maximum Simplicity
NEW PACKAGES AVAILABLE

The Shop System™

Now offering an expanded lineup of the world’s best-selling metal binder jet machine

Shop System
The original plug-and-play solution from Desktop Metal to get started 3D printing metal parts fast - no prior binder jetting experience required.

Everything you need at an affordable price. Intuitive software drives a complete system, from 3D printer and depowdering station to an industrial-grade furnace.

Shop System+
A more economic solution for high-power customers to reduce operating costs with locked in discounts on DM powder and binders.

Lower the cost of additive operations and improve part costs to drive faster ROI with the same plug-and-play experience and materials as the base package.

Shop System Pro
A more flexible solution for customers with powder metallurgy experience that unlocks custom printing and sintering process parameters.

Expand beyond DM-supplied alloys to new applications or reduce operating costs through the use of third-party or proprietary powders.

Learn more by downloading the Shop System specifications
teammdm.com/ShopPackages